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ABSTRACT
Nielsen, Amy. A Selective Study of the Art Songs of Franz Lehár. Published Doctor of
Arts dissertation, University of Northern Colorado, 2018.

Though best known for his operetta output, German composer Franz Lehár (18701948) wrote over one hundred lieder, including at least six cycles. This is the first formal
study available on the art songs of Franz Lehár. The opening chapter provides a short
biography. Subsequent chapters seek to provide specific musical cues and idioms to
describe Lehár’s musical style, along with insights into his compositional technique and
musical aesthetic as they are employed in his art songs. Chapter III begins with an
overview of the historical importance of Franz Lehár, including a brief discussion of the
musical trends and composers of the time.
Analysis of Lehár’s compositional style includes discussion of general stylistic
traits, along with formal structures, use of harmony and keys, rhythmic devices, melody
and text, and piano accompaniment. Musical examples from his art song output are
provided to illustrate these various points. Chapters IV-VI offer a brief musical and
textual analysis of 24 song selection from his four published art song volumes. The
analyses include historical background on the song's composition and poet, the song’s
style sheet, followed by a rendering of the text with English translations.
The concluding chapter offers a summary of Lehár’s compositional style, a
generalized style guide chart, and brief insight as to the possible motivations behind the
composition of the art songs. This dissertation comprises a research guide that applies a
iii

musical-analytical methodology to Lehár’s art songs (a topic that until now has been
woefully neglected). Thus, it aims to strengthen the current body of research that is
available in Lehár’s scholarship.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Topic
Franz Lehár (1870-1948) was and continues to be a much-loved figure in the
world of music, particularly in the field of operetta. Despite his beloved status, only a
paucity of information exists on Lehár’s art songs. For those interested in studying Lehár
and his works, finding appropriate sources may prove challenging. Many of the
biographical sources on Lehár are difficult to obtain. Those not living in Europe, those
who do not speak and read German fluently, and those who do not have access to large
university library holdings, may find acquisition and process to render the sources
functional extremely time-consuming and expensive.
This dissertation presents a short biography on the life Franz Lehár and his art
song compositions and addresses Lehár’s compositional style, drawing supportive
evidence from Lehár’s four art song volumes1 . Ultimately, I hope that this dissertation
provides an inexpensive, readily-available resource that will aid in the study of Lehár and
his art songs.
Significance of the Topic
Franz Lehár, an Austro-Hungarian composer and conductor, holds a prominent
place in music history as one of the leading operetta composers of the twentieth century.

1 Franz

Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár: Sämtliche Kunstlieder, ed. Andrew Lamb
(London: Glocken-Verlag, 2002), I-IV.
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His influence on Viennese operetta was significant to the point that noted Viennese
author and operetta composer, Edmund Nick (1891-1974), declared that Lehár “created”
modern operetta.2 Beloved by generations past and present, he remains one of the most
popular composers of light music. Alongside Strauss II and Offenbach, Lehár’s most
famous operetta, Die lustige Witwe (The Merry Widow), has secured a lasting place of
prominence in both operetta and opera repertoiries since its premiere in 1905.
While a few sources outline Lehár’s historical importance, little scholarship has
been written on the musical devices that make Lehár’s works unique to his time and
characterize his style.3 Save for Edward Michael Gold’s dissertation on Lehár’s
operettas, no other resource delves into any type of detailed musical analysis of Lehár’s
works. Most resources primarily contain biographical and historical information
regarding Lehár and his operettas, with little to no mention of his art songs. Andrew
Lamb compiled and published many of Lehár’s art songs4 . In each volume, Lamb
provides short, 1-2 page introductions on the accompanying art songs. Other than the
Gold and Lamb resources, I was unable to find additional literature on Lehár’s art songs.
This dissertation presents background information on the composer and a musical
and textual analyses for each of the of the 24 selected art songs. The art songs selected for
study come from the large body of Lehár’s vocal music, which comprises over 98 pieces
for solo voice with piano accompaniment. In addition, this study provides historical
background on each art song's composition and accompanying poet, if available, along

2 Edward Michael Gold, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas: A Musical-Analytical
Study,” (Ph.D. diss, New York University, 1993), 2.
3 Gold, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas ,” 1.
4 Franz Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár: Sämtliche Kunstlieder, ed. Andrew Lamb
(London: Glocken-Verlag, 2002), I-IV.
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with corresponding texts and English translations. In the vein of Carol Kimball’s work
on song style, “Annotations [will] not provide a complete stylistic or theoretical analysis
of each piece but emphasize information that might provide direction for further
exploration or create interest in an unknown work or composer.”5
This dissertation comprises a research guide that applies a musical-analytical
methodology to Lehár’s art songs (a topic that until now has been woefully neglected).
Thus, it aims to strengthen the current body of research that is available in Lehár’s
scholarship.
Incidence of the Topic
The topic for this dissertation originated with my goal to find an obscure
composer who had written a significant body of art songs but had received little scholarly
attention as to their life and music. Due to the lack of available resources on many of the
composers I initially researched,6 finding a composer who fit my criteria was difficult. In
addition, most of the composers only had a few art song compositions to their name.
After several unsuccessful attempts, I directed my search toward well-known
composers who had produced a great body of compositional works, and from there,
finding a composer whose output also included a large amount of art song compositions.
Opera composers from my favorite era (the Romantic Era) such as Giuseppe Verdi,
Giacomo Puccini, and Gaetano Donizetti came to mind. I also considered Franz Lehár,
arguably the most famous operetta composer of his time. I supposed that since these

5

Carol Kimball, Song: A Guide to Art Song (Milwaukee: Hal Leonard Corporation, 2006), xvi.
Some of the initial composers I reasearched include Luigi Arditi, Jean-Paul-Égide Martini, and
E. Meyer-Helmund.
6

4
composers were well-known, a large amount of musicological research would be
available for review. To my surprise, I found little written about Lehár or his art songs.
As I continued my search for sources on Lehár, I was delighted to find that in
addition to writing operettas, he had also composed a large number of art songs, and
these songs comprise four published volumes currently in print and available in several
American libraries. Lehár’s simple, heartwarming, stick-in-your-head-and-heart tunes
floated through my head, such as, “Vilia oh Vilia the Witch of the Wood . . . I’ll wait
forever for you” (from The Merry Widow) and “Meine Lippen sie küßen so heiss, meine
Glieder sind schmiegsam und weiß . . .” (from Guiditta). I had finally found a famous
composer who had more than a few art songs credited to his name and whose music I
enjoyed, both for its simplicity and for the significance that it holds for my own family
members. My maternal grandmother and her siblings are German and well-acquainted
with, and have strong attachments to Lehár’s music. I can still see the teary faces of my
Great-aunt Beate and Grandma Gudel as I sang and played Lehár for them. By writing
this dissertation, I hope to be able to not only give credit to a composer who has received
little academic attention, but to honor my Grandmother and her siblings, who hold Lehár
and his music in such high esteem.
Review of Source Material
The sources for this study include secondary literature and musical scores. The
former comprises works of both historical and biographical nature concerning Lehár and
his operettas. Music scores include Andrew Lamb’s four published volumes of Lehár’s
art songs.

5
Edward Michael Gold’s 1993 dissertation, “On the Significance of Franz Lehár’s
Operettas: A Musical-Analytical Study,” appears to be an authority on the systematic and
comprehensive examination of Lehár's compositions. It provides a discussion on the
history and development of operetta in general, Lehár’s background and training, and a
catalogue of his works. Gold also provides “macro-timelines” for each of Lehár’s thirty
operettas, which indicate distinctive characteristics of sound, harmony, melody, rhythm,
and growth. Additional analyses of Der Rastelbinder and Das Land des Lächelns are
also presented. Gold uses the methodology outlined by Jan LaRue in her work,
Guidelines for Style and Analysis, to assess Lehár’s operettas.
An examination of ProQuest Dissertation and Doctoral Dissertations in
Musicology reveals two other dissertations (in addition to Gold’s) on Lehár and his
operettas or “Viennese operetta” in general. The first listing is Harold R. Mortimer’s
dissertation, “The Silver Operetta and the Golden Musical: The Influence of the Viennese
Operetta of the Silver Age (1905-1935) on the Broadway Musical of the Golden Age
(1943-1964).” It examines the history of Viennese operetta and its influence on the
American musical theater during Broadway’s Golden Era. The second one is P. D.
Seeley’s dissertation, “Franz Lehár: Aspects of His Life with a Critical Survey of His
Operettas and the Work of His Jewish librettists.” It examines Lehár’s biographical
information through correspondence between Lehár and Maria von Peteani (Lehár’s
personal biographer and friend). This biography also presents a chronological survey of
Lehár’s operettas, including consideration of their qualities and instances of Jewish
attributes in his writings. Unfortunately, Seeley’s dissertation is non-circulating and
therefore not available for further study.

6
Oxford Music Online offers seven Lehár biographies by Decsey, Czech, Peteani,
Macqueen-Pope and Murray, Grun, and Schneidereit. In Gold’s afore-mentioned
dissertation, he provides a summary of these sources. Only two of these biographies are
in English, and Gold writes, “[Pope and Murray’s] Fortune’s Favorite: The Life and
Times of Franz Lehár (1953) delineates Lehár’s influence upon the British musical
theater. Gold and Silver: The Life and Times of Franz Lehár (1973), although thorough
in its exploration of things biographical and historical, does not attempt an in-depth
musical analysis.”7
In a similar manner, the German language biographies (Schneidereit, Czech,
Decsey, Peteanie, Linke, and Frey) emphasize biographical and historical aspects. Otto
Schneidereit's final work, Franz Lehár: Eine Biographie in Zitaten [Franz Lehár: A
Biography in Quotations], is a work that presents “commentary on Lehár and his career,
with accounts from newspapers and journals, as well as Lehár’s own writings. The book
offers a plethora of viewpoints and opinions to Lehár and his creative activity.”8
Stan Czech provides two separate volumes, Franz Lehár: Sein Weg und sein Werk
[Franz Lehár: His Way & His Work] from 1948, and Schön ist die Welt [How Lovely the
World] from 1957, both of which “offer strong profiles of the composer and his
relationships with family and friends.”9 Ernst Decsey’s Franz Lehár, focuses on Lehár’s
family background and heritage, recounting his early years, his career as a military band
leader, and the composer’s activities at the height of his success with his operettas,
including his experiences with the production of specific works. The resource also

Gold, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas,” 3.
Gold, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas,” 28.
9 Gold, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas,” 32.
7
8
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includes a chapter on Lehár's personal life and relationships, as well as a comprehensive
index of his compositions.
Maria Von Peteani’ bibliography, Franz Lehár: Seine Musik – Sein Leben [Franz
Lehár: His Music – His Life], offers biographical information as well as personal
recollections. Norbert Linke’s compilation, Franz Lehár, contains biographical
information on the composer and his operettas, peppered with personal statements by
Lehár himself. Though the work is only 156 pages, it is a valuable resource for
documenting Lehár’s personal statements.
Stephen Frey’s text, Franz Lehár oder das schlechte Gewissen der leichten Musik
[Franz Lehár or The Guilty Conscience of Light Music], briefly introduces the reader to
Lehár’s biography before examining his musical productivity in the context of mass
culture and the “serious” artistic culture of the modern era.
Max Schönherr compiled a bibliography for Lehár’s centennial in 1970 entitled
Franz Lehár: Bibliographie zu Leben und Werk. As Gold writes, “This effort comprises
in one volume a source listing of Lehár, including articles, essays, newspaper reviews,
people, premieres, and related literature.”10 Guy A. Marco describes Schönherr’s
bibliography as a “list of all books, articles, and other writings about the composer.” [It]
also gives specific dates for all the operettas and discusses the place of music in Vienna
during the years of World War II.”11
Two additional books relevant to this study deal with Richard Tauber (18911948), a famous tenor who held close association with Lehár: This was Richard Tauber

Gold, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas,” 8.
Guy A. Marco, Opera: A Research and Information Guide (New York: Taylor & Francis, 2001.
file:///C:/Users/Amy/Downloads/epdf.tips_opera-a-research-and-information-guide-2nd-edition.pdf, 213.
10
11
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and Mv Heart and I. Gold demonstrates that both works deal with the life and
professional activities of the Austrian born tenor Richard Tauber, a performer whose
career was closely aligned to Lehár's. Gold writes, “Preliminary research indicates that
Tauber's voice was a strong influence on Lehár’s vocal writing during his final period of
compositional activity.12
Other resources that may shed additional light on Lehár, though not directly about
the composer himself, include Richard Traubner’s Operetta: A Theatrical History, and
Carolyn Abbate and Roger Parker’s A History of Opera. Traubner’s book provides
information that traces the evolution of operetta in its many distinctive national styles.
He examines the careers of major composers, along with productions of their works and
the related aspects of public and critical reaction. Abbate and Parker’s book surveys 400
years of operatic history. The opening chapters provide an overview of several issues
relating to opera, including words and music, realism onstage, and popularity and
conventions in staging. Subsequent chapters discuss opera’s origins, major composers,
and styles at length. Carolyn Mulac, in her editorial book review, wrote:
[that this book]…is not a dry recitation of musical facts but a collection of
interesting, well-reasoned discussions supported by abundant references to
contemporary writings, critical studies, biographies, and other sources. Opera fans
who wish to go beyond program notes will appreciate the care and scholarship
that went into this rich and elegant history. 13
Gold’s dissertation lists several resources that delineate historical aspects and details of
Viennese operetta at various time junctures. Other resources on Tauber include Charles

12
13

Gold, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas ,” 8.
Gold, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas,” 8.

9
Castle and Diana Napier Tauber’s, This Was Richard Tauber, and Diana Napier, My
Heart and I.
Additional resources detailing the history of art song (lieder and mélodie), as well
as Lehár’s predecessors and contemporaries in art song composition, include: German
Lieder in the Nineteenth Century by Rufus Hallmark, French Song from Berlioz to
Duparc by Frits Noske, A French Song Companion by Graham Johnson and Richard
Stokes, A History of Song edited by Denis Stevens, and Song: A Guide to Art Song Style
and Literature by Carol Kimball. Hallmark’s book provides literary context for
nineteenth-century lieder followed by contributions of individual lieder composers
including Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, Wolf, Strauss, Mahler, and others. Noske’s
volume explores nineteenth-century French art song. It discusses the forms from which
the genre evolved and outlines the melodies of Berlioz, Liszt, Bizet, Saint-Saëns, Franck,
Fauré, and others. He describes and analyzes songs in terms of structure, style, prosody,
and melodic-harmonic features. Additional topics include Berlioz’s contribution to the
emerging form, the influence of German song, special problems of French-language
prosody, and the changing role of the accompaniment. Johnson and Stoke’s compilation
provides a short introduction on the history of the mélodie, along with repertoire guides
to works of over 150 composers of French vocal music. Steven’s book includes almost a
thousand years of song history, from the time of the troubadours to the present day. He
discusses repertoire from Poland, Czechoslovakia, America, Switzerland, and Belgium
along with the more well-known repertory of France, Germany, and England. Kimball’s
book is a comprehensive survey of art song literature, including biographies and

10
discussions of the works of 150 composers of various nationalities, as well as a
discussion on styles of various schools of art song composition.
Hungarian art song resources include: “Hungarian Art Song” by Monica Szabó,
which gives a brief history of Hungarian art song, and “A concise History of Hungarian
Music,” by Bence Szabolcsi, which traces the history of Hungarian music from the
Middle Ages through 1945. Several other related articles on JSTOR, include: E.
Kilenyi’s, “The Theory of Hungarian Music,” “The Art Songs of Kodály,” by Cinthia
Jolly, “Popular Dance Music Elements in the Folk Music of Gypsies in Hungary,” by
Katalin Kovalcsik, “Gypsy Musicians and Hungarian Peasant Music,” by Bálint Sárosi,
and “Folk Elements in Twentieth-Century Hungarian Music,” by Daniel Lee Sender.
“The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe” by Jonathan Bellman
defines the style hongrois through specific musical terms by amalgamating recent
scholarship into a lexicon of musical elements and gestures. The study provides
background into the development of the style hongrois and the social and political
circumstances within Vienna and the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The origins of the
Viennese dance tradition are traced and major works related by title or compositional
circumstance to Hungarians or Gypsies by Johann Strauss Jr. are examined.
Methodology
I have selected the songs for musical-analytical study from Andrew Lamb’s The
Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár.14 These four volumes include traditional art songs
as well as those based on dance forms (including the waltz, tango, foxtrot, polka, onestep, march, among others). The 24 songs chosen for analysis include dance forms, two

14

Andrew Lamb, ed., The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár: Sämtliche Kunstlieder, (London:
Glocken-Verlag, 2002), I-IV.
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duets, as well as songs in each of the languages represented in the volumes (German,
French, and Hungarian).
German songs include:
Aus eiserner Zeit, Liederzyklus (Volume 1, #11-15)
“Trutzlied”
“Ich hab’ ein Hüglein im Polenland, Frauenlied”
“Nur einer…”
“Was liegt daran?”
“Fieber”
1 March: “Kriegslied” (Volume 2, #19)
2 Waltzes: “Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei” (Volume 2, #16)
“Do-Re-La” (Volume 3, #2)
1 Foxtrot: “Es gibt noch Märchen” (Volume 4, #8)
“Aus längst vergang’ner Zeit!” (Volume 2, #4)
“Das Vöglein in der Ferne/Das lockende Lied” (Volume 3, #1a/1b)
“Heidenröslein” (Volume 4, #1)
French songs include:
Amours song cycle (Volume 1, #16-19)
“Sans phrases”
“Fruit défendu”
“Ce soir, la chamber est vide”
“À Versailles”
Les Compagnons d’Ulysse, numéros musicaux du roman de Pierre Benoit song cycle
“Tango d’amour” (Volume 1, #26)
“L’amour ne peut se tromper” (Volume 1, #22)
Other: “Salut Paris!” (Volume 4, #13)
Hungarian songs include:
Dalai song cycle (Volume 1, #27-30)
“Erre, arra jártam”
“Ami elmúlt”
“Hogyha a lány mosolyog”
“Ha megehúlöck, kinyitom a bicskámat”
Other: “Mondd mamácskám” (Volume 2, #19)

12
Tables A1-A4 in the Appendix present “Quick View Analysis Charts” for each of
the four Andrew Lamb volumes. These charts detail the length of the pieces (i.e.
measures), vocal range, key/mode, tempo, meter, form, and miscellaneous notes. For the
sake of manageability, and to corroborate the data found in the “Quick View Analysis
Charts,” additional analysis on 24 arts songs is presented. Song examinations follow
Carol Kimball’s approach outlined in her book, Song: A Guide to Art Song Style and
Literature15 . The selected art song chapters provide a brief summary on the background
of the song or song cycle and poet (when available). This is followed by the style guide,
which provides a summarized account of details about the piece including: melody,
harmony, rhythm, accompaniment, poet, and secondary factors (including information on
the text and influences) as well as subsections as they apply to each song (see Appendix
A). The original song text with English translation is also included.
When referencing pitches in this dissertation, C4 will represent middle C. C3 will
indicate the C below middle C (progressing downwards), and C5 will represent the C
above middle C (progressing upwards), as outlined in Figure 1.1 below.

Figure 1.1, Pitch Number Reference
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Delimitations
Although Lehár is known as one of the greatest operetta composers of all time,
this dissertation will deal solely with his art song compositions. Unlike Gold’s
dissertation (which provides a musical-analytical review for each of Lehár’s operettas),
this dissertation provides a musical analysis for only 24 of Lehár’s art song compositions.
These musical analyses will by no means present an exhaustive study; chord-by-chord
harmonic analysis will not be given. However, the examination includes overarching and
significant elements of melody, harmony, rhythm, form, accompaniment and text, as well
as secondary factors such as unifying elements and influences, when applicable.
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CHAPTER II
THE LIFE OF FRANZ LEHÁR
At the age of seventy-six, Franz Lehár exclaimed, “Believe me – I am not dead
yet! I still have much music in me! So much music!”1 Known as the leading operetta
composer of the twentieth century, Lehár won the hearts of the public with his endearing
music, most notably through his operettas. Famous opera composer and friend, Giacomo
Puccini, said of Lehár’s operetta music, “Bravo, Maestro! Refreshingly fresh, ingenious,
full of youthful fire!”2 Maria von Peteani, Lehár’s chosen biographer, said of Lehár, “It
has been established that Franz Lehár’s music (who was during his life the most
discussed composer of all time), streams every hour of the day and night through the
ether, and when the peaceful citizens of Europe sink into a tired sleep, the other side of
the globe calls out, “You Art My Heart’s Delight!”3 Another well-known associate of
Lehár, Richard Tauber, said in an interview with Das Neues Wiener Journal (New Vienna
Journal) in 1934:
I know how many of my great successes are connected with the name
of Lehár’s . . . My favorite song and also one that is requested again and again by
the public is . . . My Whole Heart Belongs to You . . . Without this, going around
the whole world and being sung by the greatest and perhaps the most beautiful of
all of Lehár’s songs, it would be a while before there were another Tauber
Konzert. I don’t sing operetta, but I do sing Lehár.4
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Lehár is endeared in the hearts of innumerable Europeans and operetta-lovers around the
world, and has left a legacy that will not soon be forgotten. Lehár once said, “Music . . .
is more than mere entertainment, or earning [a] living; that God has given it for the lifting
up of hearts, to exhilarate and to comfort; that the musician’s profession serves Man’s
affirmation of life and joy in life.”5
In his biography Grun divides Lehár’s compositional life into three periods: the
first comprising years of self-assessment, the second those of development, and his last
creative period, which began when Lehár was 54 years old.6 His vocal compositions
include 40 full- length operettas, 20 one-act operettas, two full length operas, one one-act
opera and over 100 art songs. Lehár also made a significant contribution to Viennese
music with his 65 waltz compositions and some 50 marches. The operetta, Die lustige
Witwe (1905) is considered his masterpiece, and revitalized the operetta genre in the
twentieth century. It was performed over 5,000 times and remains an international
favorite to this day.
The composer was born Franz Christian Lehár on April 30, 1870 in Komáron,
Hungary. There the folk music of Hungarians, Slovaks, and Romani could be heard.
From childhood, and throughout his life, Lehár was surrounded by circumstances and
experiences that contributed to his musical development and artistry. The son of a
military bandmaster, Lehár had the benefits of both a father (Franz Lehár Sr., 1837–1898)
with formalized musical training, and a mother (Christine Neubrandt, 1849–1906) who
possessed a strong appreciation for music steeped in the folk traditions of her native land.

5 Bernard Grun, Gold and Silver: The Life and Times of Franz Lehár, (New York: David McKay
Company, 1970), 27.
6 Grun, Gold and Silver, 208.
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Lehár’s father brought Lehár first violin home and started him on violin and piano
lessons before he could even read or write; his mother sang him the old songs of the
Komorn region. Lehár’s father, with his musical training, emphasized the more formal
aspects of his son’s training, while his mother provided exposure to their native folk
elements. Speaking of his mother, Lehár said,
She could listen for hours when I played little children’s songs, or when I tried to
compose my own. My mother tried to teach me German by reading poems to me.
She liked one poem especially, so I set some music to it. My mother sang, and I
played it! That was my first composition.7
At six years old Lehár was composing little tunes by ear on the piano.8 While he
disliked regular school subjects, Lehár enjoyed and excelled in music. One of his early
instructors once declared that Lehár was “one of the most charming feather-brains and
one of the most feather-brained charmers” he had ever had to deal with. 9 As Lehár
himself said, “School work just doesn’t interest me.”10 After attending a concert in
Klausenburg presented by the famed composer and conductor Franz Liszt, Lehár, age ten,
was awakened to the true power of music and went on to become a famous composer in
his own right. At eleven, he wrote a song inspired by his Grandmother Neubrandt, her
Rakoczy Square home, and a girl who he met there. Lehár said, “There I found my first
love: the first motifs for the operas and operettas of my life.”11 The girl was from
Budapest and lived in the flat in the courtyard of the Neubrandt house. Lehár sat by her
side and held her hand, and as he once stated,
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We looked into each other’s eyes. I was boundlessly happy. Till Grandmother
came. She tore us apart. I wept bitterly. I went on crying, and wouldn’t stop,
until my mother saved the day. She gave me a four-kreutzer piece to buy the little
girl a bag of sweets. But the fickle thing shared my present with a rival: both got
tummy aches from it, and I wrote my first song ….12
Figure 2.1 shows a quotation and musical excerpt of this first song. The two lines above
the music, penned in Lehár’s own hand says: “The song has been lost. The beginning I
can still remember. It goes like this.”

13

Figure 2.1, Quotation and Musical excerpt

Later in life, Lehár remembered exactly where he had picked up the verse:
Someone advised my mother to read a lot out loud and to declaim, if she wanted
to perfect her German. Thus, I often heard poems from her. “Ich fühl”, das ich
tief innen kranke. . .” (I feel I am ailing deep inside me) – I liked that particularly
and it stuck in my mind. I’m not sure I knew what it meant, except that I realized
‘ailing’ was something sad.14
The tune sounded like the echo of a Komorn gypsy song, entwined with major-minor
piquancy’s that later became characteristic of Lehár’s harmonic style. Growing up as
somewhat of a “tornisterkind” [knapsack-child], Lehár’s mixed antecedents, including
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Czech, Moravian, Hungarian, Slovak, Italian and Viennese, made him “the ideal Homo
Austriacus” [Austrian Man].15 Indeed, as Bernard Grun pointed out,
Lehár’s cosmopolitanism, his flair for languages, and the bravura with which he
incorporated folk-song elements into his music can easily be recognized as an
effect of these frequent migrations. If to the Viennese he always seemed a
Viennese, to the Hungarians a Hungarian, to the Czechs a Czech, to the Poles and
Slovaks a Pole and a Slovak, this was not only because he had a virtuous ability
for so appearing; in his youth he had learnt also to be “all things to all men.”16
Both parents encouraged Lehár’s musical explorations. When he was eleven
years old, they sent him to continue his musical studies with his uncle Anton Lehár, who
was the music director in Sternberg, Moravia. During the summer months, along with his
piano, violin, and harmony studies, Lehár gained his first experience as an orchestra
player. He played second violin in his uncle Anton’s Bad Ullersdorf Orchestra. This
proved to be a valuable period for Lehár because he “absorbed the sounds and colors of
the group.”17 Grun demonstrates that, “Simple programme pieces of the band sharpened
[Lehár’s] ear for the well-formed cantilena; from the limitations of the tiny orchestral
combination grew his amazing skill in instrumental economy.”18
A year later, at the age of twelve, Lehár entered the Prague Conservatory, where
he studied violin, theory and composition. He was guided by noted teachers of the time
such as violin instructor, Anton Bennewitz, friend of Dvorák and one of Smetana’s
chamber music partner, and the composition teacher Josef Foerster. 19 Lehár also had the
wonderful opportunity of being exposed to many great orchestral masterworks by
attending performances of the Neue Deutsche Landestheater (New German Theater)

The Lehár’s moved 22 times during Lehár’s childhood.
Grun, Gold and Silver, 24–25.
17 Grun, Gold and Silver, 24–25.
18 Grun, Gold and Silver, 29–30.
19 Grun, Gold and Silver, 33.
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under the direction of master conductor and composer Gustav Mahler. As Grun points
out, “Mahler’s musical integrity and purity of approach set standards which Lehár
followed all his life.”20
Not only was this a period of study and musical experiences, it was also during
this time that Lehár first tried his hand at composition. Thinking back on this time, years
later in 1912, Lehár recalled, “My first attempts at composing occurred already during
this time. As far as I can remember there were songs after [some] mediocre texts and a
Sonatina.”21 Reflecting upon his compositional activity during his time at the
conservatory, Lehár recalled an invitation to perform for Antonín Leopold Dvořák
(1841–1904). Lehár took the opportunity to present one of his own works. Dvořák
expressed satisfaction and delight at Lehár’s compositions: “Know what, my lad? You
should hang up your fiddle and write music.”22 Lehár also sent some of his works to
Johannes Brahms (1833–1897). Lehár received in return a card of introduction to the
Secretary of the Vienna Society of Music-Lovers, on which Brahms had written in his
own hand, “The enclosed specimens are a further recommendation.”23
In addition to the artistic standards that Lehár learned from Mahler, the city of
Prague gave him a perfect knowledge of the Czech language, the Prague-German accent
(with the sharp double-S sounds and slightly singing intonation), and the melancholy of
Slavonic melody.24 Such understanding of the Czech language proved a great help with
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his musical palette when Lehár wrote his first large-scale orchestration for his Russian
opera, Kukuška (1896).
Second Creative Period
Over the next several years, Lehár secured a variety of music positions that helped
him mold a sense of tone and orchestral color, as well as develop a clear understanding of
opera. Grun writes that, “In this school of practice he was obliged to learn the repertoire,
the tricks of the theatrical trade, the concert literature, above all how to listen to write for
an orchestra.”25 At the age of 20, Lehár became the youngest bandmaster in the AustroHungarian Empire, as the commander of the 25th Infantry Regiment Band headquartered
in Losoncz. This position provided Lehár with a wealth of practical experience. He had
more time for composing and arranging. He composed several orchestral arrangements,
arranged medleys of operatic music and traditional folk songs, and adapted classical
scores and tailored favorite musical pieces for the military bands. His drawing-room
compositions were titled after the Romantic conventions of the day, such as: Heart’s
Greetings, Coral Lips and Catkins; the violin works that he wrote were titled Hungarian
Song-Sequence or Hungarian Fantasy.26 He wrote marches, waltzes, mazurkas, and
songs. As Gold explains,
No doubt the luxury of having an ensemble of reasonable proficiency available to
him, combined with the necessity of “adopting, adapting, modifying, and
metamorphosing” extant elements of style into something “stylistically original, if
perhaps not characteristically brand-new,” played a critical role in contributing to
Lehár’s development as both composer and orchestrator. 27
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Lehár strove to find recognition as a serious composer. While stationed in the
Adriatic port of Pola, Lehár wrote his seven Karst-Lieder (Karst Songs, 1890). This song
cycle was originally published in 1894 under the title Weidmannsliebe. These songs
belong to the late-Romantic German lieder tradition. They are short, most under a
minute, and capture the mood of the limestone district of the Karst, in modern-day
Slovenia.28 The songs’ lyricist, Felix Falzari (1859–1912), was a Venetian marine officer
and writer who was also the librettist of Lehár’s early opera Kukuška.29
Lehár also wrote six additional individual songs in 1890 (which can be found in
Volume II of Andrew Lamb’s edited collection of Lehár’s art songs). During Lehár’s
time in Losonez, the Regimental Commander of the 25th commanded him to give singing
lessons to the Commander’s 17-year-old daughter, Baroness Vilma Fries. Later Lehár
recalled, “My embarrassment was considerable, but orders are orders and there was
nothing to be done about it.”30 Lehár never had any experience as a teacher and admitted
that the Baroness did not learn how to sing with him. Lehár’s biographers have written
that, “She lost her voice, he his heart . . . ”31 Conversely, Lehár stated that by the second
lesson “she was already singing a song, “Vorüber” (Gone), which I had composed for
her.”32 The Baroness is also credited with writing the lyrics of two of Lehár songs: “Aus
längst vergang’ner Zeit!” and “O schwöre nicht!,” Lied, op 9. Another one of his young
female students, Countess Rosa Cebrian, with whom Lehár formed a romantic
attachment, is also credited with writing the lyrics to two of his songs, “Ruhe” (Peace)

28 Franz Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár: Sämtliche Kunstlieder, ed. by Andrew
Lamb, (London: Glocken-Verlag, 2002), 1: iii.
29 Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, ed. by Lamb., 1: iii.
30 Grun, Gold and Silver, 40.
31 W. Macqueen-Pope and D. L. Murray, Fortune’s Favorite, 28.
32 W. Macqueen-Pope and D. L. Murray, Fortune’s Favorite, 21.
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and “Möcht’s jubelnd in die Welt verkünden” (I’d joyful to the world proclaim it!).
Lamb writes that,
Rosa’s Ruhe (Peace) is a tender elegy of a tormented heart, while Möcht’s jubelnd
in die Welt verkünden has a passionate introductory section that prefaces an
outbreak of uncontrollable joy. This latter may have been Lehár’s first waltz
song.33
Upon leaving Losoncz, Lehár sought work in Budapest. It was during this time
that he became first acquainted with the music of Puccini. Lehár was enthralled by
Puccini’s music, full of terrific melodic power, elegance and freshness. He felt sure a new
style of lyric drama was evolving. 34 In 1894, Lehár was hired as the new Bandmaster for
the Naval Band in the Imperial and Royal Navy. This position was significant for Lehár
to develop his own style and interests. It allowed an association with composer Antonio
Smareglia and Commander Felix Falzari, which provided ample opportunity for musical
growth. Smareglia introduced Lehár to his own operas and to Wagner (especially Tristan
and Isolde and The Ring cycle). Falzari introduced Lehár to the new literary sounds
emanating from Vienna, i.e. Schnitzler, Bahr, and Hofmannsthal. Falzari also wrote
poems, which he read to Lehár. Subsequently, Lehár set seven of those poems to music,
in a song-cycle entitled Weidmannsliebe, op. 26. (mentioned above).
On January 1, 1898, Lehár’s father died. Describing the last hours of Lehár
Senior, the composer’s brother, Anton said,
Franz had relieved me a little while before, I was lying in a doze. Then I suddenly
heard sounds, as if from another world. Quite soft and hesitant at first, then grew
louder and more powerful. Franz was sitting at the piano saying good-bye to his
father . . . I crept to the door and saw the dying man’s ashen face. His eyes were
wide open, looking outwards the next room, from which my brother’s Kukuschka
fantasies were streaming forth. I saw my father following each bar, his features
becoming more and more transfigured. He who had served only music all his life
33
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now experienced the fulfilment of his artistic longings in his son. The music from
the next room grew more and more mighty and passionate. My father tried to sit
up just once more, then sank back inert. I rushed to Franz – ‘Our father,’ that was
all I could say. Never again have I heard my brother play like that. And we knew
God’s grace accompanied our father right to the last hour; after an industrious and
harmonious life – a peaceful death.35
Lehár himself once said of his father, “He would only have talked of me as an infant
prodigy if I had been unmusical! When I was no more than five, he was very ready to
find fault with me….”36 But upon his death, the father left this earthy life fulfilled by the
glorious music of his son. There could be no finer tribute for father or son.
Lehár Senior’s death left the post of Bandmaster with the 87th Imperial and Royal
Infantry Regiment vacant. On April 1, 1898, Lehár assumed his father’s post. In the
winter of 1898, Lehár applied for a transfer to Vienna with the 26 th Infantry Regiment
and was hired on the spot. He arrived in Vienna on November 1, 1899 to take up his new
post. To promote himself in the Viennese artistic circles, he joined the Viennese branch
of Schlaraffia, an association that fostered the arts. Members were known by knights’
names that reflected their personal preoccupations. Lehár, thus, became known as “Ritter
Tonreich” (Sir Musical).
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From the time he settled in Vienna, serious songs were mixed with more satirical
ones.38 As Gold points out, “The ambiance of Viennese society, with its specific musical
demands, provided not only a source of stylistic food for thought for the young composer,
but an arena in which to showcase his ever broadening compositional activities as
well.”39 Lamb outlines four song cycles (Weidmannsliebe, Die Liebe zog vorüber, Aus
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eiserner Zeit, and Amours) and 25 other songs composed by Lehár between 1890 and
1917. Concerning these art songs, Lamb states:
Especially noteworthy is Die Näherin (The Seamstress), with words by Carl
Lindau (1853–1934). A seductive waltz, it depicts dreams of a happier existence
than going through one stitch after another. This idea of a working girl’s dream
of happiness was to reappear in the waltz-song Wär es auch nichts al sein Traum
von Glück from the operetta Eva. No less intriguingly, the refrain uses a theme
that reappears to glorious effect in the waltz Gold und Silber, composed around
the same time.40
Of the other songs of these early Viennese years, “Im Boudoir” (In the Boudoir) deals
with a racy setting, namely a young ballerina and her financial benefactor. This song,
with text by Eduard Merkt (1852-1908), was interpolated into Lehár’s operetta Wiener
Frauen. The German version of the song, Verfürt, (Seduced), is based on the French
poem “Sujétion” (Subjection), by poet André Barde (1874-1945). This song was sung by
Carl Stretimann (1858-1937), who originated the role of Barinkay in J. Strauss’s Der
Zigeunerbaron and who played leading roles in various Lehár operettas.41
In 1902, Lehár resigned military service to become conductor at the Theater an
der Wien, where his operetta Wiener Frauen was performed, along with his famous Gold
and Silver waltz. In 1905 Die lustige Witwe premiered, to great success. For a period of
several years, Lehár was preoccupied with operetta commissions, composing only one art
song and a minuet with Hungarian words, “Mondd mamácskám” (Tell Mamácskám).
Lehár composed this song for the leading lady of the Hungarian stage, Luiza Blaha
(1850-1940) to sing in January 1913 in the play A lábtin (The Girls) by Arpád Pásztor
(1877-1940).42 Inspired by the outbreak of World War I, Lehár resumed song
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composition with some morale-boosting numbers. Among the art songs composed
during this time is a fine example of his more serious song-writing. “Sibirische Nacht”
(Siberian Night) portrays the evening loneliness of those forced away from home by war.
The song was published in 1917 as “Nimm mich mit, o Herbst” (Take Me with You,
Autumn), which pays homage to the rich colors and shades of autumn, with texts by
Ludwig Krenn, and later published as “Sibirische Nacht” by Glocken–Verlag.43
World War I did nothing to help propel Lehár’s popularity in either English or
French – speaking countries. After the war, however, editor of L’autriche-a French
feature magazine about Austria-Marcel Dunan, helped build Lehár’s relationship with
France. Dunan not only wrote the French libretto for Lehár’s 1920 operetta Die blaue
Mazur, but also the words to one of Lehár’s French song cycles, Amours (Loves).
In autumn of 1921, Lehár proposed to Sophie Meth, with whom he had been in a
relationship with for more than 15 years. He supposedly came into her flat and
announced, “Get your mink coat-we’re going to be married!”44 Unfortunately, Lehár,
who apparently could give life to his female theatrical characters, could not be considered
the ideal husband. He knew many women; according to a biographer: “At forty to prove
himself to himself, at sixty to give him a delusion of youthful strength.”45 If his
characters entered his life as reality, “overrunning him and making demands on him, he
was delighted – until he discovered that his melodies had given them a promise of erotic
sensations [that] he could never fulfil (sic).”46 Lehár’s sensual impulses swell into his
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waltzes. Another biographer, Ernst Decsey, noted that Lehár’s waltzes show one who is
lonely and sick with longing:
Danilo dances alone round the beautiful Glawari, until she succumbs and dances
with him. The situation is common to all Lehár waltzes. They yearn and win by
humble wooing…the inhibitions are over-come, the melody hypnotizes through
submissive tenderness: I am your slave. That is very Slavonic: a masochistic
element always preceding the Corybantic fulfilment (sic).47
With the horrors of the war receding into the past, Lehár was no longer striving
for recognition as a serious composer. He settled into a more relaxed creativity. While
he still developed operettas with more serious endings, he also composed some delightful
songs in popular idioms full of beautiful melody. These songs capture the spirit of the
decade as light-hearted dances (one-step, foxtrots, tangos, and waltzes) that Lehár
“seemingly composed with a twinkle in the eye.”48 Lehár collaborated with one of his
major operetta lyricists, Fritz Löhner (1883–1942). Together they created the art songs
“Das Vöglein in der Ferne” (The Little Bird in the Distance), and “Do-Re-La!” The
former is a sweet coloratura waltz in which the singer blends her voice with that of a bird.
The latter was composed to accompany a silent film starring Lilly Marischka, daughter of
Theater an der Wien manager Wilhelm Karczag (1857–1923).49
Lehár sometimes interpolated his art songs in his operettas. Songs often
reappeared in different settings with different texts. Two dance songs, “Eine kleine
Freundin” (A Little Friend), and “Um acht beggint die Nacht” (The Night Begins at
Eight), were first interpolated in the first Berlin production of Die blaue Mazur in 1921.50
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That same year, they both reappeared with new texts in the Viennese production of Die
Tangokönigin. Similarly, “Komm, die Nacht gehört der Sünde” (Come, the Night
Belongs to Sinning), was used in Vienna’s revised production of Clo-Clo in 1925 and
later reappeared in Frühlingsmädel in Berlin in 1928. The foxtrot “Wenn eine schöne
Frau befiehlt” (When a Beautiful Woman Commands) was first published in English in
1923 as, “When Lights Are All A-Glow.” It was featured on four different occasions: in
the singspiel Frühling and later in Frühlingmädel, in the 1935 film Die ganze Welt dreht
sich um Liebe, and in an adaptation of the operetta Clo-Clo. It was also one of several
songs Lehár permitted Günther Schwenn (1903–1990) to adapt with new words, for
revue versions of Lehár’s operettas at the Berlin Metropol-Theater.51 Schwen was a
German librettist who wrote various war songs, operettas and musical librettos, as well as
texts for entertainment films such as Kora Terry (1940). He wrote the lyrics for 60 stage
works, 100 musical films and over 1000 individual titles.52
One of Lehár’s best known numbers, written in 1922, is the one-step “Das macht
doch der Liebe kein Kind!” This song was composed for the cabaret performer Jacquis
Rotter, but gained its greatest popularity with Italian theater man Carlo Lombardo (1869–
1959), who adapted it as the foxtrot “Gigolette” for Lehár’s Italian operetta La Danza
delle Libellule.53 In 1928 it turned up again as “Ich hol’ dir vom Himmel das Blau” for
Fritzi Massary to sing in Eric Charell’s Berlin Metropol-Theater production of Die lustige
Witwe. Finally, Ernst A. Welisch (1875–1941) adapted the third version further for
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publication by Glocken–Verlag in 1943.54 Several songs from this time are set by
Lehár’s favorite song lyricist, Peter Herz (1895–1987), including: “Ging da nicht eben
das Glück vorbei?” and “Frauenherz, du bist ein klenier Schmetterling.” Lehár and Herz
were so fond of the latter song that years later they re-used it with a new verse as Hie und
da sagt eine Frau zu allem ‘Ja’.55 A few of Lehár’s songs from this period
(“Vindobona,” which honors Vienna, and “Ging da nicht eben das Glück vorbei?”) heark
back to Lehár’s membership in the Schlaraffia and subsequent membership in the
Viennese Rotary Club (1925). Promptly upon joining the rotary club, Lehár composed a
“Rotary Hymn” in collaboration with Fritz Löhner-Beda.56
Third Creative Period
Lehár began his third creative period when he was 54 years old. From 1925 to
1934, Lehár produced six works “of lyrical character, bursting with full richness of sound
. . . To adapt Richard Tauber’s remark, Lehár no longer wrote operettas – but Lehár.”

57

His close relationship with Tauber began in 1921. Lehár went on to write several works
for him, culminating in 1929 with the most popular Tauber song, “Dein ist mein ganzes
Herz” (My Whole Heart Belongs to You).
After 1929, Lehár became involved with revisions and film versions of his
operettas. His only new stage-work that year was Guidittai, which premiered in 1934.
Of his last operetta Lehár said, “Guiditta is my favourite child; I have been able to put
into it something created from my innermost being. With it I have given of my best.”58
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Lehár’s 1930s songs reflect the arrival and influence of talking films. “Was wär’
ich ohne Euch, Ihr wunderschönen Frau’n” (What Would I Be Without You, Wonderful
Women) is a genuine Lehár “TauberLied.” The song is a tango composed for the film
Die große Attraktion (The Great Attraction), produced by Tauber’s own film company. 59
Another song that Lehár wrote for film includes “Es war einmal ein Walzer” (There Was
Once a Waltz), written for a 1932 film starring Marta Eggerth. Lehár wrote several songs
for the 1933 Die Großfürstin Alexandra (Grand-Duchess Alexandra), starring Maria
Jeritza, of which sadly, only “Du und ich sind für einander bestimmt” (You and I are
Meant for Each Other), survives.60 Lehár’s operetta Clo-Clo was adapted into the 1935
film, Die ganze Welt dreht sich um Liebe (The Whole World Revolves around Love),
which starred Marta Eggerth, Leo Slezak and Hans Moser. The two new songs that
Lehár provided for this film were the very first numbers published by his own publishing
company.61
Other non-film art song compositions include a substantial body of music (vocal
numbers and dance music) that was used for an adaptation of Die lustige Witwe at the
German Opera House, in Berlin in December 1938.62 Many of Lehár’s art songs are
published with more than one set of texts. Often his songs were “repurposed” with new
texts and interpolated into current operetta productions (see Table 3.2, pp.41).
In 1935, Lehár founded his own publishing house, Glocken–Verlag, which
acquired the rights to most of his works, with the regrettable exception of the lucrative

59 Franz Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár: Sämtliche Kunstlieder, ed. by Lamb
(London: Glocken-Verlag, 2002), 4: iii.
60 Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, ed. by Lamb., 4: iii.
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rights for Die lustige Witwe. After Lehár retired (when he was in his 60’s), he composed
only isolated pieces of music. He put most of his efforts into preserving his output for
posterity.
In 1936, Lehár wrote a second set of French songs, Les Compagnons d’Ulysse
(The Companions of Ulysses). This set of musical numbers was composed for a 1937
French radio adaptation of a novel by Pierre Benoit (1886-1962). Lehár met Benoit in
Paris during the time Benoit was writing the Les Compagnons d’Ulysse novel. Benoit
suggested that Lehár compose music for it. Lehár did in January 1937, working with the
novel to one side and music paper to the other. Lehár’s score includes solos, a large love
duet, a comic duet, and a tango, for which he re-used his 1925 song, “Kondja.”63
During World War II, Lehár remained in Vienna and Bad Ischl. His final years
were darkened by the political troubles of Europe. The mood of the time is reflected in
his final few songs, including the overtly militaristic march song “Marsch der Kanonier”
(March of the Gunners). Also written during this time were some songs with words by
his long-time collaborator Ernst A. Welisch (1875-1941),64 composed for a radio concert
Lehár conducted in Saarland in January 1935. “An der Saar und am Rhein” (By the Saar
and the Rhine) is a tribute to the German wine-growing region, and “Sehnsucht,
heimliches Verlangen” (Yearning, Longing for Home) were both written in the year that
World War II started (1939). As the title suggests, this song reflects the longing of parted
friends.65 During the war, many of Lehár’s closest collaborators and friends, like Fritz
Löhner-Beda, died in concentration camps or were forced to flee. While Lehár won favor
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with Hitler due to his musical compositions, Die lustige Witwe, in particular, he refused
to join the Nazi’s or divorce his Jewish wife. He was a man “defending two posts in
danger, his work and his wife. He would neither prostitute the one to political ends nor
forsake the other.”66 The strain was great, and Lehár was unable to do any more original
work. He busied himself instead with revisions of old pieces.
Considered some of his last composed songs, Dalai (Songs), is a set of four
Hungarian songs with words by József Nádor, published in 1942. Simple and short, these
art songs are studded with “piquant Hungarian flavor.”67 Thought to be his final
composition, “Wien, du bist das Herz der Welt” (Vienna, You, are the Heart of the
World), is a typical Viennese song of nostalgia and praise for the Austrian capital. The
song was composed for the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra’s centenary celebration in
1942. The final section evokes the sound of the Schrammel ensembles commonly found
in Viennese wine bars.68
Franz Lehár died at his home in Bad Ischl, Austria, on October 24, 1948.
Traversing once again the episodes of his life, his griefs and joys, his failures and
successes, he declared: “I did not come into the world to enjoy life, but to make others
happy. That is what I have worked for.”69 There is no doubt, whether past or present,
that Lehár achieved that lofty goal in his career.
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CHAPTER III
FRANZ LEHÁR’S COMPOSITIONAL STYLE
Introduction
This chapter describe’s Lehár’s musical style through specific musical cues and
idioms and provides insight into his compositional technique and musical aesthetic as
they are employed in his art songs. An overview of Franz Lehár’s historical significance
(including a brief discussion on the musical trends and composers of the time) is
presented, followed by an analysis of his compositional style. This analysis includes a
discussion of the general stylistic traits, formal structures, use of harmony and keys,
rhythmic devices, melody, and text and piano accompaniment of the songs. Musical
examples from Lehár’s art song output are provided to illustrate these various points.
(Musical examples from the published art songs of Lehár have been reproduced with kind
permission from Glocken–Verlag, London, United Kingdom).
Historical Significance
The son of a military bandmaster, Lehár was a true army child, roving wherever
his father’s regiment was called. Lehár’s transitory learning provided him with musical
experience from a variety of cultures and places. He picked up musical characteristics
and folk songs from each of the places he went: Hungary, Transylvania, Prague,
Sarajevo, Vienna.
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Operetta
From the world of opera buffa, in Italy, the singspiel in Germany, to opéracomique and opéra-bouffes in France, came the operetta. European operetta was largely
a reaction against more serious operatic traditions such as Italian and German romantic
opera, Wagnerian music-drama, and French grand opera. From Offenbach’s opéracomique in the 1850’s and ‘60s, to Gilbert and Sullivan’s comic operas in the 70s and
80s, from the Golden Age of Suppé and Strauss II to the Silver Era of Lehár and Kálmán,
through the Broadway operettas of the 1920s, and the romantic American musicals and
films of the ‘40s and 50’s, operetta has delighted generations.1
Many composers of operetta were by profession bandmasters or theater
conductors whose compositional activity emanated not only from the innate talents, but
from the natural resources of their daily work life as well.2 Franz Lehár, referred to as
the “Puccini of Operetta…with all the fizz of champagne and the charm of Vienna,”3 was
one such composer. Lehár helped usher in a new style of operetta with the introduction
of waltz tunes and imitations of Parisian can-can dances, as well as more serious and
satirical elements. “Lehár attempted to extend stylistic borderlines so-as-to affect a
richer, more operatic style operetta.”4 Gold cites Lehár’s unpublished Memoirs from
1946, in which the composer remarked: “I wanted to enlarge the framework of operetta.
People did not regard it as an art form, but simply as a means of entertainment, something
to be diverted by, and then forgotten.”5 And enlarge it he did.
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By 1890, the classic Viennese operetta was fading. While other great masters of
the genre (Suppé, Millöcker, Strauss) were still alive, it had been years since any of them
had produced a major success. “The lack of a strongly defined leader had allowed for an
infiltration of amateurs whose mediocre efforts were slowly becoming the rule rather than
the exception.”6 New personalities with new musical ideas were needed. Four
composers (Leo Fall, Franz Lehár, Oscar Straus and Edmund Eysler) bore the
responsibility of bringing about a resurgence in the field. Each emphasized different
aspects of the genre.
All exhibited a wealth of melodic invention and facility in composition. Lehár
would aspire to the operetta of human character. Leo Fall (1873-1925) remained
interested in operetta with a contemporary flair. Edmund Eysler (1874-1949)
showed an affinity for the folk-operetta, while Oscar Straus (1870-1954) showed
a penchant for the ‘intelligent’ operetta.7
Lehár’s early operettas indicated traits which would evolve into a distinctive
compositional style. Critics of Lehár’s operettas hailed his “freshness” of style and
“charming orchestration.”8 Of Lehár’s, Der Göttergatte, music critic of the Deutsches
Volksblatt (January 21, 1904) stated: “Lehár’s music skillfully holds a middle point
between operetta and opera. It is of a grace, one which gives the work an uncommon
charm to radiate.”9 Although these early works did not yet clearly define Lehár’s
evolving style, they did place him in a world apart from that of Hapsburg military
bandleader and provide Lehár with a critical period of exploration. Lehár himself,
reflecting upon his position at the time wrote, “I was still searching for my true style in

6 Bernard Grun. Gold and Silver: The Life and Times of Franz Lehár (New York: David McKay
Company, Inc., 1970), 25.
7 Quoted in Grun, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas ,” 74-75.
8 Quoted in Schneidereit, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas ,” 79.
9 Quoted in Schneidereit, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas ,” 74-75.
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these works, which I first found in ‘Lustige Witwe’.”10 Of a more profound nature, and
suggesting implications for Lehár’s future stylistic development, were the similarities of
Lehár’s treatments of new naturalistic drama and veristic opera. “Psychological depth
now took preeminence over simplicity; sexual passion now upstaged false naiveté. The
operetta had come alive…”11 But what made The Merry Widow so unique was Lehár’s
handling of the musical components of the score:
Lehár presented all manner of tonal devices. Orchestral timbres heretofore found
exclusively in the works of Richard Strauss, Mahler and Debussy, now emanated
from the operetta orchestra pit. Divided (“divisi”) strings offering 4, 6 and 8 voice
chord structures soared into ranges previously unexplored in the genre.
Woodwinds assumed leadership roles with idiomatic writing of a uniquely
expressive nature. The Harp, which up to now had been relegated to strictly
“Oompapa” status, revealed a new harmonic and melodic potential. Brass
instruments were no longer restricted to powerful climaxes, but found expression
in soft, textured harmonies. Together, the handling of these sound elements
imbued the score with a unique overall timbre—a new sound style, the Lehár
sound.12
Lehár ushered in the silver Viennese operetta with, Die lustige Witwe (1905),
where the waltz was used for romantic, psychological plot purposes, and danced as much
as sung.13 Later works, including Der Rastelbinder and Das Land des Lächelns, display
the “juxtaposition of the essential element of Viennese operetta, the waltz, with the
specific stylistic demands of the ethnic and exotic milieu presented.”14
Shreds of operatic recitative were mingled with melodramatic underscoring.
Choruses were brought in at the finales to comment, comic duets involved the comedian
and soubrette, and many love duets in waltz time, became the new Viennese format that

10 Bernard Grun. Gold and Silver: The Life and Times of Franz Lehár (New York: David McKay
Company, Inc., 1970), quoted in E.M. Gold, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas ,” 82.
11 Gold, “On the Significance of Franz Lehär’s Operettas ,” 82.
12 Grun. Gold and Silver, quoted in E.M. Gold, 87-88.
13 Traubner, Operetta: A Theatrical History, 243.
14 Gold, “By Franz Lehär,” 4.
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was followed around the world.15 “If the nineteenth-century classics are vintage
champagne, Lehár’s 1920’s operettas are heady perfume, fragrant, even intoxicating.”16
After initiating the Silver Age of Viennese Operetta, Lehár opted not for the
“galloping foolery of Offenbach and his Parisian and Viennese followers,” but for the
romanticism of verismo composers like Puccini.17

In his operettas, he sought qualities

which made his characters human, characters with the full spectrum of human emotions:
love, hate, joy, despair, -- verismo! His first experiences with Italian verismo remained
his artistic beacon and opened the door to the inspiration for his music.18
Perhaps being the least Viennese of his contemporaries, Lehár’s cosmopolitanism
was in essence part of his contribution to the genre…Lehár adopted, adapted, and
modified the Viennese operetta forms which he found. These were ‘the bricks’ of
his predecessors. With these “bricks,” he created “illusions” of the societies in
which his characters were “real.” The true success of his work lies in the high
degree of emotional truth that was realized.19
More than any other composer, Lehár was ultimately responsible for changing the course
of Viennese operetta from its original dependence on satire and fantasy to romantic
sentimentality.20 In an essay appearing in the Berliner Tagblatt, Lehár declared:
Art cannot be pressed into rigid formulas; forms and artistic methods are in a
process of continual development, subject to lasting changes. Others may, if they
wish, see the salvation of operetta in its simplification; I see it in an enrichment,
accessible to an operetta composer through the technical process of music in
general and opera in particular.21
While his earlier more serious aspirations were a success, the traditional lightness
of operetta was further heightened in Lehár’s later works as he began to employ new
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popular music styles of the time, such as blues, foxtrot, one-step, tango, shimmy, Parisian
revues and American jazz. Lehár’s comedy numbers included rhythmical flourishes and
syncopated piquancies which clearly originated in the world of jazz. With the advent of
new popular styles, operetta finished its course. Lehár gave the genre “a final fling.”22
Although he introduced the full range of social dance rhythms into his works, the
centerpiece was of course, the waltz. An excellent violinist himself, he wrote many a
love-scene waltz featuring solo violin. Lehár would even often sign his name “F2”,
turning the f’s into a representation of the f holes on the violin (see Figure 3.1).23 Lehár
was also unusual for operetta composers of his time in that he orchestrated his own
scores. “While by no means the most prolific composer, his few great hits were bigger
hits than many other composers’ successes.”

24
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Lehár had a penchant for sweeping melodies. He was an impressive melodist,
leaving behind him scores of exceptionally poplar tunes. These include beautiful songs
written for Richard Tauber, which could almost be categorized as lieder themselves. The
extent of the development of Lehár’s musical style was unusual for an operetta composer.
His earlier works and stage successes show a “natural and profuse flow of melody…His
vocal writing was particularly sympathetic, with phrasing and melodic shaping disguising
the underlying rhythm, and he was especially adept at using counterpoint for melodic,
rhythmic and also dramatic purposes.”25
As the film industry boomed in the wake of World War I, Lehár reworked several
of his operettas as films. Die lustige Witwe was reborn twice as a silent film then again in
1925 by MGM’s Erich von Stroheim. Lehár also composed five original film
soundtracks during those years. The Land of Smiles film became one of the first
international successes of German sound-films.26 In 1935 he established the publishing
house Glocken–Verlag, where the rights for his compositions are held.
Whatever operetta purists, enthusiasts for Offenbach, Sullivan and Johann Strauss
may say, Lehár’s last works, more than all his others, contributed to a definite rise
in the level of the genre. For the Viennese operetta, perhaps, they represent a
setting sun; for its rebirth, soon to start in America, they signify the basis for a
future standard.27
‘
Art Song
In the four volumes of art song collections compiled by Andrew Lamb, Lehár’s
songs include settings in German, French, Hungarian, and one German piece with
additional Italian lyrics. With the four Lamb volumes, Lehár’s “Richard Tauber”
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compositions, and his several other unpublished works, Lehár’s contribution to the art
song repertory, most specifically German lieder, was significant indeed. Lehár’s art
songs, (for the most part), hearken back to the compositional style of the first and second
Berlin School, and simple romances and early mélodie compositions. While Lehár’s art
songs reflect characteristics common to the eighteenth-century (i.e. balanced, periodic
phrases, common practice progressions and cadences, melody/bass dominant, singable
melodies with supportive accompaniments, and use of simple strophic forms), his art
songs also reflect later practices including: a varied harmonic palate, changing styles
within a single piece, greater formal range, (i.e. modified strophic and through-composed
forms), and greater use of dissonances.
Description of Lehár’s Musical Style
Preface
In her book, Song: A Guide to Style and Literature, author Carol Kimball defines
the elements of style: “Style is easier to describe than to define. It is a combination of all
the songs’ parts – its melodies, harmonies, rhythms, and text…”28 An analysis of the
musical components of melody, harmony, rhythm, text, formal organization, and
accompaniment, provide an understanding of the composer’s treatment of each of these
elements, which allows construction of a style profile for that composer. Through an
examination of how Lehár handles these elements in his art songs, a profile of his stylistic
compositional characteristics will become evident. As Kimball said,
In the same way that Van Gogh painted with similar brush strokes, colors,
perspectives, and subjects, [Lehár] composed with similar melodies, harmonies,
rhythms, accompaniments, and texts. And just as Van Gogh’s details all add up to
a characteristic, recognizable style, so to does [Lehár’s] work. We can say the
28
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composer’s style leaves a distinctive soundprint, like a fingerprint. This
soundprint is created by the individual way a composer treats each of the parts of
a song, so that when we hear an unfamiliar song, we can identify it as Schumann,
Brahms, Ives, Poulenc, or Britten.29
Understanding a composer’s “sound print” or style profile, will allow those studying the
music to gain a deeper understanding of the compositions, which in turn will allow a
more informed interpretation of the songs.
Overview of Lehár’s Art Songs
Lehár’s art songs are predominantly German settings, (see Table 3.1, Art Song
Languages), but also include French and Hungarian settings.
Table 3.1 – Art Song Languages (Volumes I – IV)
Number of Art Songs
77*

Language
German

12

French

5

Hungarian

2

Songs without words

*including duplicate songs with different words
The only song with an English title in any of the volumes is, “Kiss Me My Darling!”
However, save for the title and one additional phrase, “Kiss Me, My Darling, Kiss Me,”
the remainder of the song’s text is in German, (and is therefore numbered with the
German songs). The only other English setting is “When the Lights are Low,” which is a
re-setting of the original song, “Wann sagst du Ja?” (see #10 in Table 3.2, Art Songs with
Additional Texts). The only Italian song in any of the volumes is a re-rendering of the
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song, “Vorüber,” published with Italian texts as, “Passa e non dura” (see #1 in Table 3.2).
A few songs also include the addition of the instrumental obbligatos (see Table 3.3, Art
Songs with obbligatos).
Of the songs in the four Lamb volumes, twelve have more than one set of texts, or
as Andrew Lamb called them, “songs with multiple lives”30 (see Table 3.2, Art Songs
with Additional Texts). Most of the additional text settings seem to have been written for
interpolation into Lehár’s operettas, along with a few which were included in films (see
the table of content song notes in “The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár: Sämtliche
Kunstlieder,” Volumes I-IV compiled by Andrew Lamb and printed by Glocken-Verlag,
for further details).
Table 3.2 – Arts Songs with Additional Texts 31
Title
1. Vorüber
Also published as:
Passa e non dura

Language
German

Poet
Emanuel Geibel

Publication Date
1890

Italian

Nelia Fabretto

1912

2. Mondd mamácskám
Also published as:
Sag’ mir, Mütterchen

Hungarian

Árpád Pásztor

1913

German

Franz Bard (pub.)

1913

3. Sibirsche Nacht
Also published as:
Nimm mich mit, o Herbst

German

Eduard Meier-Halm

1917

German

Ludwig Krenn (pub.)

1917

4. Das Vöglein in der Ferne32
Also published as:
Das lockende Lied

German

Fritz Löhner

1921

German

Fritz Löhner

1936

30
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Table 3.2 – Arts Songs with Additional Texts, continued
Title
5. Eine kleine Freudin
Also published as: Schatz,
wir woll’n ins Kino geh’n33

Poet
Brammer & Grünwald
Artur Rebner

Publication Date
1921
1921

6. Um acht beginnt die Nacht German
Also published as: Hallo! Da German
ist Dodo

Artur Renber
Brammer & Grünwald

1921
1921

7. Das macht doch der Liebe
kein Kind! 34
Also published as: Gigolette
Also published as: Ich hol’
dir vom Himmel das Blau!

German

Artur Renber

1922

German
German

A. M. Willner
Ernst A. Welisch

1922
1929

8. Wenn die Abendglocken
leise tönen35
Also published as: Erste
Liebe

German

A. Welisch

1923

German

A. Welisch

1943

9. Morgen, vielleicht?! 36
Also published as: Eine
schöne Stunde…

German
German

A. M. Willner
Peter Herz

1923
1925

10. Wenn eine schöne Frau
befiehlt 37
Also published as: Wann
sagst du Ja?

German

Kurt Robitschek

1924

German

Günther Schwenn

1941

12. Ich liebe dich! 38
Also published as: When
Lights Are All A-Glow

German
English

Fritz Löhner
Chappel & Co. (pub.)

1936
1924

11. Hie und da sagt… 39
Also pub. Posthumously as:
Jeder Zug hat enimal eine
Endstation

German
German

Peter Herz
Peter Herz

1935
1935

33

See
See
35 See
36 See
37 See
38 See
39 See
34

Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

III Song Index,
III Song Index,
III Song Index,
III Song Index,
III Song Index,
IV Song Index,
IV Song Index,

Language
German
German

Song #3, in the Appendix.
Song #5, in the Appendix.
Song #6, in the Appendix.
Song #7, in the Appendix.
Song #8, in the Appendix.
Song #15, in the Appendix.
Song #14, in the Appendix.
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Table 3.2 – Arts Songs with Additional Texts, continued
Also published as: Jede
nacht träume ich

German

Günther Schwenn

1941

13. Schau mich an, sei mir
gut, 40

German

Hans Rameau

1935

*Additional texts not included in the printed Andrew Lamb anthologies.
Table 3.3 – Art Songs with Obbligatos
Song Name
Fieber (obbligato for part of song)

Volume/Song #
1/15

Obbligato
Instrumental

Sehnsucht, heimliches Verlangen…

3/17

Instrumental

Schau mich an, sei mir gut

3/12

Coloratura

Ich Liebe dich

4/15

Cello or Saxiphone

The remainder of this chapter discusses Franz Lehár’s compositional style
through analysis of musical elements found in his art songs. This study also explores
Lehár’s use of formal structures, harmony and keys, rhythmic devices, melody, text and
piano accompaniment. Musical score excerpts from Andrew Lamb’s collections of
published Lehár art songs provide illustration of the various points. Chapters 3 presents a
more detailed analysis of 24 selected art songs of Franz Lehár. A general style sheet for
Franz Lehár, which presents an overview of the composer’s art song style is provided in
the concluding chapter, Chapter VII.

40

See Volume IV Song Index, Song #12, in the Appendix.
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Formal Structures
The length of Lehár’s art songs ranges from 13 measures to 312 measures of
music. Lehár’s songs include two and three part forms, as well as strophic, modified
strophic and through-composed forms. Music sections are often marked by a change of
key, mood, accompanimental pattern shift, or change of time signature. (See Tables A1A4 in the Appendix for a comparison of each art song in these regards).
Preludes and Postludes
91% of Lehár’s art songs contain preludes (i.e. 93 songs), while only 35% contain
postludes (i.e. 35 songs). Interludes are included in only 19% of Lehár’s songs (i.e. 20
songs). Lehár’s preludes vary in length from 1 measure to 17 measures, his postludes
from 1 measure to 60 measures, and his interludes from 1 measure to 118 measures. The
lengths of the preludes, interludes, and postludes for each of Lehár’s art songs are
outlined below in Table 3.4 – Length of Preludes, Interludes, Postludes. (Note: Lengths
of less than one measure are not included).
The three numbers listed under each published art song volume outline the
specified length of measures for each art song, following the order: Prelude / Interlude /
Postlude. (Ex: 4 / 0 / 3, denotes a four measure Prelude, a 0 measure Interlude, and a
three measure Postlude). Bolded numbers include anything over ten measures in length.
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Table 3.4 – Length of Preludes, Interludes, Postludes
Song #

Volume I

Volume II

Volume III (Song #)

Volume IV

1

4/0/3

0/0/0

16 / 2 / 0

(1)

1/0/0

2

0/0/0

0/0/0

11 / 0 / 1

(2)

2/0/1

3

0/0/0

0/0/2

8 / 0 / 17

(3)

16 / 0 / 0

4

0/2/4

12 / 3,4 / 4

28 / 0 / 60

(4)

4/0/0

5

0/4/0

0 / 8, 13, 21 / 12

10 / 0 / 0

(5a)

8/0/2

6

3/0/4

4 / 5, 8 / 5

17.5 / 4 / 5

(5b)

3/0/0

7

0/0/0

16 / 0 / 16

7/0/0

(5c)

4/0/0

8

2/0/4

8 / 0 / 10

16 / 4 / 5

(6)

4/0/0

9

2/0/4

16 / 5, 6, 9, 56 / 8

2/0/0

(7a)

9/0/0

10

4 / 2, 4 / 0

12 / 0 / 6

2/0/0

(7b)

3/0/0

17

2/0/0

8/0/8

4/4/0

(14)

4/2/0

18

4/0/0

4 / 2,2,2, 4, 4, / 4

8 / 0 / 32

(#15)

4/0/1

19

4/4/1

8/0/0

4/0/0

(#16)

4/0/0

20

7.5 / 0 / 0

0/0/0

2/0/0

(#17)

8/0/0

21

13 / 0 / 0

8/0/0

8/8/0

(#18)

8/0/3

22

8 / 0 / 24

8/0/0

2/0/0

(#19)

6/0/0

23

5.5 / 0 / 0

2/0/0

3/0/0

(#20)

NOTE:
TABLE KEY
* = several interludes
Harmony and Keys
Lehár’s art songs are overwhelmingly tonal. Standard chord progressions and
traditional tonalities (major, minor) characterize nearly every art song. Chord
progressions resolve in the usual manner of common practice harmony. Lehár favors
tonic to dominant movement and dominant to tonic cadential resolutions, which
interestingly, rarely include use of the subdominant.
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The capacity of chromatic tones to add harmonic color, expressiveness, and
interest, was a 19th century practice Lehár employed in many of his art songs. Lehár’s
music, while overwhelmingly tonal, makes frequent use of dissonance. His music often
contains chromatic patterns (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3), is full of half and fully diminished
seventh chords, and contains a wide variety of secondary dominants. Figure 3.2 uses a
chromatic pattern beginning with the tonic (FM), moving in contrary motion by half step,
through to the fifth (CM). Figure 3.3 contains a similar ascending chromatic pattern,
moving in parallel fourths till arriving on the tonic (FM). While standard I, IV and V
chords dominate Lehár’s music, he also uses a variety of other chords, to add variety and
color (including but not limited to: 𝄬II, 𝄬III, ct+6, ct𝆬⁷, VII, ii, Iadd⁶, V⁷⁺, and extended
chords such as V⁹). Though less frequent, Lehár’s songs also make us of augmented
sixth chords (mainly German Aug. 6ths, but also include a few uses of the French
Aug.6ths, and one Italian Aug. 6th ).

Figure 3.2, Chromaticism ex., “Chant et danse d’Arequipa”, (Song #25, Vol.1), mm. 7-8
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Figure 3.3, Chromaticism ex., “Dir sing’ ich mein Lied” (Song #4, Vol.4), mm. 27-29

Transitions of any substantial length are virtually non-existant. Most transition
happen quickly and are usually marked by a change in tempo or key (or both).
Modulations typically occur between closely related keys (i.e. including relative and
parallel major and minor keys, tonic to dominant, etc.). Toniciations outside the main
key scheme (related to the overarching formal sections) are usually brief and often
unprepared. Non-harmonic tones most commonly include passing tones and
appogiaturas, but also include escape tones, neighbor tones, and suspensions. (See
Tables A1-A4 in the Appendix for a comparison of each art song in these regards).
Melodic and Rhythmic Devices
While Lehár does sometimes use repeating rhythmic and melodic motives, they
are rarely uses as the basis for a song’s composition; most play a minor role in the overall
structure and make-up of the songs. (See Tables A1-A4 in the Appendix for a
comparison of each art song in these regards).
One exception to this is “Do-Re-La” (Song #2, Volume 3). This song makes use
of a repeating melodic/rhythmic motive that appears throughout the song, (i.e. the
“Dorela” motive). This motive appears a total of ten times throughout the song, most
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often corresponding to the text “Do-re-la”, (see Figures 3.2). It appears twice more with
other texts (see Figure 3.3), as well as appearing in the prelude (see Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4, “Dorela” motive, (“Do-Re-La”, Song #2, Vol. 3), mm.12-16

Figure 3.5, “Dorela” motive with alternate text, mm.68-72

Figure 3.6, “Dorela” motive in the prelude, mm.1-10
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Additional Devices
The majority of Lehár’s art songs use only one-time signature throughout the
entire piece. If a time signature does change, it usually only happens once during a song.
Any time signature changes that do take place within a piece usually happen in
coordination with a formal section change and are often accompanied by a change in key
as well. While the overwhelming majority of Lehár’s art songs have limited changes
within a piece, a few songs do have several time signature changes throughout the song.
These songs (all three of which come from the Volume 1 anthology) include: “Ich war
sein Mädel” (Song #8), “Was leigt daran?” (Song #14), and “Fieber” (Song #15). Simple
meters are used in all but nine pieces, which contain compound meters (including 6/8,
9/8, 12/8), and an additional six songs contain both simple and compound meters.
Melodically Lehár favors steps and small interval movement. Large melodic leaps
are rare. Vocal ranges are moderate and generally for medium voice. Of all the songs in
the four anthologies, only one full song (2 arrangements) is written for coloratura: “Das
Lockende Lied”/ “Das Vöglein in der Ferne” (Vol. 3, #1a/1b). Even so, the highest note
in the coloratura song stays at or below C5. One additional song (“Schau mich an…”,
Song #12, Vol. 4), contains a 22-measure coloratura obbligato section. Lehár did
compose another coloratura song, “Schillernder Falter” (1942), with poetry by Karl
Kruger, which range extends up to a D5. Lamb cites the reason this song wasn’t included
in the art song volumes is because it is purely an arrangement of music taken directly
from the operetta, Der Man mit den drei Frauen (1908).
Most of Lehár’s art songs are simple and not particularly taxing on the voice.
One notable exception occurs with, Song #15, “Fieber” (Volume 1). This song is unlike
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any of the other art songs in virtually all areas. It is long (308 measures and 20 pages),
and both the vocal part and the accompaniment are much more complex than Lehár’s
other art songs. Disjunct motion, wide leaps, constant textural changes, and dramatic
sections alternate with simplified (waltz) sections (see “Fieber” Style Sheet p.77). The
harmonic proceedures in this piece are much more reminiscent of Wagner or Strauss.
The music is very dense, chromatic, and constantly wandering. The piece contains
several chromatic mediant shifts, common tone diminished sevenths and common tone
augmented sixths, as well as cadential 6/4’s that are quickly placed then departed from
(Lehár’s way of depicting the fevered state of a wounded soldier).
Piano Accompaniment
Lehár’s piano accompaniment blends Classical Era and Romantic Era art song
practices. Accompaniments are most often of secondary importance compared to the
voice and considered little more than support for the melody line, with RH doubling the
melody the majority of the time. Simple, predictable accompanimental patterns, clear-cut
phrasing and cadences, and periodic structures predominate. Lehár’s Romantic
tendencies shine through in his melodies and harmonies. The melody is given primary
importance, and long, sweeping Romantic phrases abound. Lehár’s use of sweeping
arpeggiations, more active and varied accompaniment patterns, and expanded use of
chords and dissonances illustrate his Romantic tendencies.
In terms of texture, Lehár favors RH melody with chordal accompaniment (see
Figure 3.7), tertian chords, parallel motion, including thirds (see Figure 3.8), and octaves
(see Figure 3.9) and octave doubling. The chords containing parallel thirds and octaves
are most often found in the RH of the accompaniment, though octaves also appear in the
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LH alone, in both hands, or as unison ocatves with the RH. Though used far less often,
Lehár also features open, two-note parallel fifths and sixth patterns.
The LH often contains an “oom-pa-pa” chordal texture, with large leaps, with
either a single-note RH accompaniment, octaves, or chords (see Figures 3.10 & 3.11).
The RH of the accompaniment most often doubles the vocal line; the LH doubles the
vocal line in fewer than five songs. Single- note, open octaves, parallel chords, and other
chordal textures can be found in both the RH and LH of the accompaniment. Additional
accompanimental patterns and figures include: descending and ascending arpeggiations
(see Figure 3.12), rolled chords (see Figure 3.7 and 3.13), use of tenutos (see Figure 3.7
and 3.9), and use of staccatos (see Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.7, Single-note w/chords ex., “Wo Mag mein Johnny wohnen?” (Song #14,
Vol.3), mm. 7-12
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Figure 3.8, Thirds ex., “Vorüber” (Song #1, Vol. 2), mm. 1-2

Figure 3.9, Octaves ex, “Ich liebe dich!” (Song #15, Vol. 4), mm. 39-43

Figure 3.10, Oom-pa-pa ex., “Möcht’s jubelnd…” (Song #5, Vol.2), mm. 201-205
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Figure 3.11, Oom-pa-pa ex., “Die treulose Anna” (Song #11, Vol.2), mm. 26-30

Figure 3.12, Arpeggiation ex., “Die du mein Alles bist!” (Song #2, Vol.2), mm. 17-20

Figure 3.13, Rolled chords and Staccatos ex, À Versailles” (Song #19, Vol.1), mm. 18-20
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To provide added intensity, Lehár often embellishes the endings of his songs
through extended cadential passages, using runs or arpeggiations (see Figure 3.14 and
3.15), or including tremelos41 (see Figure 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17), glissandos (see Figure
3.18), or octave doubling arpeggiation patterns (see Figures 3.19 and 3.20).

Figure 3.14, Extended Cadential Passage ex., “Wenn ein schöne Fraubefiehlt…” (Song
#8, Vol.3), mm. 73-76

Figure 3.15, Tremolo ex., “Es ist so schön…” (Song #2, Vol.4), mm. 85-90

41

Though rare, tremelos are also occasionally used within songs for added dramatic effect (see
Figure 3.16).
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Figure 3.16, Tremolo ex., “Gigolette” (Song #5b, Vol.3), mm. 138-143

Figure 3.17, Tremolos within a Song ex., “Fieber” (Song #15, Vol.1), mm. 272-275

Figure 3.18, Glissando ex., “Mein Schatz…” (Song #5, Vol.4), mm. 59-62
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Figure 3.19, Octave ending ex., “Ich hol’ dir…” (Song #5c, Vol.3), mm. 69-74

Figure 3.20, Octave ending ex., “Morgen, vielleicht!?” (Song #7a. Vol.3), mm. 53-55
Text
Overwhelmingly, the majority of Lehár’s art songs are about love. Some compare
the beauty of wondrous creation with experiences of joy, others speak of happiness and
disappointments, light flirtations and desires, and the devastations of loss and war. Lehár
set a different poet for almost every song. Most of the poets he set were obscure.42 The

42

As noted by the translators of both the English and French art songs, the poetry is often
disjointedly put together. The natural flow of poetry and meaning is sometimes lost.
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only poets that appear more than a few times are Peter Herz43 and Fritz Löhner-Beda44 .
Lehár did set two well-known poets, one poem (Heidenröslein), by the German writer
Goeth, and the other (Vorüber), by Emanuel Geibel (1815-1884), but no other revered
poets of the time (such as Schiller, Heine, and Eichendorff).
The relationship between Lehár and most of the poets he set is unknown. However,
in his research, Lamb provides information on some of the connections Lehár had with
the poets he set: his close friend and one of his major operetta librettists, Fritz LöhnerBeda (1883-1942), who is discussed later in the dissertation; Felix Falzari (1859-1912),
was a Venetian naval officer and writer who was also the librettist of Lehár’s operetta
Kukuška (1896); Marcel Dunan (1885-1978), editor of a French magazine about Austria,
provided the libretto to Lehár’s operetta Die blaue Mazur (1920); and two poets who
were students of Lehár’s (Vilma Fries and Rosa Cebrian). Many of the remaining poets
set by Lehár seem to be members of the literary society in one way or another: Carl
Lindau (1853-1934), an Austrian actor and writer who wrote actively for the stage
(comedies, antics, and librettos for operettas); André Barde (i.e. André Bourdonneau,
1874-1945), a French writer best known for his operetta libretti; Marco Bronciner (18521942), an Austrian journalist and writer; and Fritz Rotter (1900-1984), and Austrian
writer, composer, and owner of several Berlin theatres.

43

Peter Herz (1895-1987) was an Austrian writer, librettist, and columnist. He studied at the
Academy of Music in Vienna and later became a banker. In 1923 he founded the amateur stage of the Jung Wiener Literatenklub and worked for cabarets and a theater in Prater. He wrote librettos for several
operetta composers including Ascher, Eysler, Fall, and Lehár. In 1930 his text was included in one of the
first Austrian sound flims with the music of Frank Fox. Herz also wrote the lyrics to several songs. He
emigrated to London in 1938 and founded the Blue Danube Club. He worked as a feature writer and
foreign correspondent for the Austrian New Austria, Die Presse and Weltpresse in 1945. In 1953 he
returned to Vienna and wrote for newspapers, film scripts, and radio plays and broadcasts.
44 A short biography on Beda is available under the “Trutzlied” song section (p.64).
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Lehár’s text settings are sometimes light and frivolous and seem to require
orchestral instruments and stage drama to achieve a deeper musical effect and meaning.
Perhaps Lehár could have elevated the poetry with more ambitious musical settings, and
perhaps the songs are just what they are meant to be, a pairing that encompasses the
musical extent of what both the poetry and music allow.
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CHAPTER IV
SELECTED GERMAN ART SONGS
Art Song Introduction
Chapters 4-6 present an anlysis of a selected number of Lehár’s art songs (i.e.
Chapter 4 – German songs, Chapter 5 – French songs, and Chapter 6 – Hungarian songs).
An introduction (which includes a list of the selected art songs), background on each art
song and accompanying lyricist (when available), followed by the style sheet and original
text and English translation, are given, in the following format:
Cycle Name (Volume #) or “Song Title”
Background on the cycle (or song)
Background on the poet(s)
Song Style Guide Chart
Original text/English translation

Songs from Volume I include compositions that were published in collected form,
either as formal song cycles or as a loose collection of songs with a linking theme. 1 The
earliest cycle was published in 1894, a few years after Lehár’s operettas Der Kürassier
(1891/92) and Rodrigo (1893) were written. Lehár’s Kukuška also premiered in 1896.
The second cycle was published in 1906, after Lehár was enjoying fame from one of his
most famous operettas, Die lustige Witwe (1905). The third song cycle appeared during
the years of World War I (1914-1918). The second volume of art songs covers over half

1

Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, ed. by Lamb., 1: iii.
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of Lehár’s career (1890-1917). Additional coinciding operetta premiers include: Der
Klavierstimmer (1902), Der Rastelbinder (1902), Der Göttergatte (1904), Die Juxheirat
(1904), Peter und Paul schlafen (1906), and Mitislwa der Moderne (1907), Eva (1911),
Rosenstock und Edelweiss (1912), Die ideale Gattin (1913), Endlich allein (1914), Der
Sterngucker (1916), Wo die Lerche singt (1918), and Die blaue Mazur (1920).
The third volume encompasses songs from 1921-1928. In the 1920’s Lehár was
no longer stiving for recognition as a serious composer. Lamb says,
With the horrors of World War I behind him, he seemingly settled into a more
relaxed creative existence. On the one hand he developed the operettas with more
serious endings that became the trademark of his association with Richard Tauber,
and on the other he composed some delightfully relaxed songs in popular idiom
and full of beautiful melody.2
Beside the first two numbers, which are very opera-esque, (written by friend and operetta
librettist Fritz Löhner), the rest of the songs in the volume capture the spirit of the decade
as light-hearted dances that Lehár “seemingly composed with a twinkle in his eye as
relaxation from the increasingly serious nature of his operettas.”3 Some of the operettas
from this time period include: Die Tangokönigin (1921), Frühling (1922), Frasquita
(1922), Clo-Clo (1924), Paganini (1925), Gigolette (1926), Derr Zarewitsch (1927),
Frühlingsmädel (1928), and Friederike (1928).
The fourth volume includes individual songs from 1928-1942. The 1930’s songs
reflect the arrival of talking films. Severral operettas from this time period, include: Das
Land Des Lächelns (1929), Schön ist die Welt (1930), and Guiditta (1934).

2
3

Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, ed. by Lamb., 2: iii.
Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, ed. by Lamb., 2: iii.
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German Art Songs
Of the nearly 100 art songs in the Lamb volumes, 77 are in German. The majority
and simple and straightforward. A few songs, however, are reminiscent of operetta or
opera arias, with more complex piano accompaniments, highlight a wider range for voice
and piano, and include a variety of vocal articulations. The biggest departure from
Lehár’s typical “style” is “Fieber” (Vol. 1, #15). This song is longer than any of the other
arts songs, and by far the most operatic of any from the anthologies (see Table 4.7,
pp.77). This song is also available as an arrangement for tenor and orechestra. Other
typical departures include: “Aus längst vergang’ner Zeit!” (Vol. 2, #4), “Mich Mit, o
Herbst (Vol. 2, #24 a/b), “Das Vöglein in der Ferne”/”Das Lockende Lied” (a coloratura
art song, Vol. 3, #1a/1b), “Heidenröslein” (Vol. 4, #1), “Die ganze Welt dreht sich um
Liebe” (Vol. 4, #11), and the somewhat opera-esque songs, “Ich war sein Madel,” (Vol.
1, #8) and “Nimm micht mit, o Herbst (Vol. 2, #24).”
Other songs are reminiscent of Lehár’s operetta dance songs: “L’amour ne peut se
tromper” (Vol. 1, #22), “Chant et danse d’Arequipa” (Vol. 1, #25), “Um acht beginnt die
Nacht” (Vol. 3, #4), “Das mach doch der Liebe kein Kind!” (Vol. 3, #5a), “Gigolette”
(Vol. 3, #5b), “Ich hol’ dir vom Himmel das Blau! (Vol. 3, #5c), “Sári” (Vol. 3, #10),
“Komm, die Nacht gehört der Sünde!” (Vol 3, #15), and the coloratura obbligato section
in “Schau mich an, sei mir gut…” (Vol. 4 #12).
The following individual German lieder are presented here (see Table 4.1, List of
Presented German Lieder):
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Table 4.1, List of Presented German Lieder
Volume
1

Song Title
Aus eiserner Zeit cycle:
Trutzlied
Ich hab’ ein Hüglein im Polendland, Frauenlied
Nur einter…
Was liegt daran? Reiterlied 1914
Fieber

Song Number

2

Aus längst vergang’ner Zeit!
Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei
Kriegslied

4
16
19

3

Do-Re-La
Das Vöglein in der Ferne
Das lockende Lied

2
1a
1b

4

Heidenröslein
Es gibt noch Märchen

1
8

11
12
13
14
15

Aus eiserner Zeit (Volume I)
This cycle consists of five songs. It seems to have been conceived separately then
collected together (see Table 4.2 below).

Table 4.2 - Aus eiserner Zeit,
Song Cycle
Song Title
Trutzlied

Lyricist
Fritz Löhner
Karl Dankwart Zwerger

Ich hab’ ein Hüglein im Polendland, Frauenlied
Fr. W. von Oestéren
Nur einer…
Hugo Zuckermann
Was liegt daran? Reiterlied 1914
Erwin Weill
Fieber
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By the time Lehár wrote this third cycle, Aus eiserner Zeit, Europe was in the grip
of World War I. Operetta premieres (1913-1916) included: Die ideale Gattin (1913),
Endlich allein (1914), and Der Sterngucker (1916). The cycle was published by Ludwig
Krenn in 1914-15 and include dedications to His Majesty the German Kaiser Wilhelm II.
Each song in the cycle is written by a different lyricist, suggesting that the songs seem to
have been conceived separately then collected together. 4 War, “in its various pitiful and
futile manifestations” provides the link among the disparate parts of the cycle.5 The first
four songs are in strophic or through-composed forms. The first song in the cycle,
“Trutzlied” (Song of Defiance), expresses a determination not to accept the implications
of war. Song #2, “Ich hab’ ein Hüglein im Polenland” (I Have a Little Hill in Poland) is
the only one of the five intended for a female singer. In this song, a woman expresses her
thoughts and feelings as she imagines the mound beneath which her beloved lies buried
in Poland. Fittingly, the song that follows, #3, “Nur einer…” (Just One), likens each
soldier dying to a leaf torn from a tree. Song #4, “Reiterlied” (Cavalry Song), with its
restless bass figure, portrays the mood of German cavalry men as they rode off to war,
not knowing what their fate would be. This song seems to have been published at the
beginning of the War and enjoyed some fame. Poignantly, the lyricist of the song, Hugo
Zuckermann (1881-1914), was one of the soldiers killed on the Russian front in the early
days of the war.6 The last song “Fieber” (Fever), is different than any of the previous
songs from this cycle. It is on an altogether grander scale, both in poetic and musical
composition. The poem depicts the delusions of a dying soldier as he remembers his

4

Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 1: iii.
Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 1: iii.
6 Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 1: iii.
5
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beloved many miles away.7 Lehár conducted many wartime concerts for the troops as
well as the public. He orchestrated this number for a concert of the Akademischer
Verband für darstellende Kunst (Academic Association for Performing Art), in Vienna on
March 10, 1917.8 Lamb notes how the feeling behind this song must have been all the
more heartfelt for the serious war injuries suffered by his own brother, Anton (18761962) in the Autumn of 1914.9
“Trutzlied” (Volume 1)
Fritz Löhner (i.e. “Fritz Löhner-Beda”, 1883-1942) was one of Lehár’s major
operetta lyricists and wrote five of the texts Lehár set in the Lamb art song anthologies.

10

In 1929 Löhner co-wrote the libretto for one of Lehár’s most performed operettas, Das
Land des Lächelns (The Land of Smiles). Löhner was born on June 24, 1883 as Friedrich
Löwy, to a Bohemian Jewish family in Bedřich Löwy
in Wildenschwert, Bohemia (present-day Ústí nad Orlicí, Czech Republic). When Fritz
was young, his family moved to Vienna and his father changed their name to Löhner.
While he received a law degree from the University of Vienna and worked for a time in a
law office, from the time of his adolescence, Fritz’s greatest interests were for poetry,
music, and the cabaret. Along with writing operetta librettos and song texts, Löhner was
also a successful poetist and essayist. He was often published in magazines and
newspapers. Löhner published his works under two names, “Löhner” and the
pseudonym, “Beda.” This nickname (Beda) was derived from a Czech shortening of his
first name, Friedrich.

7

Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 1: iv.
Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 1: iv.
9 Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 1: iv.
10 “Fritz Löhner-Beda,” https://www.buchenwald.de/1233/, accessed 24 May, 2018.
8
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Löhner became one of Vienna’s best-known popular song writers. With the
success of the operetta, Das Land des Laechelns, Löhner hoped to secure his freedom
from the Nazi’s. Sadly, this was not to be.11 Shortly after the annexation of Austria in
March 1938, Löhner, who had been publicly critical of the Nazi regime, was arrested. He
was taken to Dachau and later transferred to Buchenwald. Not long after he arrived, the
camp commander declared a contest among the prisoners to compose a camp song.
There were several submissions, but it was Löhner’s song, “Buchenwaldlied,” set to
music by Hermann Leopoldi (1888-1959), an Austrian composer and cabaret star who
survived Buchenwald), that won. Because both prisoners were Jewish (and thus not
allowed to enter), they gave the song to a block leader, who submitted it under his own
name12 (see “Buchenwaldlied” English translation below).
Buchenwaldlied
When the day awakens, and the sun is laughing
The columns go forth, from the day's toil
Through the grey of the morning.
And the woods are black, and the sky red.
And we carry in the sack a piece of bread,
But in our heart, in our heart the worry.
Refrain: Oh, Buchenwald, I can never forget you,
Because you are my fate.
Who leaves you, he only is able to comprehend
How wonderful freedom is.
Oh, Buchenwald, we do not cry and complain.
Whatever may be our future, we shall in spite of it say yes to life,
Because once the day shall come when we shall be free!
Our blood is hot and our love is far away
And the wind sings softy, and oh how I love her!
If true, if true she would be mine!
The stones are hard, but firm our step,
11 Whether Lehár tried to help his friend or not is unclear. Some sources say he did not try and
some say he did try but was unsuccessful.
12 “Fritz Löhner-Beda,” https://www.buchenwald.de/1233/, (accessed 24 May, 2018).
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Buchenwald text, continued
And we carry the picks and spades with us,
And in our heart, our love!
O Buchenwald…
The night is so short and the days are so long,
But a song sounds, the song of our Homeland,
We won’t let our courage be stolen!
Keep walking, comerade, and don’t lose hope (courage),
Because we are carrying the will to live in our blood
And in our heart, in our heart the belief!
O Buchenwald ...

Löhner also frequently performed in the camp, often with fellow inmate Fritz
Grünbaum (1880-1941), an Austrian Jewish cabaret artist, operetta and pop song writer,
director, and actor, who later died in Dachau concentration camp. Löhner was
transported to Auschwitz in 1942. For a short time, he was forced to do manual labor
helping build the Buna plant. There he wrote the “Bunalied”13 (see text translation
below). After only a few weeks he was deemed as no longer fit to work. He died shortly
after, on December 4, 1942. Löhner’s life, like so many others, was tragically cut short.
At the liberation of Buchenwald by American soldiers over two years later, his music
rang out in triumph as surviving prisoners sang his “Buchenwaldlied” for the first time,
as free men.14
Buna Song
The moon is still friendly in the sky,
The Buna camp awakes, the Silesian sun rises,
And the work column marches out.
And at every turn, homesickness accompanies us,
13 “Fritz Löhner-Beda,” http://www.wollheim-memorial.de/en/fritz_loehnerbeda_18831942,
(accessed 24 May, 2018).
14 “Fritz Löhner-Beda,” (accessed 24 May, 2018).
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Buna song, continued
And the great suffering of these difficult times,
But the work beckons, and the song sounds:
Only work makes us free
And makes our sorrows disappear,
Only the work lets us forget
Everthing that we once possessed.
It’s only work that makes us tough,
When fate has made us fools,
and time passes and suffering goes away,
Only the word of our hands lives on.
“Bunalied” fittingly portrays the life of millions of prisoners of the Nazi regime: the
never-ending marching, working, homesickness and suffering. Forced labor, meager
rations, and ceaseless brutality, were their lot.
In addition to representing Jews as the cause of Germany’s moral and economic
problems, antisemitic propaganda of the time represented Jews as lazy and contributing
little to the world of civilation. The chorus of Löhner’s “Bunnalied” articulates well the
Nazi propaganda of the time: “Arbeit macht frei” (Work sets you free). This phrase,
which is in and of itself not intrinsically malevolent, is universally recognized as a
defining symbol of the Holocaust. “Extermination through work,” (or the gas chambers)
was the real Nazi representation of the slogan. Löhner’s “Buchenwaldlied” also portrays
the fate of many in the concentration camps, as they were lead to their deaths in the
furnaces, (i.e. “The columns go forth…”). But, despite such insurmountable odds, the
spirit of freedom continued to burn within. Löhner captures this undying spirit in his
“Buchenwaldlied”:
…We won’t let our courage be stolen!
Keep walking, comerade, and don’t lose hope (courage),
Because we are carrying the will to live in our blood
And in our heart, in our heart the belief!
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As to why Löhner wrote a song touting Nazi propaganda, one can only surmise.
Was he being satirical? Was he hinting at the irony surrounding the song and the
circumstances in which he and millions of others found themselves? I believe he was.
Was he trying to motivate himself to keep going? To survive? Was he leaving a
message behind for those that would come after him? Whatever his reasons, Löhner’s
music lives on, as a testament to the suffering, cruelty, and tragedies of his time and of
the sanctity of life and the enduring capacity of the human spirit.
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Table 4.3 - “Trutzlied” #11 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: Fritz Löhner-Beda (1883-1942)
Melody

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment

Text

Secondary Factors

Melodic Contour

Wavy/Scalar, steps and small intervals

Phrase Length

Short (2-4 measures in length)

Range and Tessitura

Moderate D4-G5; middle to high voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic

Text Painting

“Es schlagen” (It beats) & “Wir wagen”
(dare) are on highest notes in song (F5 &
G5); and at end of song, “God bless their
souls” highest notes in the song (F5 & G5)

Texture
Tonality/ tonal or atonal

Homophonic; very hymn-like
Diatonic / Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant

Key Scheme/
Modulations/
Cadence

G Major
2 mm. to DM then right back to GM
Common Practice

Harmonic text painting

Speaks of war and death yet song is very
hymn-like and in a major key. Perhaps to
pay tribute to those who gave their lives?

Tempo

Allegretto (moving, wide & powerful)

Metric Organization

Common Time

Rhythmic Patterns
Unifying Rhythms

Simple, repetitive, even patterns

Ostinato
Rhythms that Reinforce text

Repeating various at points: ♪♬ ♩ ♫ ♩
See unifying rhythms-reinforces marching
of soldiers

Predominant accomp.
Figures
Pre, Inter, Post

Octaves in LH (or single notes), 2-4 note
chords in RH
7 m. intro, 8 m. interlude, no postlude

Shared material with voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Text illustration

LH desc. Octaves (march-like)

Homophonic, Chordal, Scalar,
Octaves
Form

Poem by a famous lyricist/poet

Unifying elements

Theme of War unifies songs of the cycle

Influences

World War I

♩ ♫ ♩ ♩ patterns and ostinato

AB:ll B
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Trutzlied

Defiant Sorrow+

(Verse)
Es tönen die Hörner Tag um Tag
und rufen zum Kämpfen und Sterben,
Es dröhnen die Mörser Schlag um Schlag
Und rufen zu Tod und Verderben.

(Verse)
The horns sound day to day
And call to fight and die, the
mortar rings with steps upon clay
And sings to death with a sigh.

Es schlagen die Jungen
Schlag um Schlag
Und rufen zu Tod und Verderben.
Es schlagen die Jungen
Schalg um Schlag
Und sie säen Blut und mit Eisen,
Es kalgen di Alten Nacht um Nacht,
Es weinen die Witwen und Waisen!

It beats the boys
blow upon blow
And sings to death with a sigh
It beats the boys
Blow upon blow
And they sow blood & iron
The old cry out from night to night
And the widows and orphans do cry

(Chorus)
Der eiserne Würfel fällt und rollt,
Wir konnten anders nicht wählen,
Wir haben das Schreckliche nicht gewollt,
Nun gnad’ aber Gott ihren Seelen!

(Chorus)
The iron die falls and rolls
We have no say in its path,
We did not choose this terrible toll
God’s grace on their souls at last!

Es leuchtet die Glut
von Höh’ zu Höh’,
Die eisernen Riesen erdröhnen,
Es hallt und es tönt vom Schnee zur See,
Vom Rhein bis zum Wald der Ruthenen!

The glow burns bright
from height to height
The iron giants resound,
It shines and blares in glaring spite
From Rhein to the forest it bounds.

Wir wagen und schlagen Heib um Heib
Und wir halten durch bis zum Ende,
Wir lohnen den Toten Lieb um Lieb,
Wie immer das Schicksal sich wende!

We dare and fight from here to there
And we hold out till the end,
We send the dead our love and care
This is how fate its path wends!

(Chorus)

(Chorus)
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Table 4.4 - “Ich hab’ ein Hüglein im Polendland,” (Frauenlied) / #12 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: Karl Dankwart Zwerger (? - ?) 15
Melody

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment

Text

Melodic Contour

Mainly small but few leaps

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (4 measures in length)
Moderate (D4 – A5), middle/high voices

Chromaticism

Very little

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic

Text Painting

*Melody shaped like a hill (wavy)

Texture/Tonailty/tonal
Dissonance/Consonance

Homophonic/Diatonic/Tonal
Consonant

Key Scheme/Cadence
Modulations

D minor; Common Practice
Brief 2 mm in G major and A minor

Contrasts of Major
And Minor

Stays in D minor entire time save brief
modulations (see above)

Harmonic text painting

Minor depiction for a lost love then switch
to Major when speaking about flowers and
her being there but then back to minor
when speaking of pain./ Dim.7 for
expression.

Tempo

Moderato non troppo (not too much)

Metric Organization

Common Time

Rhythmic Patterns
Unifying Rhythms
Ostinato

Few simple ♩ and ♫ repeating patterns
♩│♩ ♫ ♩ ♩ │♩ ♩ ♩
Brief repeating patterns (see above)

Rhythms that Reinforce text

Simple plodding rhythms

Predominant Accompaniment
Figures

Rolled full texture chords

Pre, Inter, Post

4 mm. intro, no interlude, no postlude

Shared material with voice

Top line of RH doubles voice majority

Use of motives

See unifying rhythms (first ½ vocal phrase
used as small repeating motive)

Text illustration

Intro LH ascending pattern-up the hill +*

Texture

Rolled chords, octaves, homophonic

Prosody (setting/treatment)

Rhymes; flows bit better than other songs

Choice of Text

Poem by a literary writer

Form

AA

Straightforward

𝅘𝅥, 𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮, 𝅗𝅥 rhythm patterns

15 The only information found on Zwerger was as an author of works such as, Gedichte
Heidehalme and Sonne und Segen. Gedichte): “Zwerger, Karl Dankwart,” http://worldcat.org/identities/npzwerger,%20karl%20dankwart/, (accessed 24 May, 2018).
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Ich hab’ ein Hüglein im Polendland

I have a Hill in Polendland+

Ich hab’ ein Hüglein im Polenland
und weiß nicht, wo es steht,
ich weiß nur, daß ewig
an seinen Rand
meine Liebe pilgern geht.

I have a hill in Poland
And know not where it stands
I know only that always
on its fields
My lovely lady’s land.

Sie standen in Blumen,
Auch er war dabei,
Dann brauste der Zug heran,
Da hob sich ein
endloser Jubelschrei . . .
Aber mir hat es wehgentan.
Er winkte noch grüßend
mit der Hand,
Dann zog er fort ins Polenland.

They stand in the flowers
He was also there,
He boarded on
With a great
cheer to the air . . .
But to me it did hurt
He waved a salute
with his hand
Then he was off to Poland’s land.

Nun hab’ ich ein Hüglein im Polenland
und weiß nicht, wo es steht,
ich weiß nur,
daß ewig an seinen Rand
meine Liebe pilgern geht.

And so have I a hill in Poland
And know not where it stands
I only know that always
on its fields
My lovely lady’s land.

“Nur einer…” (Volume I)
The librettist for this piece is writer Friedrich Werner van Oestéren (1874-1953),
born September 18 in Berlin, Germany; Died February 26, 1953 in Weimar, Thüringen,
Germany.16 The only additional information found relating to this author includes a
single line musical entry: “Nächstenliebe; chanson, text von Fr. W. v. Oestéren, music
von Leo Ascher, op. 93,” author of such books as, Christus nicht Jesus: ein
Jesuitenroman, and Ein Kriegsurlabu: Roman,17 and the following two passages:
“Oestéren is a virtuoso of storytelling. He is very capable. He understands the art of

16 “Friedrich Werner van Oestéren,”
https://rateyourmusic.com/artist/friedrich_werner_van_oesteren , (accessed 24 May, 2018).
17 “Oestéren, Friedrich Werner van.” http://www.worldcat.org/identities/lccn-no2003-34018/.
2010, (accessed 24 May, 2018).
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captivating his readers for a few moments, because his art is basically something out of
the ordinary.”18
Table 4.5 - “Nur einer…” / #13 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: Friedrich Werner von Oestéren (? - ?)
Melody

Harmony

Rhythm

Melodic Contour

Mostly stepwise, some disjunct, mainly
small interval movement

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (2-4 measures in length)
Wide (D4 – Bb5) and High Voice

Chromaticism

Mostly limited

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic

Text Painting

Uses longer note values and higher pitches
for dramatic emphasis
Ex: “Verlornes” – dotted half note and A5,
second highest pitch in the song.

Texture
Tonality

Homophonic
Minor overall but shifting tonalities

Tonal/Atonal

Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant, with some dissonance

Key Scheme/
Cadencs/
Modulations
Contrasts of Major/minor

G minor but feels like D minor (with a flat
2nd ) / Common Practice
Gm to Dm to BbM to Gm
See key scheme (shifts between Major and
minor)

Harmonic text painting

One of very few songs that use an Aug. 6
chord (Fr.)-2x in song; harmonic minor
gives foreign feel (Polandland); One of
few songs to use HC (on “fear”), to
accentuate feeling of unresolvedness

Tempo

Moderate tempos (Allegretto, Allegro
Moderato, Moderato quasi andante)
Common Time to Triple meter

Metric Organization
Unifying Rhythms

On beat ♫, some syncopation, ♬♬♬♬
for cycle (see cycle narrative notes)

Ostinato

none

Rhythms that Reinforce the Text

Short, plodding rhythms reflect isolation –
“one”; Flowing ♬’s – forlorn

Rhythmic Patterns

18 St. Louis Public Library, “Monthly Bulletin, Volumes 6-7,”
https://books.google.com/books?id=59lDAQAAMAAJ&pg=RA1 -PA116&lpg=RA1#v=onepage&q=Oest%C3%A9ren&f=false, (accessed 24 May, 2018).
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Table 4.5 - “Nur einer…”, continued
Accompani ment

Predominant accomp.
Figures
Pre, Inter, Post

Arpeggiated patterns-ascending,
descending, circling patterns
Octave Chords-open and filled
2 mm. intro, no interlude, 6 m. postlude

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice (75%)

Use of motives

No specific use of motives

Text illustration

Rapid 16ths mm11-18, feelings of being
alone/anxiety increasing; Rolled chords
illustrate “ripping” (i.e. death).
Homophonic
Chordal, Arpeggiations, Octaves

Texture

Text

Secondary Factors

Prosody (setting/treatment)

Different librettist for each song

Composers response to poem

Syllabic setting, no vocal embellishment

Choice of Text
Form

Poem by a literary writer
Theme of War pervades the cycle
Through-composed

Unifying elements
Influences

Theme of War unifies songs of the cycle
World War I

Nur einer…

Only one…*

Es reißt der Wind vom Baum ein Blatt,
Von vielen tausend eines.
Wer merkt, was er genommen hat?
Nur eines ist doch keines.

The wind blows a leaf from the tree,
From many thousands one,
Who realizes what he has taken?
Only one thing is none.

Ein kleiner, kleiner Zweig allein,
An dem das Batt gehangen,
Wird’s fühlen, todestraurig sein
Und um Verlorness bangen.

A small, small branch alone,
on which the leaf hung,
Will feel, be deathly,
and fear for loss.

Es reißt der Tod aus einem Heer
Von veilen tausend einen.
Wer merkt und mißt den einen? Wer?
Nur einen heißt doch deinen.

The death of an army
of many thousands breaks one.
Who notices & measures one? Who?
Only one does not mean one

Ein enger, enger Kreis allein
Wird um den einen kleiner
Und wird zu Tode traurig sein,
Denn alles war ihm einer.

A close, marrow circle alone
becomes smaller around the one
and will be sad to death,
because everything was one to him.
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“Was leigt daran?” (Volume I)
Hugo Zuckermann19 (1881-1914) was a Jewish-Austrian poet and Zionist. He
was born in Eger (Cheb), a town in the Karlovy Vary Region of the Czech Republic.
During his studies in Vienna, he became a member of the Association of Zionist high
school students and later the Jewish Academic Association Libanonia. In 1907, together
with Oskar Rosenfeld, Egon Brecher and others, he founded a Jewish theatre group that
played modern Yiddish dramas in German. In addition to his own writings, Zuckermann
translated poems by several leading Yiddish composers, including, “Song of Songs” and
“Peretz’s dramas.” His Gedichte, a small volume of lyrics, appeared in 1915. It includes
one of the most popular of his war poems, “Das Reiterlied,” (i.e. Österreichisches
Reiterlied, 1913).20 Written in the form of a folksong, it expresses readiness to die for the
national cause. Ironically, Zuckermann was one of World War I’s first casualties.21
Song of the Calvaryman22
THERE in the meadow-land
Two jackdaws cry—
Is it on Danube’s strand
I’ll have to lie?
Or in a Polish grave?
Before my soul shall fly,
I’ll fight a rider brave.

19

There on the field I see
Two ravens scurry.
Shall I the first one be
Whom they must bury?
What’s that to me!
Many 100thousands hurry
In Austria’s cavalry.

There in the evening breath
Hover two crows:
When comes the reaper Death
Who mows and mows?
We’re not afraid! If but
Our banner blows
Over Belgrade!

For more information on Zuckermann, see the out-of-print biography: Hugo Zuckermann: Meier
M. Reschke, Hugo Zuckermann: A Great Jewish Leader, (1985).
20 For further information on this poem, see:
https://deutschelieder.wordpress.com/2015/07/27/sein-name-wird-den-krieg-ueberleben-hugozuckermanns-oesterreichisches-reiterlied-als-paradigmatischer-zy klus-populaerer-kriegslyrik/.
21 Zuckermann served as a lieutenant in World War I. He regarded his part in the war as revenge
for the Kishinev Program: A. Friedmann, “Hugo Zuckermann (1915),”
https://www.encyclopedia.com/religion/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/zuckermann-hugo,
(accessed 24 May, 2018).
22 Münsterberg, Margarete, “A Harvest of German Verse,” http://www.bartleby.com/177/152.html,
(accessed 24 May, 2018).
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Franz Lehár himself described the popularity of the song as follows:
Zuckermann’s riding song has become the German folksong of the [First] World
War because, like no other poetry of that time, it reflects the mood with which our
soldiers went to war. The pictorial popular language, deeply felt male
determination, the expression of complete readiness for sacrifice and joyful
hopefulness had so touched me already at the first reading of the few lines of the
poem that the setting of the song had to be entirely self-evident, even
surrendering: the vision of the brazen Duty of duty, the glorious demise! It is no
longer possible to say this in folk tone, according to Zuckermann. (Jewish Front,
Vol. 2, No. 2, p.1).23
Table 4.6 - “Was leigt daran?” / #14 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: Hugo Zuckermann (1881-1914)
Melody

Harmony

Rhythm

Melodic Contour

Wavy/Scalar, steps and small intervals

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (4 measures)
Moderate C4-A8; middle and high voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic

Text Painting

“Kampf ich…” phrase - each chord
accented; mm.31-33 instead of decending to
end phrase, as usual, phrase ascends (text
speaks of flags of Belgerade waving) and last
phrase of the song (mm.44-47) similarly
ascends, as if *suggesting victory.

Texture
Tonality/ tonal or atonal

Homophonic
Diatonic / Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant

Key Scheme/Cadences
Modulations

F major; Common Practice
F major to A minor to F major

Harmonic text painting

4th verse (last) melody stated up a 4th and
begins in minor instead of Major then
switches back to major for last phrase.*

Tempo

Moderato

Metric Organization

Triple meter w/4 mm. 4/4 then back to 3/4

23 Susanne Korbel, “His name will survive the war: Hugo Zuckermann’s Austrian Riding Song,”
https://deutschelieder.wordpress.com/2015/07/27/sein-name-wird-den-krieg-ueberleben-hugozuckermanns-oesterreichisches-reiterlied-als-paradigmatischer-zyklus-populaerer-kriegslyrik/, (accessed
24 May, 2018).
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Table 4.6 - “Was leigt daran?”, continued
Rhythm

Rhythmic Patterns

Less straightforward rhythms than typical of
most of Lehár’s songs (see ostinato)

Unifying Rhythms
Ostinato

Ostinatos, Triplets; repeating 𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅘𝅥𝅯 𝅗𝅥

and

Accompani ment

Text

Secondary
Factors

Predominant accomp.
Figures

Chordal RH / Scalar & Arpeggiated LH patterns

Pre, Inter, Post

7 m. intro, 8 m. interlude, no postlude

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice majority

Use of motives

𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅘𝅥𝅯 𝅗𝅥 repeating motive

Text illustration

Triplets, dotted figures – trotting of horses;
Trumpet interlude; Accents only on “…als
Reitersmann” (Riding Man).

Texture

Homophonic
Chordal, Arpeggiations, Octaves

Prosody(setting/treatment)

War setting

Choice of Text

Poem by a famous lyricist and poet…….

Form

AAABA

Unifying elements
Influences

Theme of War unifies the cycle
World War I
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Was leigt daran?

What Depends on This?+

Drüben am Wiesenrand
hocken zwei Dohlen
fall’ ich am Donaustrand?
Sterb’ ich in Polen?

Over on the edge of the grasslands
Squat two jackdaws
Come I to the Danube to stand?
Will I die in Poland?

Was liegt daran?
Was liegt daran?

What depends on this?
(What will my fate be?)

Eh’ sie meine Seele holen,
Kämpf’ ich als Reitersmann.

If they come my soul to strand, Like
a rider will I fight with closed fists.

Drüben am Ackerrain
schreien zwei Raben
werd ich der erste sein,
den sie begraben?
Was ist dabei? Was ist dabei?
Viel Hunderttausend traben
in uns’rer Reiterrei!

Over on the unplowed field
Two ravens scream
Will I be of the first
They deem fit to bury?
What depends on this?
Our hundreds of thousands trot on,
In our riding company.

Drüben im Abendrot
fliegen zwei Krähen
Wann kommt der Schniter Tod,
Um uns zu mähen?
Es ist nicht chad!
Es is notich schad!
Seh’ ich nur
uns’re Fahnen
wehen auf Belgerad!

During the red evening
fly two cranes
When will swift death come,
And dark pain take us?
It is not sad!
There is no mourning!
On Belgerad I see
our flags
waving.

Drüben am Wiesenrand
hocken zwei Dohlen
fall’ ich am Donaustrand?

Over on the grasslan’s edge
squat to jackdaws
Come I to the Danube to stand?

Sterb’ ich in Polen?
Was liegt daran?
Was liegt daran?

Will I die in Poland?
What depends on this?
What depends on this?

Eh’ sie meine Seele
holen,
Kämpf’ ich als Reitersmann.

If the come my soul
to strand,
Like a rider I will fight
with closed fists.
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“Fieber” (Volume I)
In “Fieber” (Fever), Erwin Weill (1885-1942) describes the hallucinations of a
dying soldier. Lehár knew only too well what Weill was talking about…His own brother,
Anton, was seriously injured at the front, and was, at the time of this songs composition,
in a hospital in Vienna. This personal circumstance suggests why Lehár chose this text
for composition.24
Erwin Weill was an Austrian writer, born November 2, 1885 in Vienna. He died
in 1942 in the Riga-Kaiswerwald concentration camp. He studied at the universities of
Zurich and Munich, and later worked as a writer. He published poems, lyrics and dramas
for speech and musical theater. By the 1920’s, he had become known as the author of
historical novels. In November of 1941, Weill, who was Jewish, was interned in
Theresienstadt and a few weeks later (Jan. 1942), was transferred and immediately killed
in the KZ Kaiswerwald in Riga, Latvia. 25
Table 4.7 - “Fieber” / #15 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: Erwin Weill (1885-1942)
Melody

Harmony

Melodic Contour

Conjunct, disjunct

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Greatly varied
C#4-A5 middle and high voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic, recitative sections

Texture
Tonality/ tonal or atonal

chromatic, dissonant, dense
Tonal with a lot of chromaticism

Dissonance/Consonance

Variety of consonance and dissonance

Key Scheme/
Modulations/
Cadences

Difficult to deduce, all over the place
Many, constantly changing
Common Practice; Some end w/cadential 6/4
then quickly wander away without resolution

24 Antiwar Songs, https://www.antiwarsongs.org/canzone.php?lang=en&id=57196, (accessed
October 15,2018).
25 Antiwar Songs, https://www.antiwarsongs.org/canzone.php?lang=en&id=57196.
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Table 4.7 - “Fieber,” continued
Harmony

Harmonic text painting

Very dense, wandering harmonic schemes
Depicting the fevered state of a wounded soldier
Walz sections are the most stable, basically
sitting on a tonic chord-represents the soldiers
hallucinations- but also include chromatic
mediant shifts-again, representing the wounded,
dying, feavered & hallucinating state of soldier.

Rhythm

Tempo

Several changes throughout

Metric Organization

Many changes: 4/4 to 3/4 to 2/2 to 3/4 to 2/2 to
4/4 to 3/4 to 2/4 to 4/4

Rhythmic Patterns

Most complex art song; frequent changes

Predominant accomp.
Figures

Varies by section; Great variety with frequent
changes

Pre, Inter, Post

24 mm. intro, several interludes, from
2 - 43 mm. in length, 4 mm. postlude

Text illustration

Mm. 32-33 talk of head pounding then m.34 fz
chord; M. 36 changes to waltz as text speaks of
dancing; Rests in between words -imitating
thoughts/speak (recitative-like); Sweet waltz
(m.60) -speaking of his love being with him; etc.
Many more examples-Each change is section
relates to the text

Shared material with
voice

Accompaniment independent of the voice;
never doubles the melody

Texture

Vast variety of textures
Addition of obbligato instrument line

Prosody(setting/treatment)

Program Music: Tells a story of WWI soldier in
the throes of a deadly fever. Categorized online
and in the anthology as: “A Tone Poem for Tenor
and Orchestra”

Composers response to poem

Lots of varied musical treatment; more operaesque settings.

Choice of Text

Depicts the delusions of a dying soldier

Form

Through composed

Unifying elements
Influences

Theme of War unifies the cycle
World War I / Anti-war song
Side Note: While there is no research to
corroborate any kind of reference Weill was
making between Schubert’s Erlkönig and this
piece, the similarities are interesting to note. At
the text “Bin wieder dort wo einstens als Kind in
deinen Armen ich gelegen!” (child in arms…),
and at end a speaker says the cadet is dead in the
bed, very much like the end of Erlkönig.

Accompani ment

Text

Secondary Factors
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Fieber

Fever*

Licht! Schwester, Licht!
Die Lampe scheint so trüb,
Wie tausend Zentner liegt es
schwer auf mir.
Ich bin so müde
und die Luft im Saal
ist heiß und dumpf.

Light! Sister, Light!
The lamp is oh so dim,
It lays like a thousand pounds
upon me.
I am so tired
and the air in the room
is hot and musty.

An meinen Schläfen
hämmert’s und ach,
die Wunde brennt und
bohrt und schneidet.
Wie sol lich heute tanzen noch
Wie sol lich?
Und doch ich muß,
Ich hab’ es ja versprochen.
Sie wird mit mir sein,
Sie die blonde Kleine.

On my head
how it pounds, oh,
the wound is burning,
Drilling, and cutting.
How can I still dance today?
How can I?
But I must,
I promised.
She will be with me.
The little blonde one.

Dort kommt sie schon
die Treppe flink herauf.
Im weißen Kleid,
Auf wießsen Seidenschuhen.
Heir bin ich…hier!
Nun bitte, deinen Arm.

Here she comes
up the stairs.
Dressed in white,
Wearing white silk shoes.
Here I am…here!
Now please, your arm.

Wir fliegen leicht und wie verklärt dahin.
Doch halt, was is das?
Meine Kompagnie?
Trompeter blast Alarm?
Wie kommt ihr her?
Was wollt ihr da?

Light we fly as if transfigured.
But stop, what is that?
My company?
Turmpeter blows the alarm.
How did you get here?
What do you want here?

Schlaft euch doch endlich aus,
Ihr seid ja auch so müde…
Trinken wollt ihr?
Die Zunge klebt am Gaumen?
Wasser, Wasser!
Auch ich bin durstig
wie mene Leute…
Da klingt der Walzer wieder.
Darf ich bitten?

Get yourself a very good rest.
You are so very tired…
Would you like a drink?
Is your tongue stuck to your mouth?
Water, Water!
I am also thirsty
like the rest of the people…
The waltz is sounding again.
May I be honored?
(Will you honor me with a dance?)
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Fieber text, continued

English translation, continued

Das ist der Walzer nicht…
Das ist ja Sturm!
Hurra, mir hanch,
Sie sollen uns nicht kriegen,
Nur immer zielen,
Nicht in’s Blinde feuern!
Die Bajonette auf!
Stecht zu und trefft!

This isn’t the waltz…
This is the storm!
Hurrah, follow me,
They must not catch us,
Always aim,
So not to fire blindly!
Put on the bayonette!
Get ready to hit!

Brav, Leute, brav,
Der Hauptmann wird sich freuen,
Nun geht zurück und tretet sachte auf!
Ich schließe nun die Augen
zu und möchte träumen, nur träumen,
träumen und vergessen, vergessen…
Nein, ich will tanzen,
Hört ihr, tanzen will ich! Kapelle spiel’!

Brave, people, brave
The leader will be happy,
Now go back & appear softly!
I close my eyes now
and want to dream, dream,
dream and forget, forget…
No, I will dance,
Hear me, I will dance! Band play!

Zum letzten Male heute
sollt ihr mir
meinen Lieblingswalzer geigen
den ich so oft gehört…
Und dann den Kriegsmarsch,
Den wir alle sangen,
Erinnert euch, wir zogen damit fort…

For the last time today
should you play for me
my loves waltz play
which I hear so oft…
And the war march,
which we all sang,
Do you remember, we marched to it..

Im Kugelregen klang
er in den Ohren
Und riss uns fort bis zu den
Feindes Gräben…

Like bullet rain it sounded
in our ears
And pulled us on to the
Enemies foxholes…

Ich fühle deine Hand,
laß sie auf meiner Stirne.
O, wie das kühlt.
Wie gut du bist und lieb.
Nein, sei nur ruhig,
Ich bleibe nun bei dir.
Bin wieder dort wo einstens
als Kind in deinen Armen ich gelegen!

I feel your hand,
Leave it on my forehead.
Oh, how cools it feels.
How good and lovely you are.
No, just lie quiet,
I am here with you.
Again I am there where I was
as a child laying in your arms!

Als ich fort zog, sich,
ich tat es gern,
Und kann nun sagen,
Daß auch ich bereit

When I went away,
I wanted to go,
But now I can say,
that I was ready
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Fieber text, continued

English translation, continued

war zu kämpfen für den Ruhm
und für das Recht.

to fight for Victory
and for the right.

Ich fasse deine Hand,
das tut so wohl,
Und sterbe ich so sterbe ich als Held.
Sieh hin die helle Siegesfakkel loht…
Auf frostverklebten Fenstern
brennt das Morgenrot.
“Her Stabsarzt,
der Kadett vom Bette acht ist tot.”

I take your hand,
that feels so good,
And if I die – so I will die as a Hero.
Look up, the bright victory flag
is shining
On frost-covered windows
The dawn is shining.
“Company Director,
the soldier in the bed is dead.”
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Table 4.8 - “Aus längst vergang’ner Zeit!” / #4 / Volume 2
Poet/Dates: Vilma Fries (? - ?)26
Melody

Melodic Contour

Conjunct and disjunct

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (2-4 measures in length)
Lower C4-D5; middle voice

Text Painting/Vocal Articulation

Sweet, singable-melodies, slow tempos –
rememberance/longing; Syllabic

Texture/Tonality/tonal
Dissonance/Consonance

Homophonic & Octaves / diatonic/tonal
Consonant and Dissonant

Key Scheme/
Modulations/Cadence

Dm to DM to FM to Dm to DM to Dm
Common Practice (many i6/4-V7-i).

Harmonic text painting

𝄬II seems to foreshadow changes to some
type of pain, longing, grief, etc.
M/m contrasts with mood of happy
rememberances vs. pain or excitement.

Tempo

Changes throughout: Andante to Allegro

Metric Organization
Rhythmic Patterns

Common Time
More varied than typical (2 sections:
Simple, sweet, major folk-like sections
vs. more dramatic, thicker sections)

Unifying Rhythms
Rhythms that Reinforce Text

Simple eighths vs. sets of sixteenths
Sparse chordal accomp./ Recit-like when
voice enters – symbolic of lonliness.

Predominant accomp. figures

Thirds in simple, folk-like sections;
Octaves and chromaticism (i.e.
chromatic scalar passages) in the
dramatic sections

Pre, Inter, Post

12 m. intro, 4 m. interlude, 4 m. postlude

Shared material with
voice

Top line of RH doubles voice in simple
sections but different in dramatic
sections

Text illustration

Simple, folk-like sections contrast with
highly chromatic, more dramatic sections

Texture

Homophonic, Chordal, Scalar, Octaves,
Chromaticism

Text

Composers response to poem
Form

Opera-esque setting with simple folk
Through - composed

Secondary Factors

Unifying elements/Influences

Idea of 2 sections (simple, sweet vs.
more complex, chromatic, operesque)
contrasting one another or mix
together/Viennese Schlaraffia (see bio.
section)

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment

26

Baroness, teenage daughter of 25th Infantry Regiment, who commanded Lehár to give Vilma
singing lessons. No additional information found on Vilma Fries.
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Aus längst vergang’ner Zeit

From the distant Past+

Sieh' jenes Weib gebeugt, zerrissen,
so sitzt sie täglich einsam, müd'!
Wer mag es ahnen,
wer es wissen,
wann einst der Frühling ihr geblüht!

See this woman, bent and torn,
So she sits daily, tired!
Who has an idea,
Who sees her mourn,
Once she was full of fire!

Der Zeit gedenkt wohl keiner mehr,
sie weiß ja selbst es kaum;
sie fordert nichts, hat kein Begehr,
als nur ein kleines Stückchen Erdenraum.

Time considers no poor soul,
Gives thought to no one
It has no urge, has no goal
Just a small space that it takes
for naught.

Un doch, es hat einst eine Zeit gegeben,
wo Lebensmut sie froh umfing,
wo seelig lächelnd
auch das Leben
liebkoste ihr die Wange lind.

But lo, there was a time,
When courage was common
Where life’s sweet laughter
would climb
Caressing, lovely, and long.

Vielleicht zog einer
einst durch's Land,
mit dem sie hoffte,
seiner harrt' in Beben!
Vielleicht auch,
daß sie nie gekannt
der Liebe holdes Sehnen.

Maybe once someone
traveled through the land,
Hope in their quaking heart!

Gewiss! Es sind der Jahre verflossen,
daß sie der Jugend Traum erfüllt,
und oft hat Tränen sie vergossen,
seit sich die Hoffnung ihr verhüllt!

Alas! The years have flown by,
Young dreams unfulfilled,
And often tears shed and cried,
Since hope was shrouded and
killed.

Dann träumt sie wohl
von Freud’ und Leid
Und leise summt sie eine Melodei
Aus längst vergangner Zeit.

Then she dreams
of joys and sorrow
And softly she hums a melody
From long ago.

Perhaps it could also be
that she never enjoyed
The longings of love.

“Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes
dabei” (Volume 2)
Born in Jassy to a distinguished Jewish family, Marco Brocine (1852-1942) grew
up to render outstanding services to the independence and advancement of Romania as
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well as to the equality of the Jews. 27 His writings brought the German-speaking audience
closer to the then little-known country of Romaina. Brociner was the founder of the
Association of Jewish Communitites of Romania. Brociner worked in Bucharest and
Vienna as a journalist and writer. He earned a law degree from the University of
Heidelberg. As a student, he published in the Romanian Jewish magazine, Vocea
apatorului in Bucharest. When he returned to Romania, he settled in Bucharest, where
he founded and edited the German-language journal Bukarester Tageblatt (1882). He
wrote numerous dramas, short stories, and novels. He published stories in Romanian and
German on Jewish and Romanian peasant themes.
In 1885, due to political persecutions, along with ten other Romanian Jewish
intellectuals, Brociner was banished from Romaina. 28 He moved to Vienna, where he
continued to write on Romanian themes. His successful novel Ionel Fortunat (1889)
became the basis for his play Die Hochzeit von Valeni (Marriage at Valeni), which was
performed 150 times at the Deutsches Volkstheater of Vienna. Before World War I, a
film with the same title was made, marking the first representation of Romanian peasants
on the screen. The libretto to the opera The Rich Marriage, by Karel Weis, was also
based on this play. Another novel by Marco Brociner was Das Volk steht auf (The
People Arise; 1907).29 The Modern Theater in Vienna, which opened in 1924, performed
Brociner’s play, The Woman is Bitter. Brociner died in 1942 in a Viennese ghetto.

Anthea Verlag, “Marco Brociner: Die Leibesabenteuer des Herrn Bobrica,” http://www.antheaverlag.de/index.php?page=shop.product_details&flypage=flypage_no_images.tpl&product_id=287&cate
gory_id=48&option=com_virtuemart&Itemid=58, 2018, (accessed 24 May, 2018).
28 Lucian-Zeev Herşcovici, “Brociner Family,”
http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Brociner_Family, (accessed 24 May, 2018).
27

Herşcovici, Lucian-Zeev, “Brociner Family,”
http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Brociner_Family, (accessed 24 May, 2018).
29
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Table 4.9 - “Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei” / #16 / Volume 2
Poet/Dates: Marco Brociner (1852-1942)
Melody

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment

Text

Secondary Factors

Melodic Contour

Wavy, mainly steps & small intervals

Phrase Length/Vocal Articulation

Short (4 measures)/Syllabic

Range and Tessitura

Moderate D4-D5; middle voice

Text Painting

Simple, predictable, skipping melody
reflects light mood of the song.
Word “frei” (free) is longer, tied note
(mm.18-19); “Ah’s reflect freedom (𝅗𝅥 ‘s);

Texture/tonality/ tonal

Homophonic/ Diatonic/ Tonal

Key Scheme/ Cadence
Modulations/

GM to Bm to GM / Common Practice
Contrasts of major and minor

Harmonic text painting

Majority of song I and V movement;
Change to minor and use of ct°7 may
reflects things society thinks bad (i.e.
flirting, etc.) though the (singer) doesn’t
care one bit what anyone thinks.

Tempo

Langsamer (listed at end of verse 1)

Metric Organization

Triple meter

Rhythmic Patterns

Very simple rhythms, even (mostly 𝅘𝅥’s)

Unifying Rhythms

𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 and 𝅘𝅥 𝆕 𝅘𝅥

Predominant accomp. figures

LH chords/RH melody (B section LH
takes melody/RH chords for a line)

Pre, Inter, Post

11 m. intro, no interlude, 8 m. postlude

Shared material with
voice

Top line of RH doubles voice most of
time (One line of melody in LH)

Use of motives

Repeating “Ich denk’ mir nichts
Schlimmes dabei!” motive end several vs.

Text illustration

Thin textures, postlude scalar as if
dancing in delight & care-free attitude

Texture

Homophonic; chords, oom-pa-pa accomp

Prosody (setting/treatment)/Form

Repetitive text/AB

Unifying elements

“Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei!”
motive
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Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei

I Think Not Much of It!+

Ich bin beim Theater Soubrette,
Da leb’ ich so frölich und frei,
Ich küsse und tanz’ um die Wette
Und denk’ mir nicht Schlimmes dabei!
Ah! Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei!

I am at the Theater Soubrette,
I live there careless and free,
I kiss and I dance and I bet,
And that’s just fine by me!
(I think nothing badly of it).

Und wenn ich beim Spiel koketiere
Und blinzle von Spitzbüberei
Und hebe des Rockees Bordüre,
Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei!
Ah! Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei!

When I flirt with the games
Blinking in rogery glint
Cheat & achieve my sly aims
And that’s just fine by me!
(I think nothing badly of it).

Viel Männlein in meinem Zwinger,
Sie hüpfen nach meiner Schalmei,
Ich wickle sie all’
um den Finger
Und denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei!
Ah! Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei!

Many men surround me
They hope constantly for tips
I wrap them all
‘round my fingers
And that’s just fine by me!
(I think nothing badly of it).

Die Liebe, ich bitte,
o sagt mir,
Verdient sie den so viel Geschrei?
Ich erklär’ auch ganz schlicht,
Sie behagt mir,
und denk’ mir nich chts Schlimmes dabei!
Ah! Und denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei!

Love, I beg thee please
tell me,
Why all this shouting?
I explain quickly
It pleases me,
And that’s just fine by me!
(I think nothing badly of it).

Ich hör’ auch verkünden und preisen:
Die Liebe und Ehe sind frei!
Und da es Gelehrete
beweisen,
so denk’ ich nichts Schlimmes dabei!
Ah! Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei!

I hear praises & compliments
Love and marriage are free!
And because it is proved
by the scholars,
I think nothing badly, not me.
I think nothing badly, not me.

Und krieg’ ich
einen Grafen zum Gatten,
Ich schwöre ihm
ewige Treu,
Und wird meine
Treue ermatten,
Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei!
Ah! Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes dabei!

And if I get
a Count for a spouse,
I’ll swear myself
eternally true,
And then will I
conquer my faithfulness!
I think nothing badly!
I think nothing badly,
(Do you)?
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“Kriegslied” (Volume 2) 30
Ignaz Schnitzer (1839-1921) was an Austrian writer, journalist, translator,
librettist and newspaper founder. He was born December 4 in Ratzersdorf, Hungary.
From 1857 Schnitzer lived in Vienna and wrote for various newspapers such as Pester
Lloyd and the Strange Journal. He also worked, as editor, for the newspaper, The
Progress. In 1867 he returned to Budapest as the first editorial member of the Bécsi
Debate. In 1869, with Zsigmond Bródy (1840-1906), he founded the daily New Pester
Journal, which he headed as Editor-in-Chief for a decade, before selling his share and
relocating to Vienna (1881). He worked as a librettist and translator on Hungarian plays
for German stages. Schnitzer received special recognition for his translations and
adaptations of the works of Sándor Petőfis into German. His friendship with Johann
Strauss (Jr.) lead to the completion of the libretto Gypsy Baron. Schnitzer married the
daughter of a doctor, Gabriele Laszky in 1913 in Vienna. He died in 1921. His grave
site is located in the Kerepeser cementery in Budapest.

30

Dedicated to the Allied Armies. Publis hed by Ludwig Doblinger in 1914: Lamb, The Complete
Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 2: ix.
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Table 4.10 - “Kriegslied” / #20 / Volume 2
Poet/Dates: Ignaz Schnitzer (1839-1921)
Melody

Melodic Contour

Wavy, mainly steps & small intervals

Phrase Length

Short (2 measures)

Range and Tessitura

Moderate C4-G5; middle voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic

Texture

Homophonic

Tonality/ tonal or atonal

Diatonic / Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant

Key Scheme/Cadence
Modulations/

G major / Common Practice
G major to B major to A minor to
G major

Tempo

Moderato

Metric Organization

Common Time

Rhythmic Patterns

Simple, even rhythms, even (mostly 𝆕’s)

Unifying Rhythms

Even eighth notes

Predominant accomp.
Figures

LH Parallel open octaves / RH octave full
chords

Pre, Inter, Post

No intro, no interlude, no postlude

Shared material w/ voice

Top notes of RH doubles voice

Use of motives

“Tropfen Blut” ends several phrases

Text illustration

Even, repetitive chords and LH octaves
illustrate marching to battle; hymn-like
(homophonic texture) almost like an
anthem/dedication to the Fatherland and to
those that die in battle.

Texture

Homophonic, chordal, octaves

Text

Choice of Text
Form

War song
AB

Secondary Factors

Unifying elements
Influences

Theme of War
World War I

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment
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Kriegslied

War Song+

Steht auf zum Kampf, Ihr Braven!
Der Himmel halt Gericht!
Wir müssen jetzt bestrafen
ein frevelhaft’, Gezücht!
Sie wollen wie die Raben
in unser Land herein,
das Grab, das sie gegraben,
Ihr eig’nes soll es sein!

Stant to fight, oh brave ones!
The Heavens stand to judge!
For this battle to be won
We must give our all!
Like the raven that is shunned,
Our lands here they crave,
But rather than a victory won,
Their graves instead they’ll find.

Es gilt uns’re Ehre!
Wo die bedroht,
da gibt’s für uns Alle
nur Sieg oder Tod!

Our honor hangs on the line!
Where there is threat,
There we will find for all
Either flight or death.

(Chorus)
Dem Vaterland, dem Kaiser
zollt den Mut,
Der nimmer rhut,
So lang in unsern Adern
rollt ein Tropfen Blut!

The Fatherland, the Emporer,
Should take courage,
For which we forage,
Until our voices
Drip with the blood of our rage.

Millionen Mütter flehen,
Von Sorg’ und Gram verzehrt,
Millionen Männer stehen im Feld,
Mit Flint’ und Schwert!
Denn Blut will die Hyäne,
Und der Barbaren Herz
kennt keine Mutterträne,
Kennt keinen Vaterschmerz.

Millions of mothers flee,
Possessed with fear and terror,
Millions of men stand in the field,
Sword and shiled without error,
The hyenas want their blood
And the barbaric hearts
Mothers know as they should
Fathers know their pain.

Es gilt die Verwaisten,
Wo die in Not,
Da gibt’s für uns Alle
nur Sieg oder Tod!

It affects the orphans,
And where there’s need,
There is for us all
Only death and man’s creed.

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Viel uns’rer Feinde sterben,
Und wissen nicht, wofür,
Franzosen, Russen, Serben,
Man treibt sie wie das Tier!
Doch alle trifft die Rache!
Wir halten scharfe Wehr,

Many of our enemies die
And what for is unsure
French, Russian, Serbian
They are all treated as animals!
And all face the rage!
Our defense is strong,
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Kriegslied text, continued

English text, continued

Denn eine heil’Sache schützt
unser tapf’res Heer!
Es gilt uns’re Heimat,
allmäcgt’ger Gott!
Da gibt’s für uns Alle
nur Sieg oder Tod!

Because something holy watches
Our great army throng.
It affects our homeland,
Almight God!
There we will find for all
Either flight or death.

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

West, im Süd und Norden steh’n
wir auf festem Grund,
Dazu ist uns geworden
ein treubewährter Bund!
Gekämpft soll und gerungen
auf Tod und Leben sein,

South, West, and North we stand
Firm to the ground
And between us has grown
A relationship; we are bound.
Together we fought,
Where life or death abound

Es gilt uns’re Zukunft,
Vom Brand umloht,
Da bigt’s für uns Alle
nur Sieg oder Tod!

It affects our future
Fled from the fire!
And now there is only for us all
Death and nothing higher.

“Das Vöglein in der Ferne”
“Das Lockende Lied”
(Volume 3)
Like several songs in the Lamb anthologies, this song includes two renditions,
each with slightly different (or slightly re-arranged) texts: the first, “Das Vöglein in der
Ferne” (The Little Bird in the Distance) and the second, “Das Lockende Lied” (The
Alluring Song), with texts by Fritz Löhner. Save the slightly different texts and measures
154, 156, and 158 (where one song has dotted half notes with trills and the other only has
the dotted half notes), and the last five measures of the song, the two songs are
otherwise—exactly the same.
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Table 4.11 - “Das Vöglein in der Ferne”/ ”Das Lockende Lied” / #1a/1b / Volume 3
Melody

Melodic Contour

Conjunct and disjunct

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (2-4 measures in length)
High E4-C6/D6; coloratura song

Vocal Articulation/Text Painting

Syllabic / Ah’s imitating birds

Texture/Tonality/tonal

Homophonic & Arpeggios/
diatonic/tonal/consonant

Key Scheme/ Modulations/
Cadence

CM – FM – CM / Fluctuates back and
forth between CM and FM; short 8 mm.
in GM / Common Practice

Harmonic text painting

Several uses of III (CM to EM)-m.55Ab7 to GM- Aug. 5 (mm.82, 84/98, 100)
– Dim 7 used only a few times - on some
of highest notes, to heighten expression
(mm74/134, 87/103); m.55 abrupt shift
to Ab (“Why come you not here”).

Tempo/Metric organization

Valse moderato/triple meter

Rhythmic Patterns
Unifying Rhythms

Straight eigth notes, rolled 𝅘𝅥 𝅗𝅥 chords,
tied 𝅗𝅥 chords, few 16th note flourishes
See rhythmic patterns above

Rhythms that Reinforce Text

See rhythmic patterns above

Accompani ment

Predominant accomp. figures

Secondary Factors

Unifying elements

LH ascend/descending, repetitive
arpeggios, RH/LH arpeggios, chords
(rolled and block) high staccato eigth
note arpeggiations
Coloratura

Harmony

Rhythm

Das Vöglein in der Ferne

The Little Bird Afar*

Ach, Vöglein in der Ferne ach,
Hast du mich noch gerne?!
Oh, warum kommst du nicht her?
Du warst doch immer heir,
Wenn ich dich rief zu mir…

Oh, little bird afar, oh,
Do you like me so?
Oh, why don’t you come close?
You seemed to be always here,
When I called you near.

Oh, heut’ läßt du mich allein,
Oh, Vöglein!
Ach Vöglein in der Ferne, ach,
Grüße mir die Sterne,
Ah…den Mond!
Komm, o komme doch zu mir!
Ich möchte singen
im süßen Zweigesang mit dir!
Ah…Jetzt enlich bist du da! Ah…

Oh, alone you’ve left me today,
Oh small bird!
My small bird so far away.
The stars peak out to greet me,
Oh . . . the moon!
Please, oh please, come near!
I would gladly sing
a sweet duet with you here.
Ah, now you are finally come…Ah...
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Das Vöglein in der Ferne text, continued

English translation, continued

Ach, sag’ mir, wohin zeihst du,
Ach, sag’ wohin entfliehst du?
Oh, wie seh’n ich mich nach dir!
Du bist mein stilles Glück,
Kehr' doch zu mir zurück!
Oh, bist ja mein Schwesterlein,
mein Vöglein!

Oh tell me, why do you leave?
Oh, where do you go?
How close to you I would gladly be!
You are my immovable joy,
Come near, now don’t be coy.
You are as my sister dear,
Please small bird, come near.

Ach, Vöglein in der Höhe,
Ach wenn ich dich nicht sehe,
Ah…wie weh, ach,
wie weh’ tut da mein Herz!
Ich bin so einsam! O laß’ mich nicht
allein im Schmerz! Ah…

Ah, little bird so high,
Ah, when you I do not see,
Ah . . . the pain, alas,
How much my heart does hurt!
I’m so lonely! Oh, do not leave me
alone in pain! Ah . . .

Das lockende lied

The Alluring Song

Ach, Vöglein in der Ferne,
Mein Liebling in der Ferne!
Oh, ich sehne mich nach dir!
Du warst doch immer hier,
Wenn ich dich rief zu mir…
Oh, heut’ läßt du mich allein,
Ach, Vöglein in der Ferne,
Ach, grüße mir die Sterne,

Oh, little bird afar,
My lovely in the distance!
I’m moving towards you!
You were always here,
When I called you with a woo.
Oh, don’t leave me along today,
Oh little bird afar,
Oh see, here come the stars.

Komm’, o komme doch zu mir,
Den singen möcht’ ich
im süßen Zweigesang mit dir!
Ah…Jetzt endlich bist du da!
Ah…Ach, sag’ mir, wohin ziehst du,
Ach, sag’ wohin ent fliehst du?!
Oh lass’ mich doch nicht allein!

Come, oh come to me,
I would gladly sing
a duet for all to see!
Ah…You are finally here!
Ah…Tell me, why do you leave?
Oh, where do you go?
How close to you I would gladly be!

Du bist mein stilles Glück,
Kehr’ doch zu mir zurück!
Oh bist ja mein Schwesterlein,
Mein Schwesterlein!

You are my immovable joy,
Come near, now don’t be coy.
You are as my sister dear,
My sister dear!

Ach, Vöglein in der Höhe,
Ach, wenn ich dich nicht sehe,
Ah…Flieg’ doch nich an mire vorbei!
Bei dienem Liedchen erblüht
im Herzen mir der Mai! Ah…

Oh, little bird in the sky
Oh, when I see you not,
Ah . . . please don’t pass me by!
By your small song I know in heart
May is finally night. Ah . . .
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“Do-Re-La” (Volume 3)
This song, with words by Fritz Löhner, was composed to accompany a silent film
starring Lilly Marischka, daughter of Theater an der Wien manager, Wilhelm Karczag
(1857-1923) and second wife of leading man, Hubert Marischka (1882-1959).31
Table 4.12 - “Do-Re-La” / #2 / Volume 3
Melody

Melodic Contour

Wavy, mainly steps & small intervals

Phrase Length/Vocal Artic.
Range and Tessitura

Short (2 measures)/Syllabic
Moderate C4-A5; middle voice

Text Painting

“Die Göttin” (the Goddess), mm.37-38,
ascends to highest note in song (A5);

Texture/Cadence

Homophonic / Common Practice

Tonality/ tonal or atonal

Diatonic / Tonal / Consonant

Key Scheme/
Modulations/

F Major – A minor – F Major
A: FM to CM to Gm to FM; B: F major to
short 4-measures in Dm to FM;
C: Am – FM – Am – CM – Am – FM

Harmonic text painting

“Shultern” (Shoulder) falls on the only Aug.
6 chord (Ger.) in the song. That phrase
(mm.65-67) are in D minor
C section – 2 phrases have form (m-M-m)

Tempo/Unifying Rhythms

Moderato / Waltz rhythms

Metric Organization

7 m. Common Time then Triple meter

Rhythmic Patterns

𝆕 l 𝅗𝅥 l 𝅗𝅥 𝄾 and 𝆕 l 𝅗𝅥 𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅘𝅥𝅮 l and l 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 l

Predominant accomp.
Figures

LH (low-high-high) chords/some big jumps;
RH single note and octave chords

Pre, Inter, Post
Shared material w/voice

No intro, no interlude, no postlude
RH doubles voice

Use of motives

Do-Re-La motive (actually denotes the
solfege “mi-sol-la,” not “do-re-la”); Dorela
actually just the name of a woman.

Text illustration
Texture

Mm. 45-50, mm. 53-64 rolled chords
Tremolos on “Horch Liebste” (mm.91-96)
Homophonic, chordal, octaves

Text

Choice of Text/Form

Waltzer-Romanze (Macaronic) / ABC

Secondary Factors

Influences

Composed to accompany a silent film
starring Lily Marischka, Daughter of Theater
an der Wein manager Wilhelm Karczag
(1857-1923)

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment

31

Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 3: iii.
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Do-Re-La

Dorela*

Dorela, Dorela!
Mia cara, mia bella
Dorela!
Du gehst am blauen Meer
Als Königin einher.

Dorela, Dorela!
My dear, My beauty!
Dorela!
You go on the blue Sea
As a Queen.

Dorela, Dorela!
Mia cara, mia bella
Dorela!
Die Göttin, die Göttin
der Liebe,
Aphrodite bist du.

Dorela, Dorela!
My dear, My beauty!
Dorela!
The Goddess, the Goddess
of Love,
Aphrodite you are.

Dein edler, stolzer Gang,
Deine Stimme
verträumter Glokkenklan und
deines holden Aug’s Saphir
entflammt meine Sehnsucht,
die Sehnsucht nach dir!

Your elegant, graceful walk,
Your voice the dreamlike
sound of bells, and
your beautiful eyes saphires
enhances my desires,
the Desires for you!

Du wunderbare Frau
mit den wiegenden weißen,
schimmernden Schultern.
Frau Vernus!
Die Wellengebor’ne bist du!

You wonderful woman
with swaying white,
Sparkling shoulders.
Mrs. Venus!
Born of the waves are you!

Komm, Liebste,
komm, Liebste,
Unter die blühenden Myrthen,
Komm, Liebste,
komm, Liebste,
In den heiligen Hain!

Come love,
Come dear one!
under the blooming Myrrh.
Come love,
Come dear one!
To the Holy Place!

Horsch, Liebste, horch, Liebste,
Horst du die Lieder der Hirten,

Hear, dear one, hear dear one,
Do you hear the songs of the
shepherds

Komm, Liebste,
komm, Liebste,
Holde Venus, sei mein!
Dorela! Dorela!

Come, love,
Come, dear,
Highest Venus, be mine!
Dorela! Dorela!
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“Heidenröslein” (Volume 4)
“Heidenröslein” (Wayside Rose), with words by Ludwig Herzer (1872-1939) and
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) was composed for the character of Goethe in
the operetta Friederike (1928). Lehár conceived it as the “epitome of an art song.”32 The
song was published by Crescendo-Verlag in 1928. Andrew Lamb says of this song,
“Comparisons with Schubert’s classic setting are surely irrelevant, and Lehár’s sensitive
setting is well worthy of the attention of any singer.”33
Ludwig Herzer was an Austrian physician and librettist. He studied medicine at
the University of Vienna and after graduation, worked as a gynecologist. He often
collaborated with other well-known librettists such as Alfred Grünwald and operetta
composers such as Franz Lehár and Robert Stolz. As a Jew, he was forced to flee (after
the annexation of Austria to Germany), to the Swiss territory.
Goethe was a German poet, dramatist and novelist and one of the most repsected
and important literary and cultural figures of his age. He was born in Frankfurt to a
wealthy, middle-class family, and was tutored extensively as a child. In 1765 he went to
study law in Leipzig and Strasbourg. He returned to Frankfut in 1771, working for a time
as a newspaper critic. In 1791, he became Intendant of the Weimar court theatre. He
held this post until 1817. Goethe met the poet and playwright Friedrich Schiller in 1794.
They begain a collaborative relationship that brought success for both artists. Gothe was
routinely in contact with musicians throughout his life. His close friendship with
composer C.F. Zelter (1758-1832) produced, in addition to a quantity of lieder, a
voluminous correspondence which included frequent discussion of musical topics.

32
33

Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 4: iii.
Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 4: iii.
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Goethe’s texts have been set by many famous musicians. Though he did not himself
have any special musical talent, he was “fully aware of music’s great value, and often
sought out this greatest of pleasures that can be compared to no other for enjoyment.”34
He himself said, “I know music more through reflection than through direct appreciation,
thus only in a rather generalized way…And so it is that I…transform this unmediated
enjoyment into ideas and words.”35
Goethe's passion for music of all kinds, but particularly his interest in promoting
the cause of German poetry, found an important outlet in his early espousal
of volkstümlich, ‘folk-style’, or verse and the associated tradition of performance as
lieder. His first publication of any kind was the Neue Lieder in Melodien (Leipzing,
1770), a volume of pastoral poems in musical settings by B.T. Breitkopf. Through his
contact with Herder in Strasbourg he developed his deeper interest in volkstümlichkeit.
The poem “Heidenröslein” first appeared in print as if it were a folksong text, in
Herder's Von deutscher Art und Kunst (1773), but possibly existed in another version
before Goethe revised it for a collection of 1789. Schubert's setting appeared in 1815.36
Goethe’s vast literary production comprise 142 volumes. Goethe died in Weimar on
March 22, 1832. He is buried in the Dual Vault at Weimar’s Historical Cemetery.

34 W. Philip, “Goethe, Johann wolfgang von,” Oxford Music Online: Grove Music Online, (online
version, accessed 24 May, 2018),
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.unco.idm.oclc.org/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.
0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000011358?rskey=QBDaC9&result=1.
35 W. Philip, “Goethe, Johann wolfgang von.”
36 W. Philip, “Goethe, Johann wolfgang von.”
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Table 4.13 - “Heidenröslein” / #1 / Volume 4
Poet/Dates: Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)
And Ludwig Herzer (1872-1939) and Fritz Löhner (1883-1942)
Melody

Harmony

Melodic Contour

Conjunct and disjunct

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (2 measures)
Moderate C4-F5; middle voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic

Text Painting

Skipping, catchy melody - like little boy
skipping to smell and pick the rose.

Texture
Tonality/ tonal or atonal

Homophonic
Diatonic / Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant

Key Scheme/Cademce
Modulations/

F major / A minor / Common Practice
Back and forth between FM and Am
/

Rhythm

Accompani ment

Harmonic text painting

G₇ on morgen-“schön” to A minor
(foreshadowing the plucking and poking)
Change to minor) d on ich steche “dich” (d
minor-V) into key of Am for the phrase

Tempo-Metric Organization

Allegreto moderato - 12/8 to 6/8

Rhythmic Patterns

♩ 𝅘𝅥𝅮♩ 𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅥♩𝅘𝅥𝅮 ♩ 𝅥

Unifying Rhythms

As above; accompaniment patterns

Predominant accomp.
Figures

A section: accompanied recitative, 32nd note
tremolos; B section: LH ascending
arpeggiations, RH chord octaves

Pre, Inter, Post

No intro, no interlude, no postlude

Shared material w/voice

RH top notes double voice

Use of motives

“Mi do fa re sol mi la”, and other skipping
patterns ascending and descending.

Text illustration

-Skipping patterns (see melody text
painting); Asc. LH arpeggiation patterns forward motion of story, excitement, to
heightened emotion (pain)

Texture

Text

-Tremolo in LH at “Und ich will's nicht
leiden” and tremolo’s in A section:
Homophonic, chordal, octaves, repeating
ascending arpeggios (LH)

Prosody(setting/treatment)

Simple, repetative

Choice of Text

Famous Goethe poem, set also by Schubert
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Heidenröslein

The Rose*

Heimlich klingt in meiner Seele
eine Süße Melodei…
Sind es die Gocken der Liebe?
Oder der Frühlings Schalmei?
Ich lausche tief in mich hinein…

In secret my soul
is singing a melody…
Are they the bells of Love?
Or the Spring’s Melody?
I listened deep into myself…

Wie es kingt? Wie es singt!
Was sol les warden?
Was soll es sein…
Das mich berauscht…
Das mich bezwingt?
Wie Röslein prangen ihre Wangen,
wie Röslein rot…

How it sounds? How it sings!
What will it turn into?
What will it be…
That makes me drunk…
That captures me?
How little roses faces are shining,
Like red roses…

Sah ein Knab' ein Röslein stehn,
Röslein auf der Heiden,
War so jung und morgenschön,
Lief er schnell es nah zu sehn,
Sah's mit vielen Freuden.
Röslein, Röslein, Röslein roth,
Röslein auf der Heiden.

Saw a lad a little rose afar,
Little rose in the meadow,
Was so young and fair as dawn,
Fast to see it there he flew,
Saw it with so much happiness.
Little rose, little rose, little rose red,
Little rose in the meadow.

Knabe sprach: ich breche dich,
Röslein auf der Heiden!
Röslein sprach: ich steche dich,
Daß du ewig denkst an mich,
Und ich will's nicht leiden.
Röslein, Röslein, Röslein roth,
Röslein auf der Heiden.

Said the boy: I’ll pick you,
Little Rose in the meadaow!
Said the rose: I’ll sting you,
Long you will remember me,
And I will not suffer.
Little Rose, little rose, little rose red,
Little Rose in the meadow.

Und der wilde Knabe brach
's Röslein auf der Heiden;
Röslein wehrte sich und stach,
Half [ihr] doch kein Weh und Ach,
Mußt' es eben leiden.
Röslein, Röslein, Röslein roth,
Röslein auf der Heiden.

And the wild boy the rose broke
Little Rose in the meadow.
Soon he felt the vengeful stroke
And the sudden pain, awoke
Sighs and groans together.
Rose-bud, rose-bud, rose-bud
red, Rose-bud on the heather!
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“Es gibt noch Märchen” (Volume 4)
“Es gibt noch Märchen” is a sweet, dance-like, simple song with a charming
melody. This song was sung in the film Es war einmal ein Walzer, published by AlrobiVerlag in 1932 and by Glocken–Verlag in 1936. It was also published by Chappel & Co.
in 1932, with English lyrics by Bruce Sieveir, as “A Waltz of Long Ago.”37
Fritz Rotter (1900-1984) was born on March 3. Rotter was one of the most
successful lyricists of his time, with 1200 lyrics to his credit. He was a screenwriter,
lyricist, and film composers. Along with his brother Alfred, he owned several Berlin
theatres. He wrote songs for stage, cabaret, and film in Germany. He wrote his first film
music for Grossstadtschmetterling (1929) and Wenn der weisse Flieder wieder blüht
(1929). His career was interrupted in Germany by the rise of the Nazi’s. Because he was
a Jew, he fled to Austria. In 1936 he went to England, then a year later, emigrated to the
US, where he also wrote screenplays. He worked with well-known composers like Raph
Benatzky and Robert Stolz. He wrote lyrics for hit songs and composed for film. He was
also a regular active screenwriter. He wrote the scripts for Die wunderbare Lüge der
Nina Petrowna (1929), Nachts auf den Strassen (1952), Illusion in Moll (1952), Ich und
meine Frau (1953), and Die Halbzarte (1959).38

37
38

Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 4: vii.
“Fritz Rotter,” https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0745444/bio, (accessed 24 May, 2018).
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Table 4.14 - “Es gibt noch Märchen” / #8 / Volume 4
Poet/Dates: Fritz Rotter (1900-1984)
Melody

Melodic Contour

Wavy, mainly small intervals & steps

Phrase Length

Short (2-4 measures)

Range and Tessitura

Moderate: E4-A5; middle to high voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic

Texture

Homophonic

Tonality/ tonal or atonal

Diatonic / Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant

Key Scheme/
Modulations/
Cadence

A major
Short 2 mm. in E major
Common Practice

Harmonic text painting

Save for Mm.33-34 (in Key of EM), the rest
of the song stays in the key of AM.
(I will trade it-fairytale- for nothing on this
whole earth)
Side note: One of very few songs that end
with IV to I instead of V to I.

Tempo

Moderato (Liedartig - songlike, melodic)

Metric Organization

Cut Time

Rhythmic Patterns

𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥𝅮 and 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅥 𝅝 𝅥 𝅘𝅥 and 𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅘𝅥𝅯 𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅘𝅥

Unifying Rhythms

As above plus LH ♩ 𝅗𝅥 ♩ and ♩ ♩ ♩ ♩

Pre, Inter, Post

4 m. intro, no interlude, 4 m. postlude

Shared material w/voice

RH top notes double voice

Text illustration

Thirds and sixth intervals use in chords along
with rhythmic pattersn give the song a light,
dreamy-feel (pleasant fairytales)

Texture

Homophonic, chordal, octaves, thirds, sixths

Text

Form

AB

Secondary Factors

Unifying Elements
Influences

Rhythms and chromatic movement
See notes in paragraph about the song

Harmony

Rhythm
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Es gibt noch Märchen

There are still Fairytales+

Geht mit offnen augen
man durch’s Leben,
Dann sieht man oft
so mancher lei.
Im teifsten Winter findet
man ein Stückchen Mai,
doch manchmal gebt man
daran vorbei.

With eyes wide open
Man through life goes.
They often see
So many things.
In the deepest of winter,
A piece of May can be found.
Yet sometimes Man
Simply passes it by.

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Es gibt noch Märchen
auf dieser Welt,
Ich suche eins,
das mir gefällt.
Es müßt’ ein wunderschönes
Märchen sein,
Ein kleines bißchen
Sonnenschein,
Dann tausch’ ich es für nichts
auf Erden ein.
Es gibt noch Märchen
in dieser Zeit,
heut' sind sie nah’,
doch Morgen weit.

There are still fairytales,
In this small earth
I search for one
That gives me new birth
It must be wonderful and beautiful,
My fairytale,
And cannot
Be any bit frail.
I will trade it for nothing
On this whole earth.
There are still fairytales
In this day
Today they are near
But tomorrow away.

Ein kleiner Zufall bringt sie
dir ins Haus,
Oft wird das große Glück daraus,
doch oft ist so ein Märchen
wieder aus.

A small accident brought them
and you to this house
Often comes great luck to arouse,
But such a fairytale,
Soon goes back out.

Viele glauben nicht mehr
an ein Märchen.
Das gibt es nicht!,
so sagen sie.
Man schämt sich oft um
so ein bißchen Poesie
Und singt nur Heimlich
die Melodie:

Many no longer believe
In fairytales.
“They don’t exist!”
So they say.
They shame something
As a little poetry,
And yet they sing:

(Chorus)

(Chorus)
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CHAPTER V
SELECTED FRENCH ART SONG39
Little has been written of Lehár’s time in France or his French associations.
Andrew Lamb surmises that World War I inevitably made Lehár’s works unwelcome in
English-speaking and French-speaking countries, but that afterwards, Lehár’s
relationships with France were greatly helped by the interventions of Marcel Dunan,
editor of L’Autriche, a French feature magazine about Austria.40 Similarly, World War II
also affected the reception of Lehár’s music in Allied countries. It was known that Hitler
adored Lehár’s music. Lehár personally received awards from Hitler in Berlin and
Vienna, including the Goethe Medal.41 Since Lehár did not abandon his art and become a
leader of the resistance, many charged him with being a Nazi sympathizer. He was not. 42
Though he ultimately failed, he tried to personally secure Hitler’s guarantee of safety for
his friend and librettist, Fritz Löhner-Beda (who died in Auschwitz concentration camp in
1942). On several occasions, he narrowly saved his Jewish wife from deportation. As

39

All English translations of French texts are thanks to Philippe and Marjolaine Hall, (2018).
Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 1: iv.
41 The Gothe-Medaille is a German award given yearly by the Goethe Institute honoring non Germans for meritorious contributions for Germany and for international cultural relations.
42 W. Macqueen-Pope and D. L. Murray. Fortune’s Favorite, 221: Other instances that speak to
Lehár’s resistance to the Third Reich include his disobedience to an order to hand over to the Nazi
government the royalties due to one if his librettists, who was in exile because of his non -Aryan blood.
Instead of complying, Lehár found a way to get the money to his friend abroad. In addition, upon learning
of an elderly Jewish woman, the mother of another banished friend, was in extreme destitution, he promptly
sent her a generous sum to help relieve her needs.
40
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quoted above, Lehár was a man “defending two posts in danger, his work and his wife.
He would neither prostitute the one to political ends nor forsake the other.”43
Of the nearly 100 art songs in the Lamb volumes, 12 are in French (eleven which
belong to two cycles in Volume 1, and one song, Salut Paris! from Volume 4). Salut
Paris! (Hello Paris!) is an adaptation of an early piano composition Lehár wrote, which
was used in the 1934 French film Vienne.44 Most of Lehár’s French compositions follow
the eighteenth-century romance, in terms of their simple settings. As with most of
Lehár’s art songs, his French art songs are also dominated by two and three-part song
forms. While often simple in style, these art songs also make use of nineteenth-century
harmonic practices, with additional dissonances and colorful harmonies.
The following individual French mélodie are presented here:

Table 5.1, List of Presented French mélodie
Volume
1

1

4

Song Title
Amours cycle (4 songs):
Sans phrases (Valse lente)
Fruit défendu (Scène chantée)
Ce soir, la chamber est vide (Valse lente)
À Versailles (Gavotte)

Song Number
16
17
18
19

L’Compagnons d’Ulysse, numéros musicaux du roma
de Pierre Benoit cycle (7 songs):
L’amour ne peut se tromper (#3 in cycle)
Tango d’amour” (#7 in cycle)

22
26

Salut Paris!”

13

W. Macqueen-Pope and D. L. Murray. Fortune’s Favorite, 220.
Andrew Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár: Sämtliche Kunstlieder. Volume 4,
Individual Songs 1921-1928. (London: Glocken-Verlag, 2002), iii.
43
44
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Amours (Volume I)
Lehár’s song cycle Amours (Loves), written in 1920, is a set of four tableaux
about love, featuring a variety of characters. Andrew Lamb says these songs “encompass
the light, airy conversational style characteristic of French music.”45 Lehár’s French art
songs (in the four Andrew Lamb volumes) hearken back to the simple romances
precursory to the French mélodie and the strophic lieder of the first Berlin school. Unlike
Berlioz, with his highly expressive music, which are often full of extended, frequently
open-ended and asymmetrical phrases,46 Lehár’s mélodies are much more equally
balanced, simple and straightforward.
Marcel Dunan (1885-1978), editor of L’Autriche, a French feature magazine
about Austria, helped make Lehár’s works popular again in France after World War I.
Dunan not only provided the French text of Lehár’s 1920 operetta, Die blaue Mazur, but
also wrote the words for the song cycle, Amours (Loves). Dunan was a French historian
and author of books such as: the Laroousse Encyclopedia of Modern History: From 1500
to the Present Day, and the Larousse Encyclopedia of Ancient & Medieval History. He
served as president of the Institut Napoléon from 1947 to 1974. He died at the age of 93.
Little more is known (or available) of Dunan’s connection with Lehár, or his life.

45
46

Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 1: iv.
Kimball, Song, 159.
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Table 5.2 - “Sans phrases” / #16 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: Marcel Dunan (1885-1978)
Melody

Harmony

Melodic Contour

Conjunct, small interval movement

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (4 measures)
Moderate C4-F5; middle voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic, light

Text Painting

Long note (𝅗𝅥 𝅥 𝅗𝅥); on: “longtemps” (long
time), “inconstants (incessant), “songer”
(wonder); and on other words (though not
always related to text every time).

Texture
Tonality/ tonal or atonal

Melody/Bass dominant; Homophonic
Diatonic / Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant

Key Scheme/

F major (Back and forth between major &
minor: F major and A minor)

Modulations/
Cadence

FM - CM - Am - FM
Common Practice
Text speaks of loving for long time then
switches to speaking of short-lived whims,
which is imitated by the harmonic motion,
which moves quickly through keys (i.e. FM
to CM then 2 ½ mm. in A m, then back to
FM…); “Mon rève” (my dream) outlines
Db M ascending arpeggio for 2 ms. (far
from FM home key); Change to Am for
first 2 lines of 2nd stanza and later on the
word “hypocrite.”

Harmonic text painting

Rhythm

Tempo

Valse lento

Metric Organization

Triple meter

Rhythmic Patterns
Unifying Rhythms

Simple, light rhythms

Predominant accomp.
Figures

LH ♩ 𝅗𝅥 (low bass note to jump up to 𝅗𝅥
chord), ascending arpeggiations; RH single
note ascending and descending
arpeggiations or chords.

Pre, Inter, Post

4 m. intro, no interlude, 4 m. postlude

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Use of motives

No specific use of motives

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant; Homophonic,
Chordal, Arpeggiations

Text

Form

Through-composed

Secondary Factors

Unifying elements
Influences

Theme of Love

Accompani ment

Grace note figures: ♬
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Sans phrases

Without Words

Nous nous aimerons
très longtemps,
Une here, un jour, une semaine,
Qui sait?...
N’infligeons pas de chaîne
A nos caprices inconstants,
La fleur de votre beaute frèle
A tenté Sans même y songer,
Mon rève, papillon léger
Qui vagabondait auprè d’elle.

We will love each other
for a very long time,
An hour, a day, a week,
Who knows?...
Don’t inflict any chains
To our incessant whims
The flower of your frail beauty
attempted with no wonder,
My dream, light butterfly
Who roamed beside her.

Et, sans colère à mon aveu,
Vous avez dit un “oui” propice.
Nous faudrait il donc pour si peu
Jurer l’éternel sacrifice?...
Ne parlons pas de l’avenir—
Avec une emphase hypocrite.
Le Bonheur même lass evite…
Pas de serments!
Pour-quoi mentir?

And without anger to my confession
She said a propitious “yes.”
Would we need it for so little
Swear the enternal sacrifice?
Do not talk about the future
With hypocritical emphasis.
Happiness even that avoids.
No oaths!
Why stay here? (Why lying?)

Without Words (Figurative translation, more fit to sing with the music)
How long shall we love each other?
An hour, a day, a week?
Who can say?
Inflict no chains
On our incessant whims
My dream a light butterfly
Wandered with her
To no suprirse
To the flower of your frail beauty
In place of anger at my confession
Her response a propitious “Yes”
Would we need for so little
To swear the enternal sacrifice?
Speak not of the future with such hypocrisy
Less this happiness, we yet avoide
No oaths! No lies!
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Table 5.3 - “Fruit défendu” / #17 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: Marcel Dunan (1885-1978)
Melody

Melodic Contour

Conjunct, small interval movement

Phrase Length

Short (2 measures)

Range and Tessitura

Moderate D#4-A5; middle to high voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic, light

Text Painting

Both parts in poem speaking about crying
out to whole world about victory, line
descends until the last few notes
(“victory”), where it once again ascends.

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant; Homophonic

Tonality
tonal or atonal

Diatonic
Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant

Key Scheme/Cadence
Modulations/

Am to AM / Common Practice
Short 2 measure excursions (Dm / CM)

Harmonic text painting

“To take women seriously” phras e quick
change to Dm; Ms. 14-15, sudden change
to A Major to end the phrase.

Tempo

Allegretto

Metric Organization

Triple meter

Rhythmic Patterns

Simple, light rhythms

Unifying Rhythms

Grace note figures: ♬

Predominant accomp.
Figures

RH single staccato notes, dbls. melody
LH chords ♩ ♩ ♩ (low-high-low or l-h-h),
played all together or rolled

Pre, Inter, Post

2 m. intro, no interlude, no postlude

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Use of motives

No specific use of motives

Text illustration

Texture

A section: Step/skips downward
B section: Skips upward - Skipping back
and forth (thirds); short detached eigth
notes (excitement, life is short, etc.)
Melody/Bass dominant, Homophonic

Text

Form

AB

Secondary Factors

Unifying elements
Influences

Theme of Love

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment
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Fruit défendu

Forbidden Fruit

Elle affectait d’être très farouche.
Qu’il serait fastidieux
De prendre les femmes au sériux!
Elle m’a d’abord donné sa bouche.
Et conquise à ce baiser
N’a plus rien sù refuser.

She pretended to be fierce.
To make it tedious
To take women seriously!
First she gave me her mouth
Conquered me with her kiss
There was nothing more to refuse.

O nult, merci
de test sombres voiles,
Mais rallume à présent tes étoiles!
Fais les étinceler toutes
au firmament, Puisque je suis son amant!

O go on, I thank you
for these dark sails,
Revel again your stars
Let all of them sparkle, in the
firmament, Since I am her lover!

C’est à peine si je peux y croire.
Je suis fier et fou de ma victoire!
Je vousdrais dans l’orgueil
De mon triomphe altier
Le crier au monde entire.

I can barely believe it.
I am pround of, crazy of my victory!
In all my pride,
I long to cry out to
the whole world. Cry out victory.

Mais soyons prudent, mon Dieu!
La Belle A sans dout un époux,
Qui, sachant qu’on lui fait
les yeux doux,
Pour rait bein refroidir notre zèle!

We must be cautious, my God!
This beauty must have a husband,
Who, knowing one has made her
soft eyes,
Could quickly cool our zeal!

Il est beau d’être amoureux,
Mais c’ests ausi dagereux!
Qu’importe après tout, la vie est brève!
Quand l’amour mous offer un de ses rèves,
Il vaut bien de courir pour le réaliser,
Le risqué le plus osé,
Nuit, je prend sà témoin tes étoiles!

It’s beautiful to be in love,
Yet dangerous as well!
Who cares, after all, life is short!
When love offers us a rare dream,
It rushes to realize (it)
Even the most daring risk,
O Night, I witness to the stars!

Mon Bonheur doit s’étaler
sans voiles
Et je veux dans l’orgueil
De mon triomphe altier
Le crier au monde entire.

My happiness must be spread
without a sail
In all my pride
I’ll cry out to the world,
Cry out victory.
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Table 5.4 - “Ce soir, la chamber est vide” / #18 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: Marcel Dunan (1885-1978)
Melody

Melodic Contour

Conjunct, small interval movement

Phrase Length

Short (4 measures)

Range and Tessitura

Moderate D4-F5; middle voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic, light

Text Painting

“flame” (flame) on G5 (one of highest notes
in the song; “toujours” (always ), last note of
song ends on high note (F5).

Texture

Homophonic

Tonality/ tonal or atonal

Diatonic / Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant

Chromaticism

Yes

Key Scheme/
Modulations/

FM / CM / FM (ambiguous mix of Dm and
FM in A sections)
Short excursion (Dm/in B section)

Cadences

Common Practice

Tempo

Valse lente / Animato

Metric Organization

Triple meter

Rhythmic Patterns

Simple, straightforward, light rhythms

Unifying Rhythms

Simple eighth note patterns

Predominant accomp.
Figures

Chords / scalar and arpeggiated eigth note
patterns

Pre, Inter, Post

4 m. intro, no interlude, no postlude

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Use of motives

No specific use of motives

Text illustration

B section – shorter rhythms, more animated
(excitement/longing for love)

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant, Homophonic

Text

Form

ABA

Secondary Factors

Unifying elements
Influences

Theme of Love

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment
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Ce soir, la chamber est vide

Tonight the Chamber is Empty

Ce soir, la chamber est vide,
Et n’a plus même une âme,
Car ton parfum n’y flote plus,
Et ta grâce de femme Frileuse
Devant l’âtre où dansait une flamme,
S’efface des miroirs où mes désirs
déҫus Cherchenttes traits perdus.

Tonight the room is empty,
And no longer has a soul,
your perfume no longer lingers,
Gone your womanly grace,
Before this hearth danced flames,
now a chill alone remains
Disappointed I seek your traits
in mirrors where all dreams fade

Cependant test baisers brûlent encore ma lèvre!
Je ne puis pas douter, chère,
Que tu m’aimais!
Et dupremier jour où, pâle,
tu te donnais,
Cet amour, je le sens,
M’a grisé de sa fièvre,
A tout jamais!

And yet your kisses still burn my lips
I cannot doubt my dear,
that you loved me!
From the first day when
you gave yourself
This love - I feel it
Has intoxicated me with its fever,
Forever!

Reviens, méchante amie,
Au vieux nid qui pardonne.
Les plus longs bonheurs sont trop courts,
Si l’heure d’adiux sonne.
Malgré notre rupture
Et le ciel gris d’automne,
Nous ressusciterons
L’ivresse des beaux jours.
Pour nous aimer toujours.

Come back, wicked friend,
To the one that forgives.
The longest happiness is too short,
When time to say goodbye, rings.
Despite our break
And the grey Autumn sky,
Our love will be resurrected.
Intoxication of the beautiful days.
To love us always.
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Table 5.5 - “À Versailles” (Gavotte) / #19 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: Marcel Dunan (1885-1978)
Melody

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment

Text

Secondary Factors

Melodic Contour

Conjunct, steps and small intervals

Phrase Length

Short (4 measures)

Range and Tessitura

Moderate D4-F5; middle voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic, light

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant; Homophonic

Tonality/ tonal or atonal

Diatonic / Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant

Key Scheme/
Modulations
Cadence

GM / Bm / GM / CM / GM
Short – alternating between Bm & GM
Common Practice

Tempo

Tempo di Gavotte

Metric Organization

Common Time

Rhythmic Patterns

Simple, light rhythms

Unifying Rhythms

𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 ♫♫; simple 𝅘𝅥 & 𝅘𝅥𝅮 rhythms

Predominant accomp.
Figures

Chords and single eighth notes, stacccatos
and rolled chords

Pre, Inter, Post

4 m. intro, no interlude, 1 m. postlude

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Use of motives

Short repetitive rhythmic figures

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant; Homophonic,
Chordal, scalar, short, even rhythms

Prosody(setting/treatment)

Not best text settings (i.e. longer notes on
end of words, lack of flow, etc.)

Form

ABA’

Unifying elements
Influences

Theme of Love
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À Versailles

In Versailles

Versailles s’endort
au clair de la lune
Comme l’a chanté Monsiuer de Lulli.
Combien je bénis ce soir la furtune
Qui vous a, Marquise,
en ce coin joli Conduite vers moi.

Versailles falls asleep
in the moonlight
To Sir Lulli’s lullaby.
Tonight I bless good fortune
Which has led you, Marquise,
in this pretty corner to me.

Pierrot anobili,
Colombine blanche au clair de la lune!
Bénissez plutôt ce long menuet
Où pressant ma main
de l’air le plus tender,
Vous avez osé L’aveu fort discret
Que j’aurais pourtant dû ne pas entendre.

Pierrot adorns with moonlight
Colombine now shimmering white.
You prefer to bless this long minuet
Where my hand presses
this tender air
Your confession daring, discrete
I should not have received.

Je sentais mon Coeur en tel désarroi
Que j’ai consenti
dans mon trouble extrême,
Qu’allez vous penser et dire de moi
Qui réponds si tôt...
“Marquis, je vous aime.”

I felt in my heart such dissaray
in my extreme
distress I consented anyway.
What think and say you of me
Who answers so quickly,
“I love you Marquise.”

Lui:
Oh! Pour ce seul mot qui vient me griser
Du plus merveilleux espoir de ma vie,
Je voudrais mourir, et dans un baiser,
Rendre au dieu d’amour mon ȃme ravie!
Mais il rit de nous sur son piédestal,
Ce gamin d’Eros don’t l’arc nous menace,
Il sait que ses traits ne font jamais mal.
Aux amants heureux que son culte enlace.

Lui:
Alas, only this word comes to me
My life’s most wonderful hope
Would that I may die, and in a kiss,
Offer Love my delighted soul.
He mocks us from his pedestal
The child of Eros aims his bow at us.
He knows his arrows never injure.
Happy lovers worship his embrace.

Elle:
J’ai peur cependant de vous et de lui!
Marquis, laissez moi partir aujourd’hui.
J’ai, vous le yoyez, tenu ma prmesse,

Elle:
Yet I fear him, I fear thee!
Marquis, let me leave today.
I have kept my promise, this you see.

(Duet, Together)
Elle:
Mais je crains qu’enfin
la douceur traitresse

I fear the morrow
after the treacherous
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À Versailles text, continued

English translation, continued

D’une si troublante
et si belle nuit.
Nous verse une trop dangeresue ivresse.

sweetness of such a disturbing
and beautiful night
Which pours dangerous intoxication.

Lui:
Non, ne partez pas, ma chère maitresse.
Ecoutez l’appel d’une telle nuit.
Goûtons sans remords l’ineffable ivresse.

Lui:
No, don’t leave my dear mistress
Listen to the call of such a night
Let us taste without remorse

Elle:
Ecoutez l’appel d’une telle nuit,
Goûtons sans remored

Elle:
Listen to the call of such a night,
Let us taste without remorse

Both:
L’ineffable ivresse…L’ineffable ivresse.

This ineffable intoxication.

L’Compagnons d’Ulysse, numéros
musicaux du roma de Pierre
(Volume I)
This song cycle consists of seven songs (see Table A1 in the Appendix). By the
time Lehár wrote his second French song-cycle, L’Compagnons d’Ulysse, numéros
musicaux du roma de Pierre Benoit, he was 66 years old and retired from stage
composition. With his focus on preserving his output for posterity, he composed only
isolated pieces thereafter. This cycle was written at the request of French novelist, Pierre
Benoit (1886-1962). During a visit to Paris (date unknown), Benoit asked Lehár to
compose music for the novel Les Compagnons d’Ulysse (The Companions of Ulysees).
This Lehár did, (in January 1937), working with the novel to one side and music on the
other. This set of musical numbers (which includes solos, a love duet, a comic duet, and
a tango) were broadcast for a 1937 French radio adaptation of Benoi’s novel. 47

47

Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 1: iv.
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André Mauprey (1881-1939) was a French actor, writer, librettist and composer.
Along with Solange Térac, he helped popularize Kurt Weill’s, The Three Penny Opera
(i.e. “L’ Opéra de quat’sous”) and was the first to person to translate many of its songs
into French. Working with Robert de Mackiels and Serge Verber, he also wrote the
lyrics for the operetta Tip-Toes based on the melodies of George Gershwin.
The negligible information found on Geiringer (?-?), indicates that he produced
the music for the 1933 French film, “Le prince des Six Jours,” which was released in
theaters in 1936.
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Table 5.6 - “L’amour ne peut se tromper” / #22 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: André Mauprey (1881-1939) and H. Geiringer (?)
Melody

Harmony

Rhythm

Melodic Contour

Wavy/scalar, steps and small intervals

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (2-4 measures in length)
Moderate D4-G4; middle to high voice

Chromaticism

Some: chromatic 3-4 note desc. patterns

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic

Text Painting

Ms.12-15: melody ascends by step (textascending steps), “impertinent” m.33 high
note, melody ascends

Duet Voices

Unison or call-response; no harmony

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant; homophonic

Tonality

Diatonic

Tonal/Atonal

Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant

Key Scheme/Cadence
Modulations/

C M the entire time / Common Practice
Brief 5 m. passage in GM

Tempo

Tempo di Mazurka

Metric Organization

Triple meter

Rhythmic Patterns

Simple, repetitive eighth note patterns

Unifying Rhythms
Ostinato

Oom-pa-pa Bass rhythm over steady 8ths
Variety of repetitive rhythms throughout,
including: 1)

♩ ♫ ♫ 2) 𝄽 ♪♪♪♪ 𝅥 ♪♪ 𝅗𝅥 𝅥

Rhythms that Reinforce the Text

Light 8th note rhythms - reflect airy French
text

Predominant accomp.
Figures
Pre, Inter, Post

Chords / scalar and alternating skips patterns
(i.e. thirds); staccato 8th notes
7 m. intro, 7 m. interlude, 24 m. “dance”
postlude

Shared material w/voice

RH doubles voice

Use of motives

See ostinatos/chromatic desc. patterns

Text illustration

Accents on ms.22-24 (steal your heart)

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant, Homophonic

Text

Form

ABABB (last B = piano “dance” postlude)

Secondary Factors

Unifying elements
Influences

Theme of Love and Desire
Written after the novel The Companions of
Ulyssees

Accompaniment
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L’amour ne peut se tromper

Love Makes No Mistakes

L’amour ne puet se tromper,
Et quand on le voit grimper,
On est assure
Qu’en montant ‘escalier
Il ne manqué pas le palier;
Mais, par la fenêtre aussi,
Bien souvent il réussit
Comme un doux voleur,
A cambrioler votre coeur!

Love makes no mistakes
When we see her climbing
We are reassured
As ascending up the steps
She won’t miss the landing;
Through the window
So often she succeeds.
Like a sweet thief,
To steal your heart!

Rosine:
Vous êtes un menteur,
un trompeur, un vil séducteur
Vous avez courtisé Manola

Rosine:
You foul liar!
You deceiver!
O impertinent vile seducer!
You have courted Manola!

Marabumba:
Elle te ressemblait ce jour lá

Marabumba:
She looked like you that day.

Rosine:
Quel impertinent!
Ce toupet m’agace,
Car il fries l’audace,

Rosine:
How impertinent!
This strompet annoys me!
The audacity!

Marabuma:
Il faut me pardoner,
Viens que je t’embrasse

Marabuma:
I must be forgiven,
Come now and kiss me.

Rosine:
Un baiser de vous,
Cette fois me touche,
Oui…mais par syr la bouche!

Rosine:
Your kiss this time,
Will touch me more sweetly,
Yes, your lips, your mouth

Both:
C’est encore une erreur,
Mais c’est bien meilleur!

Both:
N’er again mistake me.
This is much better!

Rosine:
Mosieur, vous avez raison!
C’est la mode á la maison
Quand le facteur vient,
Chargé de billets doux,
Il peut les mettre n’importe où!

Rosine:
Sir, you are right!
Much better this homely fashion.
The post man may place his
with sweet notes where he chooses!
(He can put them anywhere!)
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L’amour ne peut se tromper, text continued

English translation, continued

Dans chacun des logements
On peut rouver des amants;
Il n’est qu’un endroit Où c’est interdit:
C’est chez moi!

In each house
lovers she finds
Only one is forbidden,
And that place is mine!

Marabumba:
L’amour est un menteur,
Un trompeur, un vil séducteur
Chez vous je sais qu’un autre frappe.

Marabumba:
Love is a liar,
You deceiver, O vile seducer
At your home another is hiding!

Rosine:
Je ne ous connaissais encore pas…

Rosine:
I did not know you yet…

Marabumba:
Des gallants, diton, vous en avez douze!
Je suis d’humeur jalousie.

Marabumba:
Gallant, now they are twelve!
I’m in a jealous mood.

Rosine:
It faut me pardoner,
C’est vous que j’épouse.

Rosine:
You must pardon (forgive) me,
It’s you that I [am going to] marry.

Marabumba:
Mais en attendant notre marriage
Il me faut render un gage!
C’est déjà merveilleux,
En attendant mieux!

Marabumba:
But while waiting for our marriage
A new pledge I/you must take,
‘Tis wonderful this fate,
For something better to wait.
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Table 5.7 - “Tango d’amour” / #26 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: André Mauprey (1881-1939) and H. Geiringer (? - ?)
Melody

Melodic Contour

Wavy/Scalar, steps and small intervals

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (4 measures in length)

Chromaticism

Vocal Articulation

Yes, often in service of quick harmonic
changes and modulations to new keys (i.e.
chromatic medient example pg.113, line 3).
Syllabic

Text Painting

“Reviens” (return) on highest notes of the

D4-B𝄬5; middle to high voice

whole song (B𝄬5); ends w/high note (A5)
on word “d’amour” (of love)
Harmony

Rhythm

Texture/Tonality/ Tonal/Atonal
Dissonance/Consonance

Homophonic/Diatonic/ Tonal
Consonant

Key Scheme/Cadences
Modulations/

Fm / FM / Dm-FM / Common Practice
Quite a few, short: D𝄬m, Fm, CM, am

Harmonic text painting

Lots of modulations
Interplay between relative Major & minor

Tempo

Begins Allegro then several changes

Metric Organization

12/8 to Cut time

Rhythmic Patterns
Unifying Rhythms

Simple, repetitive patterns

Ostinato

𝆕 𝆕 𝆕 𝆕 l 𝅘𝅥 ♫ 𝅗𝅥 and 𝅘𝅥 𝆕 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 (LH)
See unifying rhythms (which repeat)

Rhythms that Reinforce the Text

Light 8th note rhythms reflect airy, light
French text

Predominant accomp.
Figures

LH single note (sn)/chord-chord/ sn
patterns and RH single note, 3rds, 6ths,
octaves, chord patterns

Pre, Inter, Post

2 m. intro, no interlude, no postlude

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Use of motives

Repeating rhythms

Text illustration

Chorus – lots of leaps in the melody
(imitation of dancing)

Texture

Homophonic; LH often single note
accompaniment or chords with RH open
chords (2-note 5ths or 6ths) or more-full,
octave chords

Text

Choice of Text
Form

Shortened version of Song #25 (same text)
ABA (A=chorus / B=verse)

Secondary Factors

Unifying elements
Influences

Theme of Love and Desire; Written after
the novel The Companions of Ulyssees

Accompani ment
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Tango d’Amour

Tango of Love

La, la, la…
Ne refuse plus de me voir,
O mon trésor chéri.
Pour que soit discret notre soir
Le ciel s’est assombri.
Que pourraistu craindre?
Et si, près de moi tu viens,
Je n’en veux dire rien.

La, la la…
Do not refuse again to see me,
O my lovely treasure.
To make our night discreet
The sky itself grows darker
What is there to fear?
If to be mine you desire,
I will not speak.

Je te bercerai dans mes bras,
Trandre que les gauchos,
Loin de nous,
Dans les racheras
Chate ront des tangos.
L’on pourra s’étreindre
Car nous serons seuls
Lous deux En le rêve amoureux.

I’ll rock you in my arms,
while the gauchos
Far from us,
In the rancheras
Sing tangos.
We will drift away together
(Because we will be alone)
In our intimate loving dream.

(Chorus)
Danse Manoa!
La danse de nos amours!
Chate Manola!
Les instants heureux sont courts
Et si demain je vois
que tu m’aimes toujours
Reviens vers moi pur
danswer le tango d’amour.

(Chorus)
Dance Manola!
Our dance of love!
Sing Manola!
Moments of bliss are fleeting
And if tomorrow
you still love me
Come back to me and
Dance our tango of love.

Je sens que te viens prè de moi,
Tu n’as rien dit purtant!
Le parfum qui monte de toi
Grise mon Coeur battant!
Donne moi tes lèvres
Et dans un baiser très doux
Tendrement ai mons nous!

I feel you come close to me,
You say nothing.
Your perfume speeds
my beating heart!
Give me your lips
Let us love each other
In this soft tender kiss!

Viens, nouse resterons enlaces
Dans le jardins ombreux,
Le tango saura nous bercer
De son air langoureux!
Comme dans la fièvre
Je rechanterai sans fin
Pour toi seule, unrefrain!

Come, let’s remain in an embrace
In the shaded gardens
The tango will rock us
With its languid air!
Feverish,
I will sing its chorus
For you alone!
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“Salut Paris!” (Volume 4)
Jean Masson (1899-1988) was born on September 5, in La Ferrier-Aux-Etangs,
France. He was a writer and director, known for The Wedding in Monaco (1956), Les
chansons ont leur destin (1953), and La voix sans visage (1933). He died on July 26,
1988 in Paris, France.48
Marcel Caridens (1901-1978), known as Marc-Cab or Marc Cab, was born
December 11, 1901 in Nice and died at the age of 76, on October 18, 1978, in Bandol.
He was a French paywright, lyricist, and librettist, as well as an author and adapter of
comedies, magazines, operettas (Le Meilleur de l’Opérette) and songs.
Table 5.8 - “Salut Paris!” / #13 / Volume 4
Poet/Dates: Jean Masson (1899-1988) & Marc-Cab (1901-1978)
Melody

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment

Melodic Contour

Conjunct, small interval movement

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (2 measures)
Moderate C4-G5; middle voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic, light

Text Painting

“Salut Paris!” phrase starts low and ends
high each time

Texture
Tonality/ tonal or atonal

Melody/Bass dominant; Homophonic
Diatonic / Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant and dissonant

Key Scheme/
Modulations/
Cadence

CM – FM - CM
Alternates btwn CM & FM w/obscure key
intro. (alternations of CM and Am)
Common Practice

Tempo

Allegretto

Metric Organization

Triple meter

Rhythmic Patterns

Simple, light rhythms

Unifying Rhythms

single steady 8ths, chromatic arpeggiated
patterns, and LH on beat chords

Predominant accomp. figures

RH single-note melody; LH chords

“Jean Mason biography,” https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0557499/bio?ref_=n m_ov_bio_sm,
(accessed 06/12/2018).
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Table 5.8 - “Salut Paris!,” continued
Accompani ment

Pre, Inter, Post

17 m. intro, no interlude, no postlude

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Use of motives

Small, repetitive melodic/rhythmic patterns:
Pentatonic pattern (E-F-F#-G-B),

𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅥 𝅗𝅥 𝅥
Text illustration

Simple, single-note RH accompaniment

𝅘𝅥 and 𝅗𝅥 patterns & use of
chromaticism, scales, grace notes (𝆔 & 𝆝𝆝)
with simple

Text

Secondary Factors

Texture

reflect the enchantments of Paris
Melody/Bass dominant; single note-RH
(melody) with LH chord accompaniment

Choice of Text

Speaks of the charms of Paris

Form

AA’BAA’

Unifying elements
Influences

Adaptation from a previously-composed
piano composition; Lehár allowed to be
used in 1934 in French film Vienne.

Salut Paris!

Salute Paris!

Salut! ô charmant Paris!
Où tout chante et tout sourit.
Salut! Joyeuse cite,
Où fleuret lagaieté.
Ton esprit clair et léger
Partout s’en vient voltiger.
Du boulevard au faubourg
Tout semble vous parler d’amour.
Salut! ô charmant Paris!

Hello! O charming Paris!
Where all sing and smile.
Greetings City of Joy!
Where gaiety flowers
Your spirit clear and bright
Everywhere comes to flutter around.
From the boulevard to the suburb
Everything seems to speak of love.
Hello! O charming Paris!

Malgré soi l’on est repris
Par un invisible lien
Qui vous y reticent
De toil on ne puet se passer
Ni se lasser.
Doux séjour enchanteur, Paris!
Je t’ai gardé mon coeur.

Despite oneself one is recaptured
By an invisible Bond
That is ambivalent to you
From the stars one cannot pass by
Neither get tired of
Such a gentle charming stay, Paris!
I keep you in my heart.

Ville enchanteresse
Mieux qu’une maîtresse,
Oui, tu sais nous prendre
Et nous retenir

Enchanting City
Better than a mistress
You know how to take me
and hold on to me.
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Salut Paris! text, continued

English translation, continued

Si les nuits de Vienne
Sont des magiciennes, Seuls,
Les soirs de Paris sont des souvenirs,

If the night of Vienna
are magicians, alone,
Nights in Paris are memories,

Quqand viennent les lilas
Que le printemps est là,
Paris, soudain, reprend
Son âme de vingt ans,
Tristesses et chagrins
S’en vont dans un refrain,
Chansons rires et cris
Amour, folies, c’est Paris.

When come the lilacs
Telling that spring is here,
Paris suddenly itself reclaims
Its soul of 20 years
Sadness and grief
Leave the refrain
Songs of laughter and cries resound:
Love, madness, it’s Paris.

(Repeat of first and second stanzas)
Salut, Paris.

Hello, Paris.
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CHAPTER VI
HUNGARIAN ART SONGS 1
Introduction
Only five songs in the four Lehár art song anthologies are in Hungarian (four in
Volume 1, and one in Volume 2). Table 6.1 outlines each of the five Hungarian songs
along with subsequent musical information relating to length (measures, range, key,
tempo, meter, and form).
The following individual Hungarian art songs are presented here:
Table 6.1 – Hungarian Art Songs
Volume
1

3

Song Title
Dalai cycle (4 songs):
Erre, arra jártam
Ami elmúlt
Hogyha a lány mosolyog
À Versailles (Gavotte)

Song Number

Mondd mamácskám

19

27
28
29
30

As Table 6.1 outlines, Lehár’s Hungarian songs are simple and short, ranging
from 1-3 pages in length. Some of the songs are made up of exclusive tonic-dominant
movement, (like Song #30, “Ha megehülök, kinyitom a bicskámat”). Save for three
appearances of the supertonic seventh chord, the remainder of Song #30 is characterized

1

Credit for all Hungarian translations (word-for-word and figurative), along with footnote
comments goes to Cameron Alldredge and Brandon Nabrotzky (2018).
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exclusively by tonic-dominant chord progressions. While the harmonic movement of
Lehár’s other art songs also make frequent use of tonic and dominant chords, they are a
bit more adventurous in their harmonic palate (i.e. including the use of V+, Aug. 6th
chords, ct+6, 𝄬VII, secondary dominants, diminished chords, etc.).
Due to the fact, that the “Hungarian-Gypsies” raw materials are Hungarian,2
it is appropriate to include the style hongrois in the analysis of Lehár’s Hungarian art
songs. As Dr. Johnathan Bellman outlines in his book, the individual gestures of the style
hongrois fall into several broad categories: imitations of the instruments most commonly
used by the Gypsies, rhythmic figures that became associated with the Gypsies’
performances, melodic gestures, including both “actual melodic figures typical of
Hungarian-Gypsy music and the more general emphasis of specific, highly colored
intervals,” and harmonic gestures associated with the style hongrois.3
Instrumental Styles
There are several fiddle techniques that are specifically associated with
Hungarian-Gypsy playing.4 One such characteristic includes small, jangling ornaments
and grace notes.5 Stylized hallgató writing includes: bursts of notes, turning figures, and
runs. Evidences of this quality can be seen in several of the musical excerpt examples
presented hereafter.
The heavily doubled parallel thirds and sixths is an originally vocal characteristic
imitated by instruments in the style hongrois (see Figure 6.1).

2

Bellman, The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe, 94.
Bellman, The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe, 94.
4 For the sake of clarity, only the techniques that have any bearing and relation to Lehár’s art
songs will be mentioned.
5 Bellman, The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe, 94.
3
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This is descended from parallel- interval folk-music styles in central and eastern
Europe and differs in balance from traditional western harmonic thirds and sixths.
Neither pitch is ‘the melody’; they are equal, and the result is a rough, keening
quality (imitating the folk practice, far more appropriate to this context than is
sweetness and subtle voicing.6

Figure 6.1, Parallel thirds and sixths.
(“Erre, arra jártam,” Song #27, Vol. 1, mm.13-22)

6

Bellman, The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe, 111.
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Rhythmic Gestures
Some of the rhythmic gestures associated with style hongrois and Hungary are
derived from the Hungarian language and others are traditional ornamentation, valued by
Gypsy instrumentalists for their liveliness and effect. 7 These include: the spondee, a
metric foot consisting of two longs (found throughout Lehár’s Hungarian art songs, in
both 𝄬 𝄬 and 𝄬 𝄬 forms); the choriambus, another metrical foot comprising long-shortshort-long (Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.10, mm.13-14); the accented short-long figure (see
Kilenyi’s comments below); the Hungarian anapest, an accented short-short-long pattern
(found only once in Lehár’s Hungarian art songs, see Figure 6.3); the alla zoppa (Italian,
“limping”) rhythm, made up of a quarter note between two eighth notes, or a half note
flanked by quarter notes8 (not frequent but present, see Figure 6.4); the common
ornamental dotted rhythm, universal in verbunkos, most often dotted eighth-sixteenth’s
(not found); the ubiquitous decorative triplets, judged by its frequent use in Hungarianinfluenced pieces (not very prevelant, see Figure 6.5); and the bókazó rhythm, also
known as the “Magyar cadence,” which is derived from the traditional heel and spur
clicking of the Hungarian dance (

, found in variation form, ex.: 𝄬𝄬 𝄬 𝄬𝄬,

common).

Figure 6.2, The choriambus.
7
8

Figure 6.3, The Hungarian anapest.

Bellman, The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe, 112.
Bellman, The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe, 114-
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(“Ami elmúlt,” Song #28, Vol. 1, m.2)

“Erre, arra jártam” (Song #27, Vol. 1, m.21)

Figure 6.4, The alla zoppa.
(“Ami elmúlt,” Song #28, Vol. 1, mm.17-19)

Figure 6.5, Decorative triplets.
(“Ami elmúlt,” Song #28, Vol. 1, mm.1-6)

When considering characteristic Hungarian rhythmic figures, Kilenyi says:
The question naturally arises as to what is the minimum rhythmic figure that we
can recognize as characteristically racial. A rhythmic figure may be so short that,
no matter how commonly it is used, it does not of itself contain any particular
racial or national flavor. For example, the most characteristic Hungarian
rhythmic motive
is often found in Irish, Bohemian and Neapolitan folksongs, as well as in the works of Weber, endelssohn, and Beethoven. A longer
rhythmic motive – at least a whole measure in length – may be more srongly
indicative of national character, though even one of the most characteristic
Hungarian motives
can be found in the “Swanee River”; proving that
while a motive standing alone may easily be recognizable as purely Hungarian, it
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takes its color from its context. The true quality of a Hungarian motive also
depends on whether it is properly played.9
The most characteristic Hungarian rhythm, (

), a heavy short note followed by a light

one10 ), can be seen in various forms throughout Lehár’s Hungarian songs (see Figures 6.6
and 6.7). This rhythm is most present in Song #27 and appears far fewer times in the
other songs. The figure

is also common to Hungarian music. Kilenyi explains that

it was not created by the Hungarian spirit, but that it was accepted by it, because it
matched exactly the Hungarian language and speech. “The fact that Hungarians accent
the first syllable, even if it is short, and the fact that in the Hungarian language the second
syllable is mostly long, has made this musical motive peculiarly acceptable to Hungarian
poetry and speech.”11 This rhythmic motive is present in Lehár’s Hungarian art songs,
though only prominent in two of the five songs (i.e. appears nine times in Song #27 and
five times in Song #28, while only seen once in Song #29, twice in Song #30, and never
in Song #19, Vol. 2).

Figure 6.6, Song #27, Vol. 1, m. 4

Kilenyi, “The Theory of Hungarian Music,” 28.
Kilenyi, “The Theory of Hungarian Music,” 28.
11 Kilenyi, “The Theory of Hungarian Music,” 33.
9

10

Figure 6.7, Song #28, Vol. 1 m. 6
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Melodic Gestures
The bókazó figure is special in that it is not only a rhythmic figure but also has a
specific melodic contour associated with it: a turn beginning with the upper neighbor (see
Figure 6.8). This is one of several gestures that are either specific melodic figures or
simply idiosyncratic modal sequences of intervals, the most common of which is the
interval of the augmented second, based on the theoretical existence of the “Gypsie
Scale” (D-E-F-G#-A-B𝄬-C#-D)12 , which has also been characterized as a harmonic
minor scale with a raised fourth degree. Prevelant also, is the raised fourth degree in
major mode. Kilenyi also iterates that the most characteristic Hungarian musical interval
is the augmented fourth. He further specifies that if the augmented fourth is used as an
unaccented passing tone, it will be of “no effect,” and that if it is accented, the effect is
more Hungarian.13 In Song #27 Lehár does use the characteristic Hungarian augmented
fourth, but it is most often used as an unaccented passing tone (see Figures 6.5, 6.9-6.10).

Figure 6.8, “Ha megehülök, kinyitom a bicskámat” (Song #30, Vol. 1), mm. 1-4

12
13

Bellman, The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe, 119-120.
Kilenyi, “The Theory of Hungarian Music,” 26.
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Figure 6.9, Augmented fourth.
(“Ami elmúlt,” Song #28, Vol. 1, mm. 7-9)

Figure 6.10, Augmented fourth.
(“Erre, arra jártam,” Song #27, Vol. 1, mm. 13-19)
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Another melodic figure, the Kurac-fourth, an unmistakable indication of
Hungarian subject matter, dating back to the Kurac period, consisting of a rebounding
figure that alternates between the fifth scale degree and upper prime14 , is oddly lacking in
Lehár’s Hungarian art songs.
Hungarian music also shows a strong preference for minor keys. 15 Lehár’s
Hungarian songs contrast this in some measure, with their predominant use of major keys
(i.e. Song #27 begins in D major before moving to the parallel minor for the B section
and ending in D minor. Other than a one measure foray into F major in measure 9, Song
#28 and stays in D minor. Songs #29-30 contain no modulations, short or otherwise, and
remain in D major for the entire song. Song #19, Vol. 2, begins in A major, moves to E
major for the B section, then returnsto A major for the final A section).
Kilenyi notes that the characteristic minor sevenths in the Dorian, Hypophrygian, and
Hypoaeolian scales are also frequent in Hungarian music, even if they are not found as
often as the augmented fourths.16

Figure 6.11, Harmonic minor scale.
(“Ha megehülök, kinyitom a bicskámat,” Song #30, Vol. 1, mm. 1-4)

14

Bellman, The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe, 122.
Kilenyi, “The Theory of Hungarian Music,” 29.
16 Kilenyi, “The Theory of Hungarian Music,” 22.
15
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Considering the subject of national melody, Kilenyi said,” A melody alone can
hardly express national character…But there are nationally characteristic ways of
handling a melody which reveal themselves to careful examination.”17 Kilenyi notes that
the melodic embellishments so common in Hungarian music became characteristic
melodic motives through frequent use and that “coloratura- like ornaments lend
themselves to a typical Hungarian effect.”18 In his article Kilenyi outlines the qualities of
several types of embellishments as they appear in Hungarian music, which include, but
are not limited to: portamento (gradual fine chromatic sliding from one tone to another,
“much favored in Hungarian music”19 ), the inverted mordent (Vorschlag), and
embellishments found before the motive. Figures of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 notes in triplets,
quintolas, sextolas, etc., inverted mordents, prallers, turns, etc., or runs of 9-11 tones as
scales, are also of genuine Hungarian character. He also states that Hungarian music also
prefers legato, tenuto, and portamento, to staccato. 20 Hungarian embellishments as relate
to those used by Lehár in his Hungarian art songs are are outlined below (see Figures
6.12-6.14). 21

Kilenyi, “The Theory of Hungarian Music,” 22.
Kilenyi, “The Theory of Hungarian Music,” 23.
19 Kilenyi, “The Theory of Hungarian Music,” 22.
20 Kilenyi, “The Theory of Hungarian Music,” 36.
21 For further detailing of Hungarian embellishments, see Kilenyi’s article “The Theory of
Hungarian Music.”
17
18
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Figure 6.12, Embellishments.
(“Erre, arra jártam,” Song #27, Vol. 1, mm. 1-3)

Figure 6.13, Embellishments.
(“Ami elmúlt,” Song #28, Vol. 1, mm.1-3)

Figure 6.14, Embellishments.
(“Mondd mamácskám,” Song #19, Vol. 2, mm.1-6)
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Harmonic Gestures
Of the numerous harmonic characteristics in Hungarian music, the raised tonic as
the leading tone of the new key and use of the diminished seventh chord is also very
common. Though diminished seventh chords are used quite extensively in Lehár’s arts
songs, they are found in only only two of the five Hungarian songs (Songs #27-28).
Kilenyi notes that the diminished seventh loses its Hungarian effect if it does not
modulate into a new key. So, even Lehár’s use of diminished seventh chords in the two
Hungarian songs (as a secondary dominant and as a stand-alone diminished seventh
chord), according to Kilenyi, is weak. Géza, Professor of Music at the Hungarian Royal
State University said,
What is classified as Hungarian harmony, according to the standard laws of
harmony, is real dissonance. Good Hungarian harmonies may be obtained
through: 1) passing tones, 2) suspensions, 3) anticipations, 4) changing tones, 5)
and organ points. These “dissonances” give “good” Hungarian harmonies,
especially if they are on accented beats and they can be regulated also
dynamically.22
Lehár doesn’t shy away from dissonance. A large majority of his art songs contain
dissonance, especially chromatic dissonance (see Figure 6.15. This example is not
necessarily of Hungarian character and is common throughout most of Lehár’s art song
compositions). As to the other Hungarian “dissonances” suggested by Dr. Molnár Géza,
the gestures listed, in and of themselves, are not Hungarian. Additional clarification is
needed to understand the Hungarian nature of these gestures and how they may apply to
Lehár’s Hungarian art songs. Bellman explains that in terms of Hungarian harmony,
some of the striking effects of the music are caused by the nonfunctional deployment of

Edward Kilenyi, “The Theory of Hungarian Muic,” The Music Quarterly 5, no. 1 (1919), 26,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/737924.
22
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harmony, “one that features sudden chordal shifts and juxtapositions of distant chords.”23
Lehár’s Hungarian art songs do not fit this description and are therefore, non-Hungarian,
in terms of their harmonic nature.

Figure 6.15, Chromatic dissonance.
(“Erre, arra jártam,” Song #27, Vol. 1, mm. 3-4)

Note on Hungarian Translation
Some of the songs were written in antiquated Hungarian language. To make it
interpretable, some words were adapted to more current language. Any
typos/misspellings in the Hungarian text are highlighted then followed by the
“modernized,” word, if applicable, in [brackets]. Other adjustments include special
Hungarian characters that are unique to the language. Words in parentheses or with
slashes are for different word options. Some things don’t always have a clear, one-way
interpretation into English. Words in in parentheses also might mean there is an implicit
meaning in the Hungarian text that should be interpreted a certain way. The original text
is presented first, followed by a word-for-word translation, then a figurative translation.

23

Bellman, The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe, 122.
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Song Cycle Dalai
There is no date given for the composition of these songs. They are listed as the
final song cycle set in Andrew Lamb’s Volume I Lehár song cycle collection, with texts
by József Nádor (1878 - 1967). Lamb simply states, “The four songs provide a complete
contrast to the foregoing French items, studded as they are with piquant Hungarian
rhythms”24 , to which could also be added piquant Hungarian harmonies. The following
songs are part of the song cycle Dalai: 27. Erre, arra jártam, 28. Ami elmúlt, 29. Hogyha
a lány mosolyog, 30. Ha megehülök, kinyitom a bicskámat.
Table 6.2 - “Erre, arra jártam” / #27 / 1
Poet/Dates: József Nádor (1878 - 1967)
Melody

Melodic Contour

More leaps in this song than most others

Phrase Length

Short (2-4 measures in length)

Range and Tessitura

Moderate D4-G5; middle to high voice

Chromaticism

Quite a bit

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic

Text Painting

Melody ascends for the first part of
phrase 1 (for going places), then descends
for second part of phrase (legs have taken
me far).

Rhythm

Tempo

Moderate tempo: Allegretto

Harmony

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant; homophonic

Tonality/tonal-atonal

Diatonic/Tonal

Tonal/Atonal

Tonal

Dissonance/Connsonance

Consonant with some dissonance

Key Scheme/Modulations/
Cadences

Major/minor/None
Common Practice

Contrasts of Major/minor

Begins in DM for first two stanzas then
changes to Dm for last (third) stanza

24

Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 1: iv.
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Table 6.2 - “Erre, arra jártam,” continued
Harmony

Text

Harmonic text painting

Long decorated cadential I 6/4 (mm.9-12)
represents returning home (after long
travels) or yearnings for home.
Third stanza: change of key to minor

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Use of motives

Repetitive rhythms

Text illustration

As above (melody/rhythm)
B section: use of thirds (RH) – names
three things in text

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant; Homophonic,
Chordal, ascending/descending patterns

Choice of Text
Form

Antiquated Hungarian language
AB

Erre, arra jártam
Erre, arra jártam, meszsze [mesze] 25 vitt a lábam,
Távol idegenben, Nincs teli erszényem,
Szivbeli reményem rég elhagyott engem:
Mégis hazafelé viszszavitt a lelkem.
Nem kérem én számon se hasznom,
Se károm, se telkem, se tanyám Felnézek az égre:
Boldog less-e végre szegény, szülö [szülő] 26 hazám?
Boldog less-e végre szegény, szülö [szülő] hazám!
Nincs szeretö [szerető] párom, nincs egy jó barátom,
Se házam, se telkem, Már cask alig élek;
Vig muzsi ka, ének, meszszi [messzi] kerül engem:
Ország útat járó árva legény lettem!

25 Translators Note: The word has two syllables, broken up, and the break is right in the middle of
the doubled/enlongated consonant “ssz,” it is broken up into its equivalent of “sz + sz.” If they left just the
“e” with a hyphen it would change the meaning entirely; when put together it does not make a real word.
26 Translators Note: The (o) here with the umlauts (ö), both in this sentence and in the next, should
actually be elongated… even in the original Hungarian lyrics —“szülő(_)házam.”
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Erre, arra jártam, word-for-word translation, continued
To here to there I’ve been, far taken my leg me,
Far foreign in, none full purse of mine,
Dwelling in my heart hope long ago left me,
Yet homeward back brought my soul.
No loving partner to me, no good friend to me,
Nor (my) house, nor (my) property, now only barely I live,
Jovial music, song, surrounds me from afar:
Country road wanderer orphan lad I became
Don’t ask I me on myself nor use I,
Nor my shame, nor my property, nor my homestead, up look I sky into,
Happy will be or not finally poor parent home my?
Happy will be or not finally poor parent home my!
I’ve been here and there, figurative translation
I’ve been here and there, my legs have taken me far,
Far away into a foreign place, my purse (wallet) isn’t full,
The hope of my heart has long left me,
Yet my soul has brought me back home.
I have no lover, I have not one good friend,
No home, no property, I’m just barely living,
Jovial music and song envelop me from afar,
I have become an orphan boy traveling the country road.
I don’t hold anyone
For my misfortune,
Will my poor home
Will my poor home

responsible
for my shame, nor for my homestead, I look up into the sky,
country finally be happy or not?
country finally be happy or not!
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Table 6.3 - “Ami elmúlt” / #28 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: József Nádor (1878 - 1967)
Melody

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment

Melodic Contour

Mainly stepwise with some jumps

Phrase Length

Short (2-4 measures in length)

Range and Tessitura

Moderate D4-G5; middle to high voice

Chromaticism

Frequent in short song

Text Painting

Song ends with high phrases (and stays high)
– as text “the pleasant memories of happy
times.”

Texture

Melody/Bass dom; homophonic, syllabic

Tonality/Tonal

Diatonic/ Tonal with Hungarian flavor

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant with some dissonance

Key Scheme/ Cadence
Modulations/

Dm / Common practice
Lot of harmonic mvmt. for such short song
but stays in D minor. One of few songs in all
the art songs to use Augmented chords (2 in
just this short, 1-page song).

Contrasts of Major/minor

None; stays in D minor the entire song

Harmonic text painting

Dim 7 in first phrase for color - to represent
the yearning for days past; Word “Hulló”
(i.e. ‘falling’ lowest notes beginning the last
phrase, uses Aug.6 chord).

Tempo/Metric Organization

Moderate tempo: Allegretto / Common Time

Rhythmic Patterns

Simple, repetitive patterns

Unifying Rhythms
Ostinato

Triplets, straight 8th , dotted 8th -16th/ 16th - 8th
Unifying rhythms

Predominant accomp.
Figures

Arpeggiations and block chords, octaves,
chromatic ornamentation, thirds

Pre, Inter, Post

4 m. intro, no interlude, no postlude

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Text illustration

Mm. 7-9 asc. lines for rosebud wilting.
(Would expect desc. line to match text but
instead it ascends. Perhaps a warning to not
look to the past to find happiness).
Melody/Bass dominant; Homophonic,
Chordal, scalar, Arpeggiations, Grace notes

Texture
Text
Secondary Factors

Choice of Text

Antiquated Hungarian language

Form

Strophic (verse, verse)

Unifying elements
Influences

Piquant Hungarian rhythms and melodies
When Lehár was a child, his Mother sang
Hungarian folk tunes from native Komoron
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Ami elmúltu
Ami elmúlt, olyan, mint egy halványuló, édes álom:
Olyan, mint egy hervadozó rozsaszál a rózsaágon.
Ami elmúlt, ne várd viszsza [vissza],
Hiszen annak régen vége…
Hulló szirom, hervadt rózsa:
Boldog órak szépemléke [szép emléke].
Ne keresd a boldogságot multsirató [múlt sirató],
Szomjasvágy ban [Szomjas vágyban],
Szerteszálló, emlékekben:
Elvirágzott ifjúság ban.
Tavaszszal [ Tavaszal] az erdö [erdő] ébred,
Öszszel [Ősszel] mintha temetnének.
Lomb-javesztett [Lombja vesztett],
Szárazágon elhalkul a madárének.
Ami elmúltu, word-for-word translation
What is past is such as a fading, sweet dream,
Somewhat like a withering rose on a rosebush/vine
What is past, don’t you expect back
Because it’s had its end for a long time (already)
Falling petal, wilted rose,
Pleasant memory of happy hours/times
Don’t look for happiness past tear-jerking
Thirsty desire in
Flying around everywhere memories in
Bloomed youth in
With Spring the forest wakes
With Autumn it’s as if they would bury (me)
Its foliage is lost
On the deadwood the birdsong dies

What is Past, figurative translation
What is past is like a fading, sweet dream:
Like a wilting rose on a rosebush.
What is past, do not expect back, for it has long had its end
Falling petal, wilted rose:
The pleasant memory of happy times
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What Is Past figurative translation, continued
Don’t look for happiness
In a thirsty desire that formerly caused you to cry,
Nor in scattered memories:
Nor in overblown youth.
In spring the forest awakens
In autumn, it’s as if they would burry you/me (us)27
Its greenery is lost
On the deadwood, the birdsong dies out.
Table 6.4 - “Hogyha a lány mosolyog”/ #29 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: József Nádor (1878 - 1967)
Melody

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment

27

Melodic Contour

Mainly stepwise with some leaps

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (4 measures in length)
D4 – F#5; middle to high voice

Chromaticism

Yes; Hungarian flavor: #2 (E#)

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic, short

Text Painting

Melody full of skipping patterns whole time,
like the heart skipping/beating in love

Texture
Tonality/ tonal-atonal

Melody/Bass dominant; homophonic
Diatonic with Hungarian flavor/tonal

Dissonance/Consonance
Key Scheme/Modulations
Cadence

Consonant with some dissonance
M/m; 1-2 measure forays into Major (F/E)
Common practice with Hung. flavor

Contrasts of Major & minor
Harmonic text painting

Stays in D Major
Song speaks of a simple love. Harmonic
mvt. is mainly simple, predictable (tonic,
dom., subdom.) movement. V+ also present
throughout song. Extention of dominant
(mm.8-11) = longing for love/of love

Tempo/Metric Organization

Allegro/Common Time

Rhythmic Patterns

Straight eighth notes throughout

Unifying Rhythms
Ostinato

Straight eight notes throughout

Rhythms that Reinforce text

See Ostinato & Melody-text painting

Predominant accomp.
Figures

Straight, skipping 8th notes, chords (thirds,
sixths, octaves), staccatos, shortness

Pre, Inter, Post

4 m. intro, no interlude, 2 m. postlude

Reoccurring ♫ ♫ ♫ ♩

Translators Note: The way this is conjugated does not explicity say which it is, but implies it is
you, me, or us.
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Table 6.4 - “Hogyha a lány mosolyog,” continued
Accompani ment

Text

Secondary Factors

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Text illustration

Staccatos=beating heart, excitement
“édes szentem” (sweet saint) and “kis
szívedben (in your heart) accented.
Mm.13&15 staccato accomp. represent
words - “little itty-bitty.”

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant; Homophonic,
Chordal, Arpeggiations

Choice of Text

Antiquated Hungarian folk song

Form

Through-composed

Unifying elements
Influences

Piquant Hungarian rhythms and melodies
When Lehár was a child, his Mother sang
Hungarian folk tunes from native Komoron

Hogyha a lány mosolyog
Hogyha a lány mosolyog, a napsugár leragyog,
A szivemben csodavilág világlik.
Nincs is olyan szerelem,
Mint a leányszerelem,
Amikor a kicsi szíve virágzik.
Legyél az én ici-pici, édes szentem,
Viruljon a szerelem a kis szivedben [szívedben].
Az én szivem [szívem] úgy imád,
Add ide a pici szád:
Mert az nékem igen nagyon hibádzik.
Ahogy terád gondolok, mindjárt sirva [sírva] fakadok,
Majd meghalok kis angyalom, utánad.
Meszszi [messzi] megyek, de nagyon,
de a szivem [szívem] itthagyom,
mert oly csuda nagy benne a búbánat
Attól félek ici-pici, édes szentem,
Nem feledlek,
Akármilyen meszsze [messze] mentem.
Mindjárt riva [ríva] fakadok,
Inkább itthon maradok: Hadd utazzon inkább el a búbánat!
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Hogyha a lány mosolyog word-for-word translation, continued
If a girl smiles, the sun rays shine down
A wonderful world radiates in my heart,
There is no such (romantic) love,
Such as the (romantic) love of a girl
When her little heart blossoms.
May you be my itty-bitty, my sweetheart/sweet saint
Should flourish/blossom the (romantic) love the little your heart in
The my heart so adores (you)
Give to here the little your mouth
Because that to me really very much misses
The way I think about you,
I’ll soon burst into tears
I’ll soon die my little angel
After you. I’ll go really far away,
But I will leave my heart here,
Because so mega big in it the sorrow
Of that I fear itty-bitty My sweetheart/sweet saint
I will not forget you
No matter how far I’ve gone
Any minute now I’ll burst into tears
Instead I’ll stay home: That should travel rather away the sorrow!

If a Girls Smiles, figurative translation
If a girl smiles, the sunlight shines down,
In my heart a wondrous world shines / lights / radiates / glows in my heart
There is no love like the love of a girl,
When her little heart blossoms.
Be my little-bitty sweet precious one
May love blossom in your little heart.
Oh how my heart loves you, give me your little mouth
Because I’ve missed it oh so much.
As I think of you, I’m about to burst into crying
I’m going to die, my little angel, after you (not in succession, but of longing)
I’m going away, really far, but I’ll leave my heart here
Because the sorrow in it is so great
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If a Girls Smiles figurative translation, continued
I fear, my little-bitty sweet precious one,
That I will not forget you no matter how far I’ve gone
Any minute I’ll burst into tears, I’d rather stay here (at home)
Let the sorrow leave instead!

Table 6.5 - “Ha megehúlöck, kinyitom a bicskámat” / #30 / Volume 1
Poet/Dates: József Nádor (1878 - 1967)
Melody

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment

Melodic Contour

Steps and arpeggiations

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (4 measures in length)
A3-D5; Medium voice

Chromaticism

Yes; Hungarian flavor: harmonic minor

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic, short, almost march-like

Text Painting

Repetetive ascending/descending melodic
pattern – goes and does what he wants

Texture
Tonality

Melody/Bass dominant; homophonic
Diatonic with Hungarian flavor

Tonal/Atonal

Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance

Consonant

Key Scheme/Modulations
Cadence

Major / None
Common practice with Hung. flavor

Contrasts of Major
And Minor

Stays in D Major but mixes with D
harmonic minor

Harmonic text painting

Entire song made up of I and V7 save for
only 4 places, which use a ii 6/5, which
always comes at the end of a phrase, in a
decending 3-note (B-G-E) pattern.

Tempo

Moderate: Allegretto

Metric Organization

Common Time

Rhythmic Patterns
Unifying Rhythms

Straight eighth notes throughout
Straight eight notes throughout

Ostinato
Rhythms that Reinforce text

Reoccurring ♫ ♫ ♫ ♩ / LH also 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥
Lots of simple 8th notes-he goes and does
what he wants – nothing more, nothing less

Predominant accomp. figures

Single note/chords, contrary motion skips

Pre, Inter, Post

4 m. intro, 4 m. interlude, 2 m. postlude

Shared material w/voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Use of motives

5-note pentatonic scalar patterns; repeating
short melodic/rhythmic patterns
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Table 6.5 - “Ha megehúlöck, kinyitom a bicskámat,” continued
Accompani ment

Text

Secondary Factors

Text illustration

See Rhythms that reinforce text

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant; Homophonic,
Chordal, Arpeggiations, scalar

Choice of Text

Antiquated Hungarian language

Form

ABA

Unifying elements
Influences

Piquant Hungarian rhythms and melodies
(pentatonic patterns, harmonic minor, etc.)
When Lehár was a child, his Mother sang
Hungarian folk tunes from native Komoron

Ha megehülöck, kinyitom a bicskámat
Ha megehülök, kinyitom a bicskámat,
Elöveszem [Előveszem] paprikás szalonnámat.
Esek is, isok is!28
Azután meg megtörülöm a számat:
Ha jóllaktam, bécsukom 29 a bicskámat!
Ha csókra vágyok, elmenek egy kis házhoz,
Bémászok az ablakon egy kis lányhoz.
Bémászok, bémászok.
Éjfél után osztég megint kimászok:
Mert a babám erkölcsére vigyázok!
Ha megehülöck, word for word translation:
If catch a cold I open/pull out I the pocketknife my
Take out I paprika-y bacon /pig fat my
Eat I too, drink I too!
That after and/on the other hand wipe off I the mouth my
If/when well lived I in close I the pocketknife my
If/when kiss onto desire I, out go I one little house towards
In climb I the window on one little girl towards
In climb I, in climb I.
Midnight after then again out climb I
Because the baby my her morality/virtue/chastity onto take care of I

28
29

Translators Note: This may be an old spelling…Today, it would read “Eszek is, iszok is!”
Translators Note: Again, could just be old…Nowadays there would be no acute accent on the é.
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If I catch a cold, I open my knife, figurative translation
If I catch a cold, I open my knife
Take out my paprika bacon
And I eat, and I drink!
After that I wipe off my mouth
And if I’ve eaten to my full I close my knife
If I want a kiss, I go out to a little house
I climb in the window to a young lady
I climb in, I climb in
And then after midnight I climb back out
Because I take care of my baby’s virtue/morality/chastity
“Mondd mamácskám” (Volume 2)
Lehár wrote this song during his sparse song composition period (1905-1913), for
the leading lady of the Hungarian stage, Luiza Blaha (1850-1926). Lehár composed the
song for Blaha to sing in January 1913 in the play A lányom (The Girls) by Árpád
Pásztor (1877-1940).30 Besides the Hungarian text and the triple meter time signature 31 ,
this song is the least Hungarian of the five in the anthologies. European influences are
easily identifiable, with the songs predictable chord progressions and cadences and key
relationships (i.e. A in A major, B section in dominant, then back to A major for the
return of A). The only somewhat strange addition to this otherwise simple song is the
last section of the song (the C section), which acts more like a codetta, remaining in the
home key and presenting various melodic fragments of previously stated material.
The poet, Árpád Pásztor (1877-1940), was a Hungarian writer, journalist, reporter, and
translator. He was born into a Jewish family on April 12, in Ungvár, Hungary, Austria-

30 Lamb, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, 2: iv. [Note: There is not enough information to
determine whether this song was composed at the request of the singer, the poet, or by Lehár’s choice].
31 Dr. Molnár Géza, Professor of Music at the Hungarian Royal State University said Hungarians
have a preference for ¾-time signatures.
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Hungary. His name was Hungarianized in 1912 to Pásztor. He worked for the Budapest
Journal and Est. He wrote several books and translated many works by Edgar Allan Poe
and Walt Whitman. He was especially known for his works, Keserü szerelem (1912), A
Nagymama (1916) and Vengerkák (1917). He died on October 26 in Budapest.32
Table 6.6 - “Mondd mamácskám” / #19 / Volume 2
Poet/Dates: Árpád Pásztor (1877-1940)
Melody

Melodic Contour

Steps and some leaps

Phrase Length
Range and Tessitura

Short (2-4 measures in length)
E4-F#5; Medium voice

Vocal Articulation

Syllabic, short

Texture
Tonality/Tonal or Atonal

Melody/Bass dominant; homophonic
Diatonic with Hungarian flavor / Tonal

Dissonance/Consonance
Key Scheme/Modulations/Cadences
Contrasts of Major
And Minor

Consonant
Major / None / Common Practice
A major for A section; E major for B
section; A major for return of A section

Harmonic text painting

Change of key for B section.
2nd phrase (mm. 13-16)-“For is trouble
really make that quickly?” end with HC

Tempo

Menuett (minuet)

Metric Organization

Triple meter

Rhythmic Patterns

Basic, simple rhythms (mainly ♩, ♫)

Unifying Rhythms

Simple waltz rhythms (𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 𝅥 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮)

Rhythms that Reinforce the Text

A section (see unifying rhythms)
B section (𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅥 𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅗𝅥)

Predominant accomp. Figures

Pentatonic melodic phrase patterns

Pre, Inter, Post

8 m. intro, no interlude, no postlude

Shared material with voice

Top line of RH doubles voice

Texture

Melody/Bass dominant; Homophonic,
often single-note RH w/LH chords

Text

Choice of Text/Form

Antiquated Hungarian language/ABAC

Secondary Factors

Unifying elements/
Influences

Repetetive rhythmic & melodic
patterns/Eurpoean waltzes

Harmony

Rhythm

Accompani ment

“Árpád Pásztor Biography,” https://www.imdb.com/name/nm1091002/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm,
(accessed 15 May 2018).
32
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Mondd mamácskám
Mondd mamácska, ha egy ifjú jö [jő],
Szemembe néz, Mondd mit csinájak,
Mert hiszen a baj 33 oly gyorsan kész?
Hamarább szól a sziv, Mint szól az ész. La la la…
Mondd, legyek kacér talán,
Vagy félénk kis szende lány?
Mely módi volt lány korodban, áruld el mamám.
Suttogva kaptál-e bókot,
Vagy pedig bók helyett csókot?
Mert kis Chloéd fél,
Snem [‘S nem] 34 tudja Tytyrus35 mint kjván [kíván].
Jgy [Így] nem sejti soha a kis lány,
Hogyan lesz jó.
Mi volt a módi hajdanán,
Smmanapság [‘S manapság] hogy való.
Amit az etikett kiván [kíván]:
Az csók, vagy szó?
La la la…Mennyi kérdés? Mind egyre megy:
A vége úgyis mindig egy!
La la la…(csókot mutat) La la la…
Mondd mamácskám, word-for-word translation:
Say it mommy/momma, if one youngster / lad comes,
Eye into looks, say it what do should I,
For surely the [trouble/harm/mischief/grace/charm] so quickly prepared?
Earlier speaks the heart,
Than speaks the mind,
La la la…
Say it, be should I flirty maybe,

Translators Note: Unsure if there is a typographical error here. “Baj,” without an accent usually
means “trouble or “harm,” but it can also mean “mischief” or “mischievousness.” On the other hand, “Báj,”
with an acute accent means “charm” or “grace,” which could also fit the context here, but would obviously
change the meaning.
34 Translators Note: This is a shortened version of ‘és nem’ and while it is pronounced together, it
would be written separately.
35 Translators Note: May be a misspelling of “Tityrus,” a historical name and pseudonym.
33
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Mondd mamácskám word-for-word translation, continued
Or shy/timid little meek girl?
Which fashioned/fashionable was girl age yours in, Sell it out mama my
Whispering received you or not compliment
Or rather compliment place kiss?
For/because little Chloe your fears,
And not know it Tytyrus as he wants
This way not suspect/guess never the little girl
How will be (it) good.
What was (it) the fashionable in the olden days
And nowadays how proper/fitting
What the etiquette wants/desires for/wishes/requires,
The/that kiss or word?
La la la…How many question? All one onto go:
The end (of it) anyways always one!
La la la… (kiss shows) La la la…
Tell Me, Mama, figurative translation
Tell me mamma, if a (young) lad comes,
Looks me in the eye, tell me what should I do,
For is trouble really made that quickly?
The heart speaks earlier
Than the mind speaks. La la la…
Tell me, should I maybe be flirty,
Or a shy little timid/meek girl?
Tell me what was fashionable/popular
In your (young girl) day, mama
While whispering, did you get compliments,
Or rather in the place of compliments, a kiss?
‘Cause your little Chloe is afraid,
And Tytyrus doesn’t know what he wants.
Thus a young girl never knows
What will be good, What was fashionable/popular in the old days,
And how does it apply to today?
What etiquette requires, Is it kiss or word?
La la la…How many questions? They all lead to one:
The end (of it), either way, is always one! La la la… (she blows a kiss) La la la…
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
While Lehár’s compositions are often overtly predictable, he has a memorable
style that permeates both his operettas and art songs. His art songs reflect characteristics
common to the eighteenth-century (i.e. periodic phrases, common practice progressions
and cadences, melody/bass dominant, supportive accompaniments, major-minor
piquancies, and use of simple strophic forms), as well as later practices (including a
varied harmonic palate, more expanded formal range, lyrical melodies, and greater use of
dissonances). While perhaps less substantive than his contemporary’s art songs
compositions, Lehár’s songs appropriately take their place in the nineteenth-century
Romantic art song tradition. As Lamb said (of Lehár’s Goethe setting of Heidenröslein),
“Lehár’s sensitive setting is well worthy of the attention of any singer.”1 This holds true
for many of Lehár’s art songs.
A mystery remains as to why Lehár’s art songs were not available until 2002,
especially when Lehár founded his own publishing company (Glocken-Verlag). In
addition, whatever reasons may exist as to why Lehár’s art songs remain vastly
undiscovered by singers, musicologists, and the music world in general, are also open for
further hypothesis and study. This neglect may be due in part to the simplistic and
repetitive nature of a large portion of the art songs. This is understandable, as Lehár’s

1

Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, ed. by Lamb., 4: iii.
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compositional energies seem to focus far more on his operetta compositions than his art
songs.
Some information does exist as to why Lehár wrote some of the art songs that he
did: When he was young, while his mother read him poems, Lehár would compose and
accompany her. At eleven, he wrote a song for his first love, the young girl he met while
living at his Grandmother’s. As a teacher, he composed songs for students, such as
Vilma Fries. He composed songs for concerts and celebrations (including the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra’s centenary celebration in 1942), for cabaret, stage, film or radio
use (like his Mondd mamácskám, which he wrote for leading lady of the Hungarian stage,
Luiza Blaha, 1850-1926). He wrote music which was dedicated to people or regions, as
his song that celebrates the German wine-growing region Saarland. He wrote songs for
groups (like the Viennese Schlaraffia artistic brotherhood), songs to reflect the events of
the time (such as war or longing for parted friends), and later in his life, as “relaxation
from the increasingly serious nature of his operetta compositions.”2 While the reason for
the composition of most of Lehár’s art songs is still unknown, these examples speak to
Lehár’s penchant as being a composer of convenience. Perhaps Lehár’s art songs were
composed as more of an afterthought than an intention. As Lamb said, Lehár had a habit
of composing art songs in the early hours of the morning, and that Lehár himself
documented that he finished the piece, Dir sing ich mein Lied, at three o’clock in the
morning.3 Whether merely written on a whim or at the bequest of someone or something

2
3

Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, ed. by Lamb., 3: iii.
Lehár, The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, ed. by Lamb., 4: iii.
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else, there are some gems within the four art song volumes (such as the charming
coloratura pieces), that deserve attention.
In terms of singer repertoire and programming, save for a small handful of the art
songs (such as the coloratura pieces and Fieber), most of Lehár’s art songs are
appropriate for beginning level vocal students. The RH doubles the voice most of the
time, and the vocal range is limited. One caution that should be taken is in terms of the
language. While most of the art songs are appropriate for beginners, the language may
prove a challenge (due to their highly syllabic nature). A few of the French songs are a
bit less “wordy” and would be appropriate for beginners (i.e. songs such as Sans phrases
and Ce soir, la chamber est vide). Some of the marches and dances should be avoided
for program in recitals, due to their repetitive nature and limited range and musical shape.
Songs about war or longing for departed loved ones could be grouped in a set together for
performance. The few duets are simple and easily programmable with beginners as well.
Additional resources on Lehár and his art songs (including the uncatalogued,
unpublished resources in the London and Viennese libraries) have yet to be catalogued.
While this study offers an introduction to Lehár’s art songs, further research on Lehár and
his art songs is needed. Regardless of the musicological information that has yet to come
to light about these songs, they are more than mere curiosities by an opera composer and
deserve more attention by singers and song lovers alike. Regardless of any perceived
shortcomings, Lehár’s art songs deserve a place in the art song repertory. It is my hope
that this document will assist in bringing further consideration to this nearly forgotten,
undiscovered repertoire.
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General Style Sheet for the Art Songs of Franz Lehár (1870-1948)
________________________________________________________________________
Melody
Melodic contour/Phrase Shape
Conjunct, stepwise, small intervals
Sing-able, simple melodies
Phrase Length

Short phrases; Classical

Vocal articulation

Syllabic, some lyrical; a few
declamatory/recit- like sections
________________________________________________________________________
Harmony
Texture
Favors thirds & octaves,
homophonic, thin textures
(melody/bass dominant)
Key Scheme

Diatonic, contrasts of major & minor
chromaticism, diminished sevenths,
quick modulations
________________________________________________________________________
Rhythm
Rhythmic patterns
Mostly simple, straight
forward rhythms, often repetitive
Tempo

No metric markings, generic Italian
tempo terms, few changes
________________________________________________________________________
Accomp.
Preludes, interludes, postludes
Short; Preludes common, Postludes
& Interludes vary
Texture

Simple, arpeggiations, chords, rolled
chords, scalar; oom-pa bass (often)

Shared material with the voice

Melody often doubles the voice
(RH)/Bass dominant texture
________________________________________________________________________
Text
Prosody
Syllabic settings without variation
Choice of texts

Set many different poets; Poetry
deals mainly with love; simple,
superfluous settings

Response to Poetic Content
Usually simple, not too involved
________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX A
QUICK VIEW ANALYSIS CHARTS

QUICK VIEW ANALYSIS CHARTS

Table A1. Quick View Analysis Chart: The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, Volume I – Song Cycles
Song # Art Song (Cycle)

Meas
ures

Vocal
Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

1. Schicksalsahnung (Weidmannsliebe)

31

C4 – G5

BbM

Allegro moderato

3/4

TC

2. Erfüllung

24

Bb3 –
Eb5

EbM

Andante

3/4

TC

3. Was Streift Mein Blick

22

B3 –
Eb5

EbM

Moderato

C to 6/8

ABA’

4. Ich drücke dein liebe Hand

23

C4 – E5

CM

Allegro moderato

3/4

TC

5. Es duften die Blüten

38

C4 –
F#5

Am/AM/
CM-Am

Allegretto

6/8

ABA’

6. Mein Traumschloss – versunken

23

C4 – F5

Fm/FM

Moderato

12/8

AB

7. Verzaubert (Die Liebe Zog Vorüber)

29

D4 – F5

BbM

Molto vivace/
Moderato

C

TC

Notes

One of the few songs
where accomp. is
different from the
voice

Note. Table Key: TC = through composed; M = Major; m = minor; m. = measure; mm = measures.
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Table A1, continued
Song # Art Song (Cycle)

Meas Vocal
ures Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

8. Ich war sein Mädel

52

9. Das erste Mal

D4 –
Ab5

Dm/Gm

Appassionato

9/8 to 3/4
to 12/8 to
9/8

TC

42

D4 – F#5

DM

Moderato

C

AAA

3 verses

10. Am Bache im Gras

36

E4 – F#5

Em

Allegretto

6/8

AAAA

4 vs. (Each A = aa’;
(Last A-just a)

11. Trutzlied (Aus eiserner Zeit,
(Liederzyklus)

37

D4 – G5

GM

Allegretto (moving
but broad &
powerful)

4/4

AB 𝄬 B

2 verses with repeat
of chorus to end

12. Ich hab’ ein Hüglein im Polenland

34

D4 – A5

Dm

Moderato non
troppo

C

AA’

Frauenlied A’=
just a portion of A

13. Nur einer…

40

D4 – Bb5 Gm

Allegretto-AllegroModerato

C to 3/4

TC

Varies tempo
throughout

14. Was leigt daran? Reiterlied 1914

47

C4 – A5

Moderato

3/4 - C3/4

AAABA’ B-4 mm. March
interlude; Last 4
mm. of each A
similar but varied.

15. Fieber

312

C#4-A5

Moderato/Andante/
Valse Vivace/
Allegretto

C – 3/4 –
2/4 – C -

TC

FM

Notes

Many tempo
changes; operaesque; different
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Table A1, continued
Song # Art Song (Cycle)

Meas Vocal
ures Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

Notes

16. Sans phrases (Amours)

73

C4 – F5

FM-CMAm-FM

Valse lente

3/4

TC

French text

17. Fruit défendu

34

D#4 –
A5

Am/AM

Allegretto

3/4

AB

Scène chantée - 2
verses

18. Ce soir, la chamber est vide

84

D4 – F5

FM/CM/
FM

Valse lente

3/4

ABA

French text

19. A Versailles

80

D4 – G5

GM/CM/
GM

Tempo di Gavotte

C

ABA’

Gavotte Duet

20. Sur le ch’min creux (Lex
Compagnos D’ulyssé)

114

C4 – F5

FM

Marcia

6/8

AB

Marche Cavalière
2 verses

21. La chanson d’Angélica

76

D4-A5

DM AM -dm

Allegretto/ Valse
Moderato

3/4

AB

22. L’amour ne peut se tromper

120

D4-G5

CM GM CM

Tempo di Mazurka

3/4

AABB

Douette Bouffe

23. Ma rose blanche

56

E4 – A5

CM AM

Allegro Moderato

3/4

AA’

Romance

DM

Allegretto Moderato

24. Je lis dans tes regards supris

117

F#4 – D6

2 verses
3/4

ABAB

Duo
2 verses
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Table A1, continued
Song # Art Song (Cycle)

Meas Vocal
ures Range

Tempo

Meter

Form

Notes

25. Chant et danse d’Arequipa

222

D4 – Bb5 FM - Fm
alternatin
g

Allegro + Changes
through-out

12/8-cut

ABC
C’DB’

D = 117 m. danse
interlude

26. Tango d’Amour

68

D4 – Bb5 Fm - FM

Allegro/ Allegro
Moderato

12/8-cut

A 𝄬BC𝄬 Shortened version
of #25 (short intro.,
no dance interlude)

27. Erre, arra jártam (Dalai)

22

D4 – G5

DM Dm

Allegretto

C

AB

2 verses

28. Ami elmúlt

13

D4 – G5

Dm

Allegretto

C

AA

2 verses

29. Hogyha a lány mosolyog

22

D4 – F#5

DM

Allegro

C

AA

2 verses

30. Ha megehülök, kinyitom
abicskámat

34

A3 – D5

DM

Allegretto

C

ABA

2 verses

Key/
Mode
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Table A2. Quick View Analysis Chart: The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, Volume II (1890-1917)
Song # Art Song

Meas Vocal
ures Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

Notes

1. Vorüber, Lied, 1a and 1b

43

C4 – G5

EbM

Adagio

3/4

AA’

Texts in German
and Italian

2. Die du mein Alles bist!

25

B3 – E5

EM/Em

Adagio

3/4

ABA’

Each section very
small

3. Ruhe, Lied

35

D4 – D5

DM

Moderato

3/4

TC

4. Aus längst vergang’ner Zeit!

72

C4 – D5

Dm&DM Andante
alternatin
g

4/4

TC

Very dramatic;
operatic-like

5. Möcht’s jubelnd in die Welt
verkünden (Walzerlied, Op.6)

225

Bb3 –
Bb5

EbM

Intro:
Leidenschaflich
(passionate)

9/8

Intro, A
prelude,
ABCA,
Postlude

Sections include
small internal
repeats.

6. O schwöre nicht! (Lied, Op.9)

61

C#4 – G5

EM/CM/
EM

Allegro-Allegrettolangsamer

3/4

TC

7. Liebchen traut (Mein Liebchen),
Walzerlied, Op. 52

130

B3 – B5

GM

Valse moderato

3/4

TC

TC with some
internal repetition;
2 verses
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Table A2, continued
Song # Art Song

Meas Vocal
ures Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

Notes

8. Der Thräne Silberthau! (Op. 63)

74

C4 – A5

FM

AllegrettoModerato-Valse
lente-Allegro

3/4

AB

4 verses

9. Am Klavier (Gavotte Polka, Op. 65)

114

C4 – F5

FM

Moderato

2/4

AB

A = 4 verses
B = 4 verses

10. Im Boudoir (Op. 67)

103

D4 – A5

DM

Allegro-Valse
lente-Allegro

3/4

ABB

2 verses

11. Die treulose Anna (Eine
Farbenstudie [Humoreske]

61

D4 – A5

GM

Allegretto

3/4

AB

2 verses

12. Der windige Schneider und seine
LIebste

160

D4-G5

GM-Bm:
alternating;
ends in
GM

Allegretto

3/4

AABAB

Duette mit Tanzen
(16 mm. dance
postlude)

13. Die Näherin

136

C4-A5

FM-GmFM-Am-

AllegrettolangsamerAllegretto-freudig
schnell (joyfully
fast)-langsmer

3/4

ABAB

CM-
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Table A2, continued
Song # Art Song

Meas Vocal
ures Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

Notes

14. Verführt (Sujétion)

80

D4 – A5

Dm &
DM
alternating

Allegro moderato,
langsamer, tempo
rubato

2/2

AA’
AA’
AA’

(Passa e non dura)

15. Das gold’ne Ringlein

44

D4 – A5

GM

Moderato

3/4

TC

16. Ich denk’ mir nichts Schlimmes
dabei

70

D4 – D5

GM

None

3/4

AB strophic

Walzerlied 3 verses

17. Liebesglück

80

D4 – A5

GM

Allegretto

6/8

ABA

Includes Valse; 3
verses

19. Mondd mamácskám

69

E4 – F#5

AM

Menuett

3/4

ABAC

20. Kriegslied

25

C4 – G5

GM

Moderato

4/4

AB

23. Salve Sancta Barbara (Lied Der
Artillerie)

27

D4 – G5

CM

Langsames
Marchlied

4/4

ABA

24a. Nimm mich mit, o Herbst

75

B3 – E5

Em

3/4

TC

24b. Sibirische Nacht

71

C4 – E5

Dm

langsam, mäßig
(moderate)
langsam, mäßig
bewegt (moderate)

3/4

TC

4 verses

Same as 24a but
different words
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Table A3. Quick View Analysis of Franz Lehár’s Art Songs: The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, Volume III (19211928)
Song # Art Song

Measures

Vocal
Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

Notes

1a. Das Vöglein in der Ferne

171

E4 – D6

CM-FMCM

Vale Moderato

3/4

ABAB’A

(Form-A TC
coloratura)

1b. Das lockende Lied

172

E4 – C6

CM-FMCM

Vale Moderato

3/4

ABCC’A’ Walze

2. Do-Re-La

121

C4 – A5

FM-AmFM

Moderato

4/4 to 3/4

TC: ABC

Walze

3. Eine kleine Freundin…Schatz,
wir woll’n…

74

D4 – E5

GM

Moderato

2/4

AB

Foxtrot

4. Um acht beginnt die Nacht /
Hallo! Da ist Dodo

152

C4 – G5

Cm-CMAbM-Cm

Marsch tempo

2/4

TC: ABC

C – March postlude

5a. Das macht doch der Liebe Kein
Kind!

74

D4 – E5

DMDm/DM

One-Step Tempo

2/4

AA’B

One-step

5b. Gigolette

143

D4 –
F#5

Dm-DM
alternating

Moderato

2/2

ABA’

5c. Ich hol’ dir vom HImmel Das
Blau!
6. Wenn die Abendglocken Leise
tonen

77

D4 – A5

Dm-DM

Moderato

2/2

AB

128

E4 – A5

AM-DMAM

Allegretto

3/4

ABAA’

7a. Morgen, vielleicht!?

57

F4 – A5

FM

Allegretto

6/8 to 3/4

AB

A’ – Piano postlude
Tanz + 3 mm.
voice to end
Same song as 5b
but ends at m. 77
Save slight
differences at end,
this is same song
(different words)
as Song #3 in Vol.4
Walzerlied
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Table A3, continued
Song # Art Song

Measures

Vocal
Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

Notes

7b. Eine schöne Stunde, die man nie
vergessen kann!

57

F4 – A5

FM

Allegretto

6/8 to 3/4

AB

Same song as 7a
but with diff. words

8. Wenn eine schöne Frau befiehlt

76

E4 – G5

DM

Allegretto
Moderato

2/2

ABA

Langsamer Foxtrot

9. Man sagt uns schönen Frauen
nach

77

E4 –
F#5

DM

“Shimmy-Tempo”

2/2

AB

Foxtrot

10. Sári

104

D4 – F5

Gm-GM

Onestep

2/4

AB𝄬B

Onestep; Second B
– dance postlude

11. Kondja

60

D4 –
Ab5

Fm

None listed

4/4

AB

Tango-Foxtrot

12. Kiss Me, My Darling

69

D4 –
Gb5

FM-BbM

None listed

4/4

AB

Foxtrot-chanson

13. Komm zu mir zum Tee!

79

E4 – F5

Am-AM

Allegretto

2/2

AB

Paso doble

14. Wo mag mein Johnny wohnen?

120

E4 – G5

Gm-GMGm

Allegretto non
troppo

3/4

ABAB

Hawaiian Song

15. Komm, die Nacht gehört der
Stünde!

108

D4 – G5

Dm-DM

Foxtrot

2/2

ABB

Second B-Tanz,
postlude

16. Rotary Hymne

56

D4 – F5

GM

Maestoso,
moderato

2/2

ABA
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Table A3, continued
Song # Art Song

Measures

Vocal
Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

Notes

17. Frauenberz, du bist eine klener
Schmetterling!

55

D4 – G5

Gm-GM

Allegretto-Valse
Moderatto

3/4

AB

18. Ging da nicht eben das Glück
vorbei?

80

D4 – G5

GM-Gm
alternating

None listed

2/2

ABAB

19. Vindobona

33

C4 – F5

CM-FM

Tempo di Marcia
moderato

4/4

AB

Schlaraffenlied

20. Schlaraffenlied

52

C4 – G5

FM

Moderato
maestoso

2/4

AB

Hymnus
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Table A4. Quick View Analysis of Franz Lehár’s Art Songs: The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, Volume IV (19281942)
Song # Art Song

Measures

Vocal
Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

Notes

1. Heidenröslein (Sah ein Knab’ ein
Röslein stehn)

53

C4 – F5

FM

Allegretto
moderato

12/8

ABB’

2. Es ist zu schön, um wahr zu sein!

90

C#4 –
A5

DM-AMDM

Allegretto

6/8

ABA

3. Der Walzer von heut’ Nach
(Frau’n, Die Heimlich sich nach
Liebe sehnen)

122

E4 – A5

AM-DMAM

Allegretto

3/4

ABA
w/voice in
postlude

4. Dir sing’ ich mein Lied

108

E4 – A5

FM-Fm-FM

English Waltz

3/4

ABAA’

5. Mein Schatz, vergiss’ mich nicht!

62

C4 – G5

CM

Tempo di Polka

2/4

AB

6. Was wär’ ich ohne Euch, Ihr
wunderschönen Frau’n?

76

D4 –
Bb5

Gm-GMGm-GM

None listed

Cut time

AA’AA’

7. Es war einmal ein Walzer…

68

C4 – G5

CM

Valse moderato
(tempo rubato)

3/4

AB

8. Es gibt noch Märchen…

58

E4 – A5

AM

Moderato
(Liedartig)

Cut time

AB

9. Devasthymne

50

D4 – E5

CM-GMCM

Tempo di
Marcia

C

AB𝄬A

March

10. Du und ich sing für einander
bestimmt

65

C4 – G5

CM-GMCM

None listed

3/4

ABA

Lied und English
Waltz

Save slight
differences at end,
this is same song
(different words)
as Song #6 in Vol.3
A’ short two line
codetta
Polka

Lied und English
Waltz
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Table A4, continued
Song # Art Song

Meas Vocal
ures Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

11. Die Ganze Welt dreht sich um
Liebe

48

12. Schau mich an, sei mir gut…

Notes

Eb4 –
Bb5

EbM

Allegretto
moderato

4/4

AB

115

D4 – D6

DM-GM-DM

Moderato

3/4

ABCB’

13. Salut Paris!

119

C4 – G5

CM - FM-CM

Allegretto

3/4

14. Hie und da sagt eine Frau zu
allem “Ja!” (Jeder Zug hat einmal…)

71

D4 – G5

Gm-Em

English Waltz

3/4

AA’BAA French text
’
ABCC’

15. Ich liebe dich! (Jede Nach
trauma ich…)

64

E4 – G5

DM

Allegretto
moderato

3/4

AB

Lied und langsmer
Walzer

16. An der Saar und am Rhein

96

D4 – G5

GM

Mäßiges

3/4

AB

Walzerlied

Waltzerlied w/opt.
coloratura section

Walzer tempo
17. Sehnsucht, heimliches Verlangen

62

E4 – C6

Am-FM-Am

AllegrettoModerato

3/4

ABA

Romanze; 13 m.
line written above
piano accomp.

18. Die Welt bekränzt sich mit
Rosen…

111

Eb4 – B5

Gm-EbMBbM-GM

Tango

6/8

ABCB’

Tango

19. Wein – du bist das Herz der
Welt!

71

D4 – C6

CM

Allegro non
troppo

C

ABB’

B’ starts with piano
interlude

20. Marsch der Kanoniere

106

D4 – G5

DM

Marsch

2/4

AB𝄬C𝄬

Marschlied
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Table A4, continued
Song # Art Song

Meas Vocal
ures Range

Key/
Mode

Tempo

Meter

Form

Notes

21. Ein Wiener Mädel

47

E4 – F#5

AM

Allegro moderato

2/4

AA’

Song w/out words
except one phrase

22. Song

78

D4 – B5

GM

Fox Moderato

Cut time

AB

Song without any
words

172
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APPENDIX B

QUICK VIEW SONG LISTS

Duets from The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, Vol. 1-4

174
VOL. SONG #

SONG TITLE

1

19

À Versailles (from the song cycle Amours)

22

L’amour ne puet se tromper (cycle Les Compagnons
d’Ulysse - LCdU)

2

24

Je lis dans tes regards supris (LCdu)

12

Der windige Schneider und seine Liebste, Duett mit Tanz

Waltzerlieds from The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, Vol. 1-4
VOL. SONG #

SONG TITLE

1

16

Sans phrases (from the song cycle Amours)

18

Ce soir, la chamber est vide (from the song cycle Amours)

5

Möcht’s jubelnd in die Welt verkünden! Walzerlied, op 6

7

Liebchen traut (Mein Liebchen), Walzerlied, op 52

1a/1b

Das Vöglein in der Ferne/Das lockende Lied (Koloratur)

2

Do-Re-la (Walzer-Romanze)

7a

Morgen, veilleicht!? (Walzerlied)

7b

Eine schöne Stunde, die man nie vergessen kann!

3

Der Walzer von heut’ Nacht! (Lied und Valse Boston)

7

Es war einmal ein Walzer (Lied und English Waltz)

12

Scahu mich an, sei mir gut (Walzerlied)

14

Hie und da sagt eine Frau zu allem “Ja!” (English Waltz)

15

Jede Nacht träume ich (Lied und langsamer Walzer)

16

An der Saar und am Rhein (Walzerlied)

17

Sehnsucht, heimliches Verlangen (Romanze)

2

3

4

Waltzerlieds (Songs in triple meter not labeled by Lehár as a “Waltz”)
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VOL. SONG #

SONG TITLE

1

17

Fruit défendu (from the song cycle Amours)

21

La chanson d’Angelica (Les Compagnons d’Ulysse, LCdU)

22

L’amour ne puet se tromper (LCdU) – duet

23

Ma rose blanche (LCdu) – labeled “Romance”

Waltzerlieds (Songs in triple meter not labeled by Lehár as a “Waltz”), continued
Je lis dans tes regards supris (LCdU) – duet

24
2

3

4

1

Vorüber, Lied

2

Die du mein Alles bist! Lied

3

Ruhe, Lied

6

O schwöre nicht! Lied, op 9

8

Der Thräne Silberthau! Lied, op 63

10

Im Boudoir, op 67

11

Die treulose Anna, eine Farbenstudie

12

Der windige Schneider und seine Liebste, Duette mit Tanz

13

Die Näherin, Lied

15

Das gold’ne Ringlein

17

Liebesglück

19

Mondd mamácskám (Minuette)

6

Wenn die Abendglocken liese tönen (Erste Liebe)

14

Wo mag mein Johnny wohnen? (Hawaiian Song)

17

Frauenhert, du bist ein kleiner Schmetterling (Lied)

2

Es ist zu schön, um wahr zu sein! (Lied)

10

Du und ich sind für einander bestimmt

13

Salut Paris!

Other Dances from The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, Volumes 1-4

176
VOL. SONG #

SONG TITLE

1

19

À Versailles (Amours) – duet (Gavotte)

24-25

Chant et danse d’Arequipa-Tango d’amour (Danse/Tango)

2

9

Am Klavier, Gavotte Polka, op 65

3

3

Eine kleine Freudin hat doch jeder Mann (Foxtrot)

5

Songs a, b, c (One-step)

8

Wenn eine schöne Frau befiehlt (Lied - Langsamer Foxtrot)

9

Man sagt uns schönen Frauen nacht (Foxtrot)

11

Kondja (Tango-Foxtrot)

12

Kiss me, my darling

13

Komm zu mir zum Teel (Paso doble)

15

Komm, die Nacht gehört der Sünde (Foxtrot)

(Gavotte Polka)

(Foxtrot-Chanson)

Other Dances, continued
4

5

Mein Schatz, vergiss’ mich nicht! (Lied – Polka)

6

Was wär’ ich ohne Euch…? (Tango-Lied)

8

Es gibt noch Märchen (Lied und Slow-Fox)

18

Die Welt bekränzt sich mit Rosen

(Tango)

Marches from The Complete Art Songs of Franz Lehár, Volumes 1-4
*not labeled as a “March”
VOL. SONG #

SONG TITLE

1

20

Sur le ch’min creux (LCdU), Marcia

2

20

Kriegslied*

21

Gendarmenlied*

22

Bukowiner Helden-Marsch

23

Salve Sancta Barbara, Lied der Artillerie

Marches, continued

177
3

4

Um acht beginnt die Nacht/Hallo! Da ist Dodo* - in
Marschtempo

4

16

Rotary Hymne*

19

Vindobona (Schlaraffenlied)* - Hymnus

9

Devasthymne

20

Marsch der Kanoniere* - Marchlied

APPENDIX C
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Appendix C

ART SONG SCORE EXTRACT PERMISSIONS
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